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Dear Friends! Dear Colleagues! 
 

 
Welcome to the International Conference “Plant Abiotic Stress Tolerance III”! Welcome to Vienna! 
 

Abiotic stresses, defined as the negative impact of non-living factors on the living organisms in a specific 

environment are the primary causes of crop loss worldwide. Abiotic stresses include high and low 

temperatures, salinity, drought, flooding, heavy metal stress and many other environmental factors. Plant 

tolerance to these stresses is dependent on the molecular networks involved in stress perception, signaling, 

and the expression of specific stress-related genes and metabolites 

 

The main goal of the International Conference “Plant Abiotic Stress Tolerance III” is to bring researchers from 

academy and industry to present and evaluate the most recent advances in understanding and combating 

plant abiotic stress and tolerance mechanisms and to define new frontiers in this field. 

 

The program of Plant Abiotic Stress Tolerance III Conference consists of plenary lectures and session talks, 

posters sessions, special sessions on career development, and tours of the beautiful city of Vienna.  

  

Vienna is considered one of the most beautiful cities in the world, situated in the heart of Europe. Due to its 

geographic and geopolitical location, Vienna has become a popular conference place in recent years. Today, 

Vienna offers a range of sights from old historical palaces, classical concerts and outstanding opera 

performances to typical Viennese coffee houses and restaurants – all brought together in incomparable 

Viennese harmony. The International and Local Organizing Committees have compiled a well-balanced 

agenda with state-of –the –art professional highlights and social events to be remembered. 

 

 

 

Prof. Jian-Kang Zhu , Chair of the International Organizing Committee 

Prof. Alisher Touraev, President of VISCEA, Chair of Local Organizing Committee 
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Conviron is the leading global supplier of controlled environment systems for research and testing 

applications in plant science, as well as biotechnology, pharmaceuticals and industrial markets. 

From small chambers to large-scale research greenhouses, Conviron systems can be found in over 

90 countries in facilities that range from small start-ups to many of the world’s largest and most 

prestigious research institutions. 

 

We work closely with customers to design or customize products to meet their unique 

requirements.  Our portfolio includes single and multi-tier reach-in and walk-in chambers for plant 

growth, Arabidopsis, tissue culture, germination and incubation. We offer the Conviron Growth 

House™ and a research greenhouse solution for larger scale research programs, as well as a 

range of dew rooms and controlled environment storage rooms. Conviron systems provide precise 

control of temperature, humidity, CO2 and light intensity and can be remotely programmed and 

monitored to ease management. Standard products are certified to UL, TUV and/or CSA Standards 

and also carry the CE mark. 

 

Conviron also offers a comprehensive suite of value-added services from early-stage design 

through to installation, project commissioning and ongoing maintenance and support. See 

www.conviron.com or contact info@conviron.com to learn how we can provide you with a solution 

that meets your needs. 
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME 

June 29 (Monday) 
08.00 – 17.00 Registration  

09.00 – 09.20 Opening  
Welcome address by Alisher Touraev (Local Chair, VISCEA, Austria) 
Welcome address by Heribert Hirt (Co-Chair, Saudia Arabia/France) 

09.30 - 10.20 (+10)  Keynote Lecture:  
Rainer Hedrich (Germany). Ion Channels Rescue Plants From Dehydration 

10.30 - 11.00  Coffee break  

11.00 - 12.30 Session I:     Plant Response to Cold & Heat Stresses 

Chairs Yee-Yung Charng (Taiwan),  Marc R Knight (UK) 

11.00 - 11.20 (+5) Yee-Yung Charng (Taiwan). Genetic Dissection of Thermotolerance: From 
Phenotyping to Envirotyping 

11.25 - 11.45 (+5) Marc Knight (UK). Freezing Stress Tolerance: Signalling During Acclimation and 
Mechanisms of Tolerance 

11.50 – 12.05 (+5) Rajeev Arora (USA). Cellular Mechanism of Post-Thaw Recovery, a Forgotten 
Component of Freezing Tolerance  

12.10 – 12.25 (+5) Aina Prinzenberg (The Netherlands). The Genetics of Photosynthetic Cold-
Responses in Brassica Rapa 

12.40 - 14.00 Lunch + Poster Session  

14.00 - 15.30 Session II:     Plant Response to Drought & Salt Stresses 

Chairs Zhizhong Gong (China),  Rainer Hedrich (Germany) 

14.00 - 14.20 (+5) Zhizhong Gong (China). Regulation of ABI1 in Arabidopsis 

14.25 - 14.45 (+5) Miguel Botella (Spain). Endoplasmic Reticulum-Plasma Membrane (ER-PM) 
Contact Sites Mediated by SYT1 in Salt and Drought Tolerance 

14.50 - 15.05 (+5) Sandra Schmöckel (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia). Regulation of Na+ Transport, the 
Role and Control of AtHKT1;1 Expression in Arabidopsis Thaliana Ecotypes Col-0 
and C24 

15.10 - 15.25 (+5) Christiana Staudinger (Austria). Leaf Senescence During Drought is Modulated 
by Symbiotic Interaction in Medicago Truncatula 

15.30 - 16.00 Coffee break  

16.00 - 17.30 Special Career Development & Job Finder Session 

Moderators: Alisher Touraev 

16.00 - 16.30  Academy and Industry Lab Profiles: Short Presentations on Research & 
Development Activities 

16.30 - 17.00 Young Researchers Profiles – Short Presentations of Selected Young Researchers 

17.00 - 17.30  General Discussions and Get - Together in the JOB CORNER  

17.30 - 19.00 Welcome Reception + Poster Session 

June 30 (Tuesday) 
08.00 – 17.00 Registration  

09.00 - 10.30 Session III: Plant Response to Osmotic & Oxidative Stresses 

Chairs Claudia Jonak (Austria),  Miguel A Botella (Spain)   

09.00 - 09.25 (+5) Claudia Jonak (Austria). Salt Stress: Phosphorylation-Mediated Redox and 
Chromatin Regulation  
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09.30 - 09.40 (+5) Yun Kang (USA). Genome-Wide Association of Drought and Salinity Stress 
Related Traits With Hapmap Snps in Medicago Truncatula  

09.45 - 09.55 (+5) Maija Sierla (Finland). Atypical Receptor Kinase RCD7 is A Central Regulator of 
Stomatal Function  

10.00 – 10.10 (+5)  Karuppana Pandian (Germany). Response of Vicia faba L. Leaves to Progressive 
Drought Stress: in Situ Temporal Analysis Using Ratio Imaging Method 

10.15- 10.25 (+5) Emna Gharbi (France/Tunisia/Belgium). Effect of Salicylic Acid on the 
Interaction Between Ethylene and Polyamines in the Short Term Response of 
Tomato to Salinity Stress 

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee break  

11.00 - 12.30 Session IV: Plant Response to Nutrient & Flooding Stresses 

Chairs Laurentius Voesenek (The Netherlands), Ming-Che Shih (Taiwan) 

11.00 - 11.25 (+5) Laurentius Voesenek (The Netherlands). Ethylene Priming: a New Mechanism 
that Confers Flooding Tolerance 

11.30 - 11.50 (+5) Ming-Che Shih (Taiwan). A Regulatory Cascade Involving Transcriptional and N-
End Rule Pathways in Rice under Submergence 

11.55 - 12.10 (+5) Luciano do Amarante (Brasil). Futile NO-Cycle Enhances Pasteur Effect and 
Reduces Fermentation During Low-Oxygen Conditions in Soybean 

12.15 - 12.25 (+5) Claudia Meisrimler (France).  Genetic Dissection of the Primary Root Growth 
Response to Low Phosphate in Arabidopsis   

12.30 – 14.00 Lunch + Poster Session 

14.00 - 15.30 Session V:     «Omics» of Abiotic Stress Tolerance 

Chairs Heng Zhang (China), Setsuko Komatsu (Japan) 

14.00 - 14.20 (+5) Heng Zhang (China). Characterization of ABA-related Alternative Splicing in 
Arabidopsis thaliana 

14.25 – 14.45 (+5) Setsuko Komatsu (Japan). Proteomic Technique for Identifying Flooding-
Tolerant Mechanism in Soybean 

14.50 - 15.05 (+5) Daisuke Takahashi (Japan). GPI-Anchored Proteins in Response to Cold 
Acclimation: from “Omics” to “Physiology” 

15.15 - 10.25 (+5) Cezary Waszczak (Finland). Sulfenome Mining in A. Thaliana - Towards 
Identification of Apoplastic ROS Sensors 

15.30 - 16.00 Coffee break  

16.00 - 17.30 Special Career Development & Job Finder Session 

Moderators Alisher Touraev 

16.00 - 16.30  Academy and Industry Lab Profiles: Short Presentations on Research & 
Development Activities 

16.30 - 17.00 Young Researchers Profiles – Short Presentations of Selected Young Researchers 

17.00 - 17.30  General Discussions and Get - Together in the JOB CORNER  

17.30 - 19.00 Poster Session + Light Sandwich Dinner in the Poster area (provided free) 

July 1 (Wednesday) 
08.30 – 10.30 Registration  

09.00 - 10.30 Session VI:      Plant Abiotic Stress Signaling 

Chairs Heribert Hirt (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia & France), Xuemin Wang (USA) 

09.00 - 09.20 (+5) Heribert Hirt (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and France). The Role of ABA and MAPK 
Signaling Pathways in Plant Abiotic Stress Responses   
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09.25 - 09.45 (+5) Markus Teige (Austria). Phosphorylation of a bZIP Transcription Factor Triggers 
Metabolic Reprogramming in Stress Acclimation 

09.50 - 10.05 (+5) Ning Shao (Germany). Investigating New Mediators of ROS Signal Transduction 
in Algae and Plants 

10.10 – 10.25 (+5)  Laura Cuyàs (France): New Strategies to Identify Key Components of Pi 
Starvation Response Regulation in Plants 
 10.30 – 11.00 Coffee break  

11.00 - 12.30 Session VII: Breeding & Biotechnology of Abiotic Stress Tolerance 

Chairs Zhulong Chan (China), Markus Taige (Austria) 

11.00 - 11.20 (+5) Zhulong Chan (China). Improved Plant Abiotic stress Tolerance by Exogenous 
Small Molecules 

11.25 - 11.40 (+5) Eri Adams (Japan). CsTolen A Enhances Cesium Tolerance in Plants Through 
Reduction of Cesium Uptake 

11.45 - 12.00 (+5) Enéas Ricardo Konzen (Brasil). DREB Genes Polymorphisms and their 
Association With Drought Related Traits in Common Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) 

12.05 - 12.20 (+5) Debatosh Das (The Netherlands).  Transcriptome Analysis of Ethylene and 
Shade Induced Hypocotyl Elongation in Arabidopsis 

12.30 - 13.00 Closing Ceremony, Conference Photo 
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Agrisera - leading supplier of antibodies for plant cell biology  

 

We are a Swedish company with 25 years of experience in antibody production. Our focus are 

primary antibodies and reagents for plant and algal cell biology research. Our growing collection 

covers around 1000 of antibodies produced by Agrisera or developed in collaboration with 

researchers world over.  

Agrisera antibodies are carefully evaluated either in our own laboratories or in collaboration with 

scientists in the field. 

 
www.agrisera.com 

  

http://www.agrisera.com/
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Ion Channels Rescue Plants From Dehydration 

Rainer Hedrich 

Universität Würzburg, Julius-von-Sachs-Institut für Biowissenschaften, Lehrstuhl für Molekulare Pflanzenphysiologie und Biophysik, 
Julius-von-Sachs-Platz 2, 97082 Würzburg, Deutschland 

 
Stomata formed by pairs of guard cells evolved more than 400 million years ago. Land-going plants to 
prevent dehydration had to adapt transpiration water loss to water availability. Abscisic acid (ABA) is known 
as the key-signalling component in drought stress response. However, differences in the sensitivity of guard 
cells to the water stress signal have been reported across land plant lineages. Arabidopsis lacking distinct 
protein kinases is impaired ABA-dependent drought gene expression. The loss of the SnRK OST1 and a set of 
calcium-dependent kinases appear insensitive to the water stress hormone causing a wilty open stomata 
phenotype. In Arabidopsis stomatal closure is mediated via kinase phosphorylation-activation of guard cell 
anion channels of the SLAC/SLAH-type (Geiger et al. 2009-11; Scherzer et al. 2012; Majerhofer et al. 2014). 
Here we addressed the question when in evolution anion channel SLAC1 became a target for kinase-
dependent ABA signalling. Studying the evolution of fast ABA signalling we cloned anion channels and 
SLAC/SLAH kinases from the land-going alga, the liverwort, and the moss. Kinase’s capability to recued ABA 
dependent drought gene expression was assayed with the Arabidopsis mutants, while potential to activate 
SLAC/SLAHs was tested in the Xenopus oocyte system. The capability of early kinases in rescuing ABA 
dependent drought gene expression in higher plant also activates guard cell anion channels (Lind et al. 
2015). This finding challenges the hypothesis that acquisition of anion channel SLAC1-kinase based active 
stomatal control was co-opted from ancient drought gene signalling and coincides with the innovation of 
stomata themselves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Genetic Dissection of Thermotolerance: From Phenotyping to Envirotyping 
 
Yee-yung Charng 
 
Agricultural Biotechnology Research Center, Academia Sinica, Taipei 11529, Taiwan 
 
A large number of genes that are induced or repressed by heat stress (HS) have been identified by 
transcriptome profiling using microarrays or next generation sequencing.  However, the biological functions 
of most of these genes remain unclear. Demonstrating the functions of HS response genes using a reverse 
genetic approach has become routine, especially when knockout mutants of the target genes are available 
in plant species such as Arabidopsis. Despite being straightforward, this approach may not result in findings 
of mutant phenotype unless appropriate HS conditions (envirotypes) are applied. With the use of different 
HS envirotypes that consist of varied duration at different high temperatures, we have identified  
components involved in distinct thermotolerance responses: basal thermotolerance, short- and long-term 
acquired thermotolerance, and thermotolerance to moderately high temperatures. Manifestation of the 
relationship between genotypes, envirotypes, and phenotypes facilitates the discovery of pathways in 
specific thermotolerance response, such as the positive feedback loop between HSP101 and HSA32 in long- 
term acquired thermotolerance. Recently, envirotyping also contributed to the identification of other 
thermotolerance components that are not responsive to HS and could not be identified by transcriptome 
profiling. These studies underscore the importance of envirotyping in the studies of plant HS response. It is 
expected that envirotyping will play a critical role in genetic studies of other abiotic stresses. 
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Freezing Stress Tolerance: Signalling During Acclimation and Mechanisms of Tolerance 
 
Marc Knight 
 
School of Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Durham University, South Road, Durham DH1 3LE, United Kingdom 
 

We are taking a combined approach to determining signalling pathways which lead from perception of cold, 
activate cold acclimation in order to finally induce the mechanisms required for tolerance to freezing. Our 
work has identified the importance of calcium signalling in low temperature signalling, which we have 
investigated both by empirical and mathematical modelling approaches, as well as the regulation of cold 
gene expression through calcium regulated transcription and factors. In parallel we have been taking a 
classical genetic approach to identify components required for freezing tolerance: namely the identification 
of mutations in Arabidopsis which affect freezing tolerance. We have recently identified three new genes 
through a combination of mapping and next generation sequencing. Our results have uncovered roles for 
vacuolar ion transport, cell wall remodelling and regulation of chloroplast genome in freezing tolerance. 
These approaches, the findings obtained and the implications of these findings will be discussed in the 
presentation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cellular Mechanism of Post-Thaw Recovery, a Forgotten Component of Freezing Tolerance 
 
Rajeev Arora 
 
Department of Horticulture, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 5001, USA 

 
Ability of plants to recover from freeze-thaw injury is a critical component of their ultimate survival post 
freezing stress. However, little is known about this aspect at the cellular level. We conducted two studies to 
explore possible mechanism(s) for post-thaw recovery: 1) a proteomics study using onion scale tissues, and 
2) a study using spinach leaves focusing on 4 specific protein classes. Comparison of the onion scale 
proteomes from unfrozen control (UFC), freeze-injured (INJ), and post-thaw recovered (REC) treatments 
revealed several recovery-related proteins (RRPs) defined by their characteristic accumulation pattern. 
Based on the functional categories assigned, we propose that RRPs carry out repair during post-thaw by re-
establishing ion homeostasis, proteostasis, cell-wall remodeling, ROS scavenging, & optimizing energy 
budget. Spinach study indicated that INJ leaves had higher ion-leakage and water-soaking, lower PS II 
efficiency, higher ROS accumulation, & lower antioxidant enzyme activity. However, those recovered 
exhibited recovery of all these parameters. Additionally, two spinach AQPs, SoPIP2;1 & SoδTIP, were down-
regulated in INJ but restored in REC tissues, the latter, presumably, related to re-absorption of thawed 
water during the recovery. A notion was also tested that molecular chaperones (HSP70s) and putative 
membrane stabilizers (DHNs) are recruited during recovery. 
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The Genetics of Photosynthetic Cold-Responses in Brassica Rapa 
 
Aina E. Prinzenberg, Jeremy Harbinson and Mark G.M. Aarts 
 
WUR, Droevendaalsesteeg 1, 6708 PB Wageningen 

 
Temperature is an important factor determining plant growth and performance. One of the first 
physiological parameters that is affected by low temperature is photosynthetic efficiency. However, very 
little is known about the mechanisms involved in the regulation of photosynthesis in low but non- 
freezing temperatures and the underlying genetics. 
We use chlorophyll fluorescence to measure the light-use efficiency of photosystem II (PSII) electron 
transport, a well-described indicator for environmental stresses in plants. Using a unique, automated 
phenotyping system we are able to take precise measurements of plant growth and chlorophyll 
fluorescence for a large number of plants over the complete course of cold exposure, several times per day. 
This allows us to accurately quantify the impact of temperature reduction on individual genotypes in a 
genetic mapping population of Brassica rapa. Like this we identified a major QTL which is stable over time 
and that explains nearly 30% of the variation of PSII efficiency in low temperatures. Currently, we engage in 
cloning of the underlying gene to unravel new genetic factors involved in the cold-response variation. 
 
 
 
 
 
Regulation of ABI1 in Arabidopsis 

 

Zhizhong Gong 

 
No.2 Yuanmingyuan Xilu, Haidian District, College of biology Sciences, Life science research center 4016#, China 

 

The phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) plays crucial roles in plant development and responses to abiotic and 

biotic stresses. The ABA signaling is initiated by PYR1/PYL/RCAR ABA receptors binding to ABA. ABA-bound 

ABA receptors then interact with and inhibit the clade A protein phosphatases 2Cs (PP2Cs), and release their 

inhibition on the downstream protein kinases such as CDPKs, SnRKs and GHR1. However, except for the 

inhibition by ABA receptors, whether these PP2Cs are further regulated is not well known. We found that 

ABI1 (ABA INSENSITIVE1) PP2C protein can be degraded by PUB12/13 E3 ligases. pub12 pub13 mutants 

exhibits stronger ABA insensitive phenotypes than the wild type in all ABA responses. Introducing the abi1-3 

null mutation into pub12 pub13 mutant recovers the ABA insensitive phenotypes. Furthermore, we found 

that EAR1 (Enhancer of ABA co-Receptor 1), an uncharacterized protein, can interact with PP2Cs and 

enhance the PP2Cs activities. These studies highlights the novel paradigms for regulation of the PP2C 

activities in Arabidopsis.  
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Endoplasmic Reticulum-Plasma Membrane (ER-PM) Contact Sites Mediated by SYT1 in Salt and Drought 
Tolerance 
 
Miguel Botella, Jessica Pérez-Sancho, Steffen Vanneste, Heather E. McFarlane, Alicia Esteban del Valle, Jirí 
Friml, and Abel Rosado 
 
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, Universidad de Málaga-IHSM-UMA-CSIC, 29071 Málaga, Spain 

 
Eukaryotic endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-plasma membrane (PM) contact sites are evolutionarily conserved 
microdomains that have important roles in specialized metabolic functions such as ER-PM communication, 
lipid homeostasis, and Ca2+ influx. Despite recent knowledge about ER-PM contact site components and 
functions in yeast and mammals, relatively little is known about the functional significance of these 
structures in plants. The Arabidopsis phospholipid binding Synaptotagmin1 (SYT1) is a plant ortholog of the 
mammal extended synaptotagmins and yeast tricalbins families of ER-PM anchors. We propose that SYT1 
functions at ER- PM contact sites because it displays a dual ER-PM localization, it is enriched in microtubule-
depleted regions at the cell cortex, and it colocalizes with Vesicle-Associated Protein27-1, a known ER-PM 
marker. Furthermore, biochemical and physiological analyses indicate that SYT1 might function as an 
electrostatic phospholipid anchor conferring mechanical stability in plant cells. Together, the subcellular 
localization and functional characterization of SYT1 highlights a role of plant ER-PM contact site components 
in the cellular adaptation to salt and drought tolerance.  
Funded by BIO2014-55380-R 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Regulation of Na+ Transport, the Role and Control of AtHKT1;1 Expression in Arabidopsis Thaliana 
Ecotypes Col-0 and C24 
 
Schmöckel, S.1,2,3, Sundstrom, J.2,3, Tester, M.1, Berger B.3,4 and Roy, S.2,3 
 
1King Abdullah University of Science and Technology 
2Australian Centre for Plant Functional Genomics 
3The University of Adelaide 
4The Plant Accelerator 

 
Two Arabidopsis ecotypes, Col-0 and C24, have previously been identified as interesting candidates to study 
plant salinity tolerance. Notably, C24 accumulates significantly more Na+ in the shoot than Col-0. We 
investigated the basis for the difference in shoot Na+ accumulation between Col-0 and C24 using a 
Quantitative Trait Loci-approach, which led to the identification of a locus that included AtHKT1;1. AtHKT1;1 
encodes a protein likely to mediate the retrieval of Na+ from the xylem, thereby reducing Na+ translocation 
to the shoot. RT-PCR showed that levels of AtHKT1;1-mRNA in roots were much lower in C24 than Col-0. To 
determine the mechanism of differences in expression levels between the two ecotypes, a series of 
AtHKT1;1promoter::GFP constructs were tested in Arabidopsis. Results show that both the Col-0 and C24 
AtHKT1;1 promoters are able to drive GFP expression, suggesting that differences in the promoter region 
are not responsible for the low levels of AtHKT1;1 mRNA in C24 roots. However, a transposable element 
identified in the second intron of the C24 AtHKT1;1 genomic sequence seems likely to be determining 
differences between the two ecotypes.  
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Leaf Senescence During Drought is Modulated by Symbiotic Interaction in Medicago Truncatula 
 
Staudinger C1, Gil-Quintana E2, Gonzalez EM2, Hofhansl F3, Bachmann G1 and Wienkoop S1 
 
1Dept of Ecogenomics and Systems Biology, University of Vienna, Althanstraße 14, A-1090 Vienna 
2Dept Environmental Science, Public Univeristy of Navarra Campus Arrosadía, ES-31006 Pamplona 
3Dept of Microbiology and Ecosystem Science, University of Vienna, Althanstraße 14, A-1090 Vienna 
 
How internal C:N balance and rhizobial symbiosis impact on plant response to water limitation is still an 
open question. Here, we tested the effect of differential N nutrition and root nodule symbiosis on drought 
stress and rehydration responses of pot-grown M. truncatula. 
One group of plants was nodulated with Sinorhizobium medicae or S. meliloti; the second group grew 
without rhizobia and received mineral N fertilizer. In addition to growth analyses, physiological and 
molecular responses were assessed using ionomic, metabolomic and proteomic techniques. 
We found a delay in drought-induced leaf senescence and a more effective recovery from stress in 
nodulated relative to non-nodulated plants, uncoupled from initial leaf N concentrations. The mechanisms 
involved are shifts in the carbon partitioning between starch and sugars under well-watered conditions, and 
enhanced allocation of reserves to osmolytes during drought. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Salt Stress: Phosphorylation-Mediated Redox and Chromatin Regulation 
 
Claudia Jonak 
 
GMI - Gregor Mendel Institute of Molecular Plant Biology, Dr. Bohr - Gasse 3, 1030 Vienna, Austria 

 
High soil salinity is a major environmental constraint for plant growth and development and a worldwide 
phenomenon that negatively affects agricultural productivity. Plants respond to salinity stress with an array 
of mechanisms including transcriptional and metabolic rearrangements. These responses are delicately 
coordinated by signalling pathways that ultimately result in tolerance or sensitivity. Protein kinases 
constitute important regulators in these circuits. In this talk I will give an example on how cellular redox 
status and chromatin function are regulated by stress-responsive protein kinases 
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Genome-Wide Association of Drought and Salinity Stress Related Traits With Hapmap Snps in Medicago 
Truncatula 
 
Yun Kang1, Muhammet Sakiroglu2, Veronica Greve3, Nicholas Krom1, John Stanton-Geddes4, Mingyi 
Wang1, Yi-Ching Lee1, Nevin D. Young5, Michael Udvardi1 
 
1The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation, OK, USA 
2Kafkas University, Kars, Turkey 
3University of Vermont, VT, USA 
4Michigan State University, MI, USA 
5University of Minnesota, MN, USA 

 
Improving abiotic stress tolerance of crop plants is a major goal of plant breeders. In this study, we 
characterized drought and salinity stress-related traits of 220 or 132 Medicago truncatula HapMap inbred 
lines. Plants were grown in soil in a controlled-environment walk-in growth chamber. Characterized 
drought-related traits included shoot dry weight, maximum leaf size, specific leaf weight, stomatal and 
trichome density, shoot carbon-13 isotope discrimination (δ13C, water use efficiency), and leaf performance 
under dehydration stress applied by 25% PEG. Characterized salinity stress-related traits included shoot 
biomass, leaf size, leaf chlorophyll, and petiole length reduction after gradual salinity stress (0.5%-1%-1.5 % 
NaCl) as well as visual scores of stressed M. truncatula plants. Genome-wide association analyses were 
carried out using a General Linear Model, and standard and compressed Multi Linear Models in the 
software TASSEL. For each trait, we identified candidate genes and chromosome regions containing SNPs 
that are in significant association with the trait. Top candidate genes were selected and are under further 
investigation. 

 
 
Atypical Receptor Kinase RCD7 is a Central Regulator of Stomatal Function 
 
Maija Sierla1, Hanna Horak2, Cezary Waszczak1, Kristiina Laanemets2, Dmitry Yarmolinsky2, Adrien 
Gauthier1, Triin Vahisalu1, Kirk Overmyer1, Hannes Kollist2, Jaakko Kangasjarvi1 
 
1Department of Biosciences, University of Helsinki, Finland 
2Institute of Technology, University of Tartu, Estonia 

 
Stomata control CO2 uptake and water loss and respond to environmental stimuli by adjustment of their 
aperture. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) play an important role in guard cell signaling. Ozone (O3) 
treatment, which generates apoplastic ROS, can be used as a tool to study in planta ROS-induced processes, 
including stomatal regulation. We isolated four alleles of a novel O3 sensitive mutant, rcd7, from forward 
genetic screens for O3 sensitivity. Mapping, genome resequencing and allelism tests revealed that RCD7 
encodes a leucine-rich receptor-like kinase. The rcd7 mutant has impaired stomatal responsiveness to O3, 
elevated CO2, darkness, ABA and light/dark transitions during the normal light period. Importantly, these 
stomatal phenotypes were stronger than those of slac1 and ost1, which lack the guard cell anion channel 
SLAC1 and its main regulator OST1, placing RCD7 in a central role in guard cell signaling. Lack of critical 
residues in the kinase domain and in vitro kinase assays indicate that RCD7 is inactive, suggesting that it may 
signal through interaction with an active kinase, a hypothesis we are pursuing. 
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Response of Vicia faba L. Leaves to Progressive Drought Stress: in Situ Temporal Analysis Using Ratio 
Imaging Method 
 
Karuppanapandian T1, Geilfus C-M2, Muhling K-H2, Gloser V1 
 
1Department of Experimental Biology, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic 
2Institute of Plant Nutrition and Soil Science, Kiel University, Kiel, Germany 

 
Plants can sense progressive drought soon after soil water content (SWC) starts to decline. Precise nature of 
signal that provides information about water availability from roots to leaves and precise timing its 
transport is still unknown. The change in pH of leaf apoplast has been identified as an important marker of 
leaf response to drought stress of roots. We aimed at temporal analysis of changes in leaf apoplast pH of 
intact plant under progressive soil drying. We linked these changes with transpiration rate and other 
physiological traits as well as with SWC. An H+-sensitive fluorescence probe, in combination with ratio 
imaging microscopy, was used to measure leaf apoplastic pH in fully developed leaves of intact V. faba 
plants. We observed maximum change of 1.32 pH unit in leaf apoplast during drying period of 11 days and 
its gradual increase started in the leaves after 2 d of drought. These changes were greater in younger leaves 
of 0.40 pH unit that in older leaves. Leaf water potential significantly decreased after 4 d and transpiration 
rate was reduced after 5 d of drought. Early effect of drought on leaf growth was first observed after 6 d. 
 
 
 
Effect of Salicylic Acid on the Interaction Between Ethylene and Polyamines in the Short Term Response 
of Tomato to Salinity Stress 
 

Emna Gharbi1,2, Muriel Quinet1, Imene Hichri2, Hela Ben Ahmed3, Juan Pablo-Martínez4, Marie-Laure 
Fauconnier5, Stanley Lutts1 
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This study aimed to determine the effects of exogenous application of salicylic acid on the toxic effects of 
salt in relation to ethylene and polyamine synthesis, and to correlate these traits with the expression of 
genes involved in ethylene and polyamine metabolism in two tomato species differing in their sensitivity to 
salt stress, Solanum lycopersicum cv Ailsa Craig genetic background of functional lines studied in the 
European project Rootopower (UE Contract #289365) and its wild salt-resistant relative Solanum chilense. In 
S. chilense, treatment with 125 mM NaCl improved plant growth, increased production of ethylene, 
endogenous salicylic acid and spermine. However, salinity decreased plant growth in S. lycopersicum cv 
Ailsa Craig without affecting endogenous ethylene, salicylic or polyamine concentrations. Exogenous 
application of salicylic acid at 0.01 mM enhanced salt stress resistance of S. lycopersicum cv Ailsa Craig 
plants and increased dry weight and putrescine content and slightly reduced ethylene production compared 
to plant subjected to salt alone. Regarding S. chilense, we did not observe an increase of biomass for plants 
treated with salt and salicylic acid compared to salt alone, but this treatment decreased ethylene and 
spermine concentration while it increased putrescine production. Expression of genes involved in ethylene 
and polyamine metabolism revealed that synthesis of ethylene is favored in response to salt in S.chilense 
while in S. lycopersicum cv Ailsa Craig, it is more the polyamine pathway that is enhanced under salinity. Our 
results revealed that both species respond differently to salinity regarding ethylene and polyamine 
metabolism. Exogenous application of SA alleviates salt stress in tomato by interfering with ethylene and 
polyamine metabolism, thus promoting growth, delaying leaf senescence and contributing to ionic 
homeostasis, especially in the salt-sensitive glycophytic species.  
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Ethylene Priming: a New Mechanism that Confers Flooding Tolerance 
 
Rens Voesenek  
 
Plant Ecophysiology, Utrecht University 

 
The severity and frequency of floods is predicted to increase with changing global weather patterns. These 
floods adversely affect crop growth and yields. Research aimed at increasing plant resistance to abiotic 
stresses such as flooding is therefore a high global priority. The volatile plant hormone ethylene 
accumulates in submerged plant tissues very quickly (within 1 h) and acts as a reliable proxy for 
submergence and probably therefore this hormone operates upstream of many flood adaptive processes. In 
Arabidopsis, ethylene can ‘prepare’ (prime) plants for flooding tolerance to later occurring oxygen 
deficiency (hypoxia). This novel mechanism of flooding tolerance is regulated via increased transcription and 
stabilisation of group VII Methionine-Cysteine (MC) Ethylene Response Factor (ERF) transcription factors. 
Upon hypoxia these MC-ERFs regulate the transcription of adaptive core-hypoxia genes. We hypothesize 
that ethylene-regulated increase of non-symbiotic hemoglobin causes stabilization of MC-ERFs via its 
capacity to scavenge NO.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Regulatory Cascade Involving Transcriptional and N-End Rule Pathways in Rice under Submergence 
 
Chih-Cheng Lin1, Daniel J. Gibbs2, Ya-Ru Li1, Yu-Lin Wu1, Hung-An Yang1, Meng-Chiao Ho3 and Ming-Che 
Shih1 
 
1Agricultural Biotechnology Research Center, Academia Sinica, Taipei, 115, Taiwan 
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Group VII ERFs play a pivotal role in plant response to submergence stress. It was reported that in 
Arabidopsis group VII ERFs are destabilized via N-end rule pathway under normoxia, but will be stabilized to 
under hypoxia to trigger downstream responses. However, Sub1A is a VII ERF and confers the majority of 
submergence tolerance to rice, but Sub1A appears to evade this oxygen-regulated N-end rule protease 
degradation. These suggest that the regulatory networks of Sub1A-1 and oxygen sensing mechanism in rice 
probably are different from those of Arabidopsis. We found that during submergence ERF66 and ERF67 are 
transcriptionally up-regulated by Sub1A-1 and also the substrates of N-end rule pathway. Taken together, 
these results suggest that Sub1A-1, ERF66 and ERF67 could form a regulatory cascade which involves 
transcriptional and N-end rule pathway for rice to tolerate submergence stress. 
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Futile NO-Cycle Enhances Pasteur Effect and Reduces Fermentation During Low-Oxygen Conditions in 
Soybean 
 
Junior Borella1, Luciano do Amarante1, Joost van Dongen2 
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Nitrate improves hypoxia tolerance in many plant species, however the mechanism behind this is not 
understood. Here, we tested the hypothesis if nitrate dependent activity of the futile NO-cycle can explain 
the improved hypoxia tolerance by converting NADH to NAD in a cycle of reactions in which nitrate is 
reduced to NO via the enzyme nitrate reductase and subsequently converted to nitrate again by plant 
hemoglobin. Root segments of soybean plants (either nodulated, thus assimilating ammonium derived from 
biological N2-fixation, or non-nodulated but nitrate fertilized) were incubated in a solution that was in 
equilibrium with 1% or 21% oxygen in air. Indeed, in nodulated plants (- nitrate), fermentative pathways 
were more active as compared to non-nodulated plants (+ nitrate), while roots from non-nodulated plants 
(+ nitrate) produced higher levels of NO. Our results support the suggestion that NO production relieves 
hypoxic stress keeping glycolysis running by increasing NADH oxidation under oxygen deficiency via the 
nitrate reductase and hemoglobin mediated futile NO-cycle. 
 
 
 
 
 
Genetic Dissection of the Primary Root Growth Response to Low Phosphate in Arabidopsis 
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Brouchoud, Serge Chiarenza, Audrey Creff, Etienne Delannoy, Marie-Christine Thibaud, Benjamin Péret, 
Laurent Nussaume, Thierry Desnos 
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Phosphate (Pi) is an essential nutrient for plants and Pi starvation (-Pi) leads rapidly to primary root (PR) 
growth arrest in Arabidopsis. New Arabidopsis mutants, exhibiting reduced PR growth arrest under Pi 
deficiency, were isolated, among them many stop1 and almt1 alleles. Transcription factor STOP1 positively 
regulates ALMT1 expression, encoding a malate efflux transporter. Their role in proton and Al rhizotoxicities 
tolerance is well documented, however this is the first description of their function in root growth response 
to -Pi. We observed a STOP1-dependent induction of ALMT1 mRNA accumulation in wild-type (WT) 
seedlings under -Pi, whereas STOP1 expression remained stable. We also showed that STOP1 functionally 
interacts with the ALMT1 promoter. ALMT1 induction by -Pi correlated with increased malate and citrate 
excretion by WT seedling roots, whereas this excretion significantly decreased in stop1 and almt1 mutants. 
The lpr1/lpr2 double mutant, maintaining PR growth in -Pi, excreted similar malate and citrate amounts as 
the WT. Furthermore, mutants and WT showed significant differences in peroxidase profiles related to the 
PR growth arrest. 
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Characterization of ABA-related alternative splicing in Arabidopsis thaliana 
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Most genes, especially stress responsive genes, are intensively regulated at the transcript level. With the 
advent of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, it is realized that alternative splicing (AS) affects a 
large portion of the eukaryotic transcriptome and seems to constitute an important part of the regulatory 
network that mediates plant stress response. ABA signaling plays important roles in mediating and 
integrating various plant stress responses. The early steps of ABA signaling involves ABA-dependent binding 
of PYR/PYL proteins to the PP2C protein phosphatases, which dephosphorylate and release the SnRK2 
kinases that initiate downstream signaling. By using the SnRK2 mutant plants we identified multiple splicing 
factors whose phosphorylation is dependent on SnRK2. In this study we further characterized the SnRK2- 
and ABA-dependent AS events in Arabidopsis and suggest their functions in ABA-mediated stress response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Proteomic Technique for Identifying Flooding-Tolerant Mechanism in Soybean 
 
Setsuko Komatsu 
 
National Institute of Crop Science, Tsukuba, Japan 
 
Climate change is considered a major threat to world agriculture and food security. To improve the 
agricultural productivity and sustainability, the development of stress-tolerant crop is essential. Of the 
abiotic stresses, flooding stress is a very serious hazard because it markedly reduces plant growth and grain 
yield. Proteomic analyses indicate that the effects of flooding stress are not limited to oxygen deprivation, 
but include many other factors. Additionally, due to limitations in materials, flooding tolerance mechanisms 
have not been fully clarified, although many flooding response mechanisms have been reported. Proteomics 
provides indicators and much needed starting points for rapid the selection of novel functional molecular 
markers that are relevant to the regulation of the complex flooding stress-response trait. Some important 
pathways pertaining to flood tolerance have been identified using mutant soybean and phytohormone 
treated soybean such as suppression of glycolysis/fermentation and ubiquitin/proteasome-mediated 
proteolysis. Furthermore, expansin and polygalacturonase inhibiting protein were identified as flooding 
injury-associated indicator protein. This work will expedite transgenic or marker-assisted genetic 
enhancement studies in crops for developing flooding stress-tolerant soybeans. 
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GPI-Anchored Proteins in Response to Cold Acclimation: from “Omics” to “Physiology” 
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Plant freezing tolerance is enhanced by exposure to non-freezing low temperature (Cold acclimation, CA). 
CA results in changes of plasma membrane (PM) protein composition, which is critical to increase freezing 
tolerance. Among many PM-associated proteins, a glycolipid-modified PM protein, GPI-anchored protein 
(GPI-AP), has not yet been highlighted. We first succeeded in identification of 163 GPI-APs in total by 
shotgun proteomic approach. We further analyzed At3g04010 that encodes a putative plasmodesmal 
callose degrading enzyme, beta-1,3-glucanase. mRNA expression of At3g04010 was transiently up-regulated 
in vascular bundles during CA. At3g04010 knockdown mutants showed impaired freezing tolerance increase 
after and abnormal callose deposition in phloem during CA. Fluorescence of mCherry-tagged At3g04010 
distributed similarly as callose in phloem and increased in synchronization with callose deposition during CA. 
The relationship of At3g04010 functions and freezing tolerance during CA will be discussed. This study was 
in part supported by Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (#247373, #22120003 and #24370018).  
 

 

 

 
 
Sulfenome Mining in A. Thaliana - Towards Identification of Apoplastic ROS Sensors 
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Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are key signaling molecules orchestrating plant development and acclimation 
to stress conditions. While ROS production mechanisms are well understood, the perception of ROS signals 
remains poorly characterized. The oxidation of cysteine thiol (-SH) groups to sulfenic acid (-SOH) is a well-
recognized mechanism allowing proteins to sense the redox changes. To gain insight into the cysteine thiol-
dependent ROS signaling in Arabidopsis thaliana, we identified the hydrogen peroxide-dependent cytosolic 
sulfenome: that is, proteins with at least one cysteine thiol oxidized to a sulfenic acid. By means of a genetic 
construct consisting of a fusion between the C-terminal domain of the yeast AP-1–like (YAP1) transcription 
factor and a tandem affinity purification tag, we detected ∼100 sulfenylated proteins in Arabidopsis cell 
suspensions exposed to oxidative stress. We further report the adaptation of YAP1-based sulfenome mining 
strategy for identification of apoplastic ROS targets. Our findings unravel the signaling components involved 
in ROS perception events. 
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Kinases, Stomates and Microbes: Multiple Ways to Improve Abiotic Stress Resistance Of Plants 
 
Heribert Hirt 
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We currently have more than 1 billion of undernourished people worldwide. This situation is not going to 
get better, unless we can increase food production by 50 % in the next decades. However, drought, salt and 
heat stress make up to more than 60 % of crop losses, so that improving abiotic stress resistance is one of 
the most important factors in securing food production. I report here the identification of a novel ABA-
regulated MAPK pathway in Arabidopsis (Danqah et al., 2015), which regulates long-term ABA responses 
and might be an interesting target in crop breeding.  
Abiotic and biotic stress resistance is also determined by the capacity of plants to optimally adjust stomatal 
opening. I report here on the identification of a biotic pathway that largely functions independently of the 
abiotic ABA-regulated pathway, giving plants the possibility to differentiate between biotic and abiotic 
stresses (Montillet et al. 2013). Finally, I present DARWIN21, http://www.darwin21.net, a project to isolate 
and employ endophytic microbes to enhance the stress tolerance of plants. I will show that endophytic 
microbes isolated from desert plants can render crops more resistant to stresses, making beneficial 
microbes a powerful approach for sustainable agriculture (de Zelicourt et al., 2013).    
Danquah A, de Zélicourt A, Boudsocq M, Neubauer J, Frei Dit Frey N, Leonhardt N, Pateyron S, Gwinner F, 
Tamby JP, Ortiz-Masia D, Marcote MJ, Hirt H, Colcombet J.  
(2015) Identification and characterization of an ABA-activated MAP kinase cascade in Arabidopsis 
thaliana.Plant J. 2015 Apr;82(2):232-44. de Zelicourt A, Al-Yousif M, Hirt H.(2013) Rhizosphere microbes as 
essential partners for plant stress tolerance. Mol Plant 6:242-5. 
Montillet, J.-L., Leonhardt, N., Mondy, S., Tranchimand, S., Rumeau, D., Boudsocq, M., Garcia, A.V., Douki, 
T., Bigeard, J., Laurière, C., Chevalier, A., Castresana, C., Hirt, H. (2013) An ABA-independent oxylipin 
pathway controls stomatal closure and immune defense in Arabidopsis. PLoS Biol. 11(3):e1001513 
 

Phosphorylation of a bZIP Transcription Factor Triggers Metabolic Reprogramming in Stress Acclimation 
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In response to stress conditions cellular metabolism needs to be switched from normal growth to stress 
response. We found that the bZIP transcription factor bZIP63 is phosphorylated at multiple sites depending 
on the energy status of the cell. In a combination of affinity purification and in-gel kinase assays coupled to 
MS/MS, we identified the Sucrose-non-fermenting like kinase 1 (SNRK1) and calcium-dependent protein 
kinases (CDPKs) as regulatory kinases. Metabolic profiling and gene expression studies showed that of the 
seven identified in vivo phosphorylation sites, three could be attributed to a SnRK1 kinase. Phosphorylation 
of these sites affects hetero-dimerization with other bZIP factors and induces metabolic reprogramming by 
changing the expression of key genes involved in amino acid metabolism. 
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Investigating New Mediators of ROS Signal Transduction in Algae and Plants 
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Reactive oxygen species (ROS) have recently emerged as important cellular signaling molecules controlling 
development, initiating cellular stress responses and cell death in a wide range of organisms. Relatively little 
is known about the molecular mechanisms underlying the perception of ROS and initiation of cellular 
responses in eukaryotes. To explore this facet of ROS signaling transduction, we developed the combination 
of high-throughput forward genetic screens with a ROS-inducible reporter in the unicellular green alga 
Chlamydomonas and reverse genetic analyses in Arabidopsis. Searching for possible ROS sensor proteins, 
we identified a small zinc finger protein, METHYLENE BLUE SENSITIVITY (MBS), that is required for induction 
of singlet oxygen–dependent gene expression and, upon oxidative stress, accumulates in distinct granules in 
the cytosol. Loss-of-function mbs mutants produce singlet oxygen but are unable to fully respond to it at the 
level of gene expression. Knockout or knockdown of the homologous genes in the higher plant model 
Arabidopsis thaliana results in mutants that are hypersensitive to photooxidative stress, whereas 
overexpression produces plants with elevated stress tolerance. Together, our data indicate an important 
and evolutionarily conserved role of the MBS protein in ROS signaling and provide a strategy for engineering 
stress-tolerant plants. The combination of sensitive genetic screens in Chlamydomonas with subsequent 
functional analyses in both algae and higher plants provides a powerful strategy and a rich source for future 
investigations into the cellular networks controlling ROS homeostasis, sensing and signaling. 
 
 
 
 
 
New Strategies to Identify Key Components of Pi Starvation Response Regulation in Plants 
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Phosphorus is an essential macronutrient for plants. It is preferentially absorbed as orthophosphate (Pi), a 
component limiting growth in a vast majority of soils (Holford, 1997).  
Plants are able to sense surrounding ionic enviorenment and consequently, adapt to Pi deprivation by a set 
of mechanisms aimed to improve Pi recovery or reduce its consumption (Raghothama, 2000).  
These mechanisms respond to external and internal Pi (Thibaud et al., 2010). External Pi is essential for root 
architecture (Svistoonoff, 2007) whereas internal Pi controls adaptative responses to regulate Pi 
homeostasis. A key component of this last process is the transcription factor PHR1 (Rubio, 2001). Additional 
elements have also been identified such as PHO2 (Liu, 2012), PHF1 (Gonzalez, 2005) or CK2 (Chen, 2015) 
which act post transcriptionally to regulate Pi uptake. The complexity of this system is starting to be 
disclosed (Rouached, 2010); however, several regulatory mechanisms remain unknown. We have identified 
new components involved in this regulatory response combining different genetic and molecular biology 
strategies such as RNA sequencing, chemical genetics and classical genetics (Arnaud, 2014).  
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Improved Plant Abiotic Stress Tolerance by Exogenous Small Molecules 
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Abiotic stress tolerance is a complex trait. Recently, many studies provided powerful evidences to support 
the protective roles of small molecules, such as NO, H2S, polyamines and melatonin, could effectively 
alleviate damages caused by multiple abiotic stresses. In various plant species, abiotic stresses modulated 
the accumulation of these small molecules and the expression of biosynthesis and catabolism related genes. 
Exogenous application of small molecules significantly increased plant stress tolerance by affecting many 
physiological and biochemical metabolism pathways. Functional studies using loss-of-function mutants and 
transgenic overexpression plants modulating small molecule contents confirmed important roles of these 
compounds during plant abiotic stress responses. Based on high through-put RNA seq and proteomics 
analyses, genes/proteins involved in ROS, transcription factors, hormones, and carbohydrate metabolisms 
were largely enriched after small molecules pre-treatment. All these results indicated that small molecules 
induced the accumulation of osmoprotectants and antioxidants, kept cell membrane integrity, increased 
photosynthesis and kept ion homeostasis, which protected plants from damages caused by abiotic stresses. 
 
 
 
 
 

CsTolen A Enhances Cesium Tolerance in Plants Through Reduction of Cesium Uptake 
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The accident at the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan following the great earthquake in 2011 caused 
the spread of radiocesium over the surrounding areas including farmland. Therefore, the techniques to 
remediate the land and ensure security of agricultural products using plants came to be the focus of 
attention. In order to select small compounds which either enhance plant tolerance to cesium due to 
reduced accumulation of the ion or enhance cesium uptake ability in plants, chemical library screening was 
performed. Of 20,000 chemicals tested, approximately 40 chemicals were found to alter response to or 
accumulation of cesium in plants. One of these chemicals, named CsTolen A, was confirmed to enhance 
cesium tolerance in plants through reduction of cesium accumulation. Physiological experiments together 
with theoretical modelling have revealed that CsTolen A specifically binds to cesium and inhibits it from 
going into plant cells. Application of CsTolen A to soil-grown plants also reduced cesium accumulation and 
improved plant performance. 
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Our work has been driven to find candidate genes and traits linked to drought tolerance in common bean, 
an essential legume with high nutritional value in many countries. Hereby, we performed a genome-wide 
search of putative DREB (Dehydration Responsive Element-Binding) genes, involved in responses to many 
abiotic stresses including drought. In total, 54 genes were categorized and their expression profiles were 
determined under abiotic stresses. Four candidates were selected (PvDREB1, PvDREB2A, PvDREB5 and 
PvDREB6B) and DNA polymorphisms presented along the promoter, intron and open reading frame were 
investigated. PvDREB6B presented considerable variation in a collection of 121 wild bean accessions. On a 
genomic scale, the wild beans were screened with a 6k SNP-Chip array and the closest SNP to each of the 54 
DREB was identified. We introduce an innovative greenhouse phenotyping experiment used to identify 
variation for drought tolerance in this population for both root and shoot growth ratios. Association 
mapping analyses between traits, SNP-array and candidate gene variants were performed, revealing 
potential markers for selection in breeding programs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transcriptome Analysis of Ethylene and Shade Induced Hypocotyl Elongation in Arabidopsis 
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Morphological responses such as accelerated stem elongation allow a plant to escape from stressful 
conditions like flooding and vegetation shade. During submergence, rapid accumulation of plant-produced 
ethylene gas causes vigorous shoot elongation in some plant species to outgrow floodwaters and resume 
aerial contact. A similar elongation response is initiated in responses to shade cues in dense vegetation, 
which helps plants to access better lit areas of a canopy and maximize photosynthesis. The aim of the 
current study was to gain a more comprehensive understanding of regulatory events mediating this 
strikingly similar phenotypic response to ethylene and shade. 
To this end, we performed a spatiotemporal transcriptomics with hypocotyl and cotyledon at 3 time-points 
based on hypocotyl elongation kinetics. Bioinformatics analyses revealed up-regulation of growth 
promoting gene families such as XTHs, Expansins, IAAs, SAURs and down-regulation of photosynthesis-
related gene families. Hormone correlation with microarray suggests induction of auxin, BR and GA 
signatures and repression of ABA and JA signatures. We further delineate a possible signal transduction 
network from stimulus perception unto phenotypic change using current experimental and a-priori studies.  
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N  94  Exploiting Brachypodium to Identify Cell Wall Specific Molecular Responses to Drought 
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Understanding the molecular mechanisms underpinning drought tolerance traits in grasses are of great 
economic and environmental value. We set out to test our hypothesis that the initial make-up of the cell 
wall and cell wall specific changes in response to drought may contribute to conferring drought tolerance in 
grasses.  
Aberystwyth University hosts a large Brachypodium distachyon germplasm collection, a model grass 
exhibiting a wide range of natural variation. From an initial drought screen of 150 Brachypodium lines, we 
have identified those lines displaying the greatest range in drought response.  
RNAseq analysis of one sensitive and two tolerant lines was conducted and the resulting reads assembled to 
create de novo references for differential gene expression analysis between well watered controls and 
water deficit stressed plants. Additionally, cell wall biochemical analysis was carried out. The findings from 
these studies will enlighten the relatively unstudied relationship between cell wall composition and drought 
tolerance. 
 

 
 

N  95  Transgenerational Effects of Gamma Radiation in Arabidopsis Thaliana 
 
Jorden van de Walle 
 
Belgium 
 
It is the objective of our project to study the long-term impact of low dose gamma radiation on plants, 
within and across generations, and to reveal underlying mechanisms at a cellular level. So far, our 
experiments focused on the oxidative stress that plants experience when encountering gamma radiation. 
An experiment was conducted in which 7-days old Arabidopsis thaliana plants were exposed for 14 days to 
four different gamma dose rates: 22.28 mGy/h, 38.48 mGy/h, 86.1 mGy/h and 457.21 mGy/h during  
one or two generations. 
Anti-oxidative enzymes, metabolites and genes were analysed, revealing dose- and generation dependent 

effects in e.g. the enzyme activities. Catalase in the roots was found to be induced only in the second 

generation at high doses. For syringaldehyde peroxidase (SPOD) in the shoots, a dose dependent 

upregulation was observed in the first generation. However, high SPOD activities were present for all doses 

in the second generation. These results suggest that there is indeed a transgenerational response of plants 

exposed to gamma radiation, preparing their progeny for a harsh environment. 
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N  96  Non-protein thiols content in wheat seedlings under low temperature, cadmium and their 
combined influence 
 
Repkina N.S., Talanova V.V. 
 
Institute of Biology Karelian research centre RAS 

 

The aim of our study was to investigate the influence of low temperature, cadmium and their combined 

effect on non-protein thiols (glutathione and phytochelatins) content in wheat seedlings. The 7 days old 

wheat seedlings were exposed to 4 degrees, cadmium (100 micromoles) or their combined treatment for 7 

days. 

Cold tolerance of wheat grow up in the first period of cold treatment amount maximum level on 7 day. 

Moreover the cadmium treatment also rises up the cold tolerance as their combined effect. The transcript 

level of genes (GS3, PCS1), encoding glutathione synthetase and phytochelatin synthase respectively, rise up 

in leaves at first minutes and hours of separate and combined effect of 4 degrees and cadmium, that 

correlated with cold tolerance. The content of non-protein thiols also increases at first period of chilling. But 

for longer treatment, glutathione content decreased unlike phytochelatin content, which was growing up 

for 7 days. It possibly associated with spending glutathione on phytochelatins synthesis. Obtained results 

suggest that non-protein thiols take part in plants adaptation to different stress factors. The reported study 

was supported by RFBR, project No. 14-04-31676 mol_а. 

 

N  97  The “Genomic Lab” for Molecular Investigation of Biostimulant Complex under Abiotic Stress 
 
Giovanni Povero, Luca Di Nucci, Alberto Piaggesi 
 
Valagro SpA, Via Cagliari 1 - Zona Industriale, 66041 Atessa (CH), Italy 

 
Plant biostimulants (PBS) are recognized as one of the most innovative and sustainable solutions to address 
the increasing request for crops, in order to feed a growing population, producing “more with less”. Indeed, 
this class of natural products is attracting the interest of the market and the research community. 
Several scientific reports highlight the beneficial physiological effects induced by the crop treatment with 
PBS, including abiotic stress tolerance. However, the unknown mechanisms of action of these complex 
products are only now being unraveled through the application of plant functional genomics  
and other “omics”.  
It is well known that gene expression determines the plant’s phenotype, physiology, and response to the 
environment. Here, we present the “Genomic Lab”, where gene expression analyses are carried out on 
model and crop plants, aimed at elucidating the molecular mechanisms of new PBS complex. 
Our results show that PBS application leads to clear, measurable expression changes of selected “marker” 
genes, suggesting possible “priming” effects of treated crops against different kinds of stress. More 
generally, the approach described allows to gain new insights into the mechanism of action of PBS, 
providing clues about regulatory mechanisms and physiological/biochemical pathways affected by any 
treatment.  
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N  98  Sulfur Attenuates Arsenic Toxicity by Efficient Thiol Metabolism and Antioxidant Defense System in 
Rice 
 
Garima Dixit, Amit Pal Singh, Rudra Deo Tripathi 
 
CSIR-National Botanical Research Institute, Rana Pratap Marg, Lucknow – 226001, Uttar Pradesh, India 
 
Globally, many regions are arsenic (As) contaminated with South East Asia being worst affected. Rice is 
major crop in this region posing serious health risks due to its known As accumulation potential. Sulfur (S) is 
an essential macronutrient and a vital element to combat As toxicity. Current study was planned to 
investigate role of S vis-a-vis As toxicity under different S regimes (0.5 to 5 mM) in rice. High sulfur condition 
resulted in high root As accumulation probably due to As complexation through enhanced synthesis of 
thiolic metabolites such as non protein thiols and phytochelatins and restricted its translocation to shoot. 
Enzymes of S assimilatory pathway and downstream thiolic metabolites were up regulated with high S 
supplementation, however, to maintain optimum level of S, transcript levels of sulfate transporters were 
up-regulated as lower S response. Oxidative stress generated due to As was counterbalanced through HS 
condition by reducing H2O2 level and enhancing antioxidant enzyme activities. High sulfur level results in 
reduced transcript level of Lsi2 which is correlated to low shoot As accumulation due to reduced 
translocation and has implications in possible reduced risk of food chain contamination. 
 

 

N 99  Impact of Different Salt Concentrations on Growth and Physiology in the Dedicated Biomass Crop 
Miscanthus X Giganteus 
 
Evangelia Stavridou, Richard Webster, Paul Robson 
 
Institute of Biological, Environmental and Rural Sciences, Aberystwyth University, UK 
 
High salinity land may provide an alternative resource for the cultivation of dedicated biomass crops for 

renewable energy and chemicals thus avoiding competition for land use with food crops. The commercial 

perennial grass Miscanthus x giganteus is a leading biomass crop, yet its response to salt stress is largely 

unknown. M. x giganteus was grown in different NaCl concentrations (0, 60, 210mM). Increased salinity 

negatively affected plant growth and biomass production up to 60% at 210mM NaCl. The relative 

chlorophyll content and leaf stomatal conductance declined over time. The number of dead leaves and 

proline content significantly increased at 210mM and showed a delayed increase at 60mM. An early 

inhibition of maximum quantum yield of PSII was observed on day 25 at 210mM NaCl with no difference 

between 60mM treated and control plants. Gas exchange measurements revealed that the initial reduction 

in carbon fixation occurred due to the reduced CO2 saturated rate of photosynthesis rather than the 

stomata limitation at 60mM NaCl. The ash content and combustion properties from ion analysis were 

calculated to determine the impact of saline soils on combustion. Understanding the potential for growth of 

the C4 biomass crop Miscanthus on underutilized or abandoned saline land may offer a new range of 

targets for improved economics, crop management and breeding.  
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N 100  Deacclimation after cold acclimation is a tightly regulated process in Arabidopsis 
 
Ellen Zuther1, Ilona Juszczak2,3, Yang Ping Lee1,4, Margarete Baier2 and Dirk K. Hincha1 
 
1Max-Planck-Institut für Molekulare Pflanzenphysiologie, D-14476 Potsdam, Germany 
2FU Berlin, Institute of Biology, DCPS, Plant Physiology, D-14195 Berlin, Germany 
3Universität Bonn, Institut für Molekulare Physiologie und Biotechnologie der Pflanzen, D-53115 Bonn, Germany 
4FGV R&D Sdn Bhd, 50088 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 
Cold acclimation (increased freezing tolerance during exposure to low temperatures) has been investigated 

in detail, but little is known about its loss under warm conditions (deacclimation). Here, the kinetics of 

deacclimation were investigated over a period of three days in 10 natural accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana 

with varying freezing tolerance. Transfer to ambient temperatures resulted in a sharp decline of sugar and 

proline levels and of the abundance of cold induced transcripts in all accessions. In contrast, freezing 

tolerance declined only in tolerant, but was almost unaffected in sensitive accessions. Many correlations 

found in acclimated plants between freezing tolerance, expression levels of COR genes and sugar contents 

were lost during deacclimation. However, some correlations specific to the acclimated state persisted, 

indicating that plant metabolism had not completely reverted back to the non-acclimated state. 

 

 

N 101  The Role of SnRK1 in Low-Energy Stress Adaptation 
 
Ella Nukarinen1, Thomas Naegele1, Lorenzo Pedrotti2, Wolfgang Droege-Laser2, Wolfram Weckwerth1 
 
1University of Vienna, Ecogenomics and Systems Biology, Althanstrasse 14, 1090 Vienna, Austria 
2University of Wuerzburg, Pharmaceutical Biology, Julius-von-Sachs-Platz 2, 97082, Wuerzburg, Germany 
 

Several types of stresses affect the energy status of a plant causing changes in transcription, protein activity, 

translation, and metabolism. These events of low energy syndrome (LES) are largely regulated by SNF1 

RELATED PROTEIN KINASE 1 (SnRK1; AKIN10/11), resulting in a decline of biosynthetic activities and 

promotion of catabolic events. We used an inducible akin10/11 double knockdown mutant to study the 

effect of energy depletion under extended night conditions in a time-course experiment. In vivo data from 

high-throughput mass spectrometry analyses of the phosphoproteome, proteome and metabolome 

revealed that the akin10/11 mutant is affected in the immediate reprogramming of the primary 

metabolism. Furthermore, we found that SnRK1 is essential for down-regulation of highly energy 

demanding cell processes, such as ribosome biogenesis and protein translation. We will present a system-

level analysis of the SnRK1 signalling network by integration of metabolome, phosphoproteome and 

proteome data combined with metabolic modelling and identification of regulatory key points during LES. 
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N  102 Enhancing Photosynthetic Potential and Tolerance to Salinity Due to Modulation of Singlet Oxygen 
-Induced Programmed Cell Death 
 
Baishnab C Tripathy, Shiv Shanker Pandey and Vivek Ambastha 
 
School of Life Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 110067, India  
 

Phytol produced during chlorophyll degradation is phosphorylated by phytol kinase (PK) to phytyl 

phosphate. The latter esterifies with newly synthesized chlorophyllide to form new chlorophyll molecules. It 

is also metabolized to tocopherol. The tocopherols are efficient quenchers of 1O2. Genetic manipulation of 

Brassica juncea via overexpression of Phytol kinase augmented chlorophyll and tocopherol content of 

transgenic plants. Increased chlorophyll synthesis coupled with tocopherol mediated quenching of 1O2 

resulted in increased photosynthesis and grain yield in normal growth conditions as well as in saline 

environment. Similarly, to minimize 1O2 generation, protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase C was 

overexpressed in Brassica to minimize the photosensitizer protochlorophyllide. Increased chlorophyll 

content and protection of plants from 1O2–induced oxidative stress resulted in increased plant productivity 

and grain yield. PORCx plants had increased tolerance to light-activated herbicide and salinity. Singlet 

oxygen induced programmed cell death was highest in Arabidopsis porc-2 mutants that overproduce 1O2. It 

was reduced in WT and was minimal in PORC overexpressors where ROS generation was minimal. 
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N 1 Haploid Induction Via Pseudo-Fertilization with Irradiated Pollen in Cucurbits 
 
Kristina Košmrlj1,2, Enoch Sapey1,3, Abdelbagi M. A. Ghanim1, Borut Bohanec2, Brian P. Forster1,4, Stephan 
Nielen1  
 
1Plant Breeding and Genetics Laboratory (PBGL), Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear Techniques in Food and Agriculture, IAEA, 
Seibersdorf, Austria 
2Agronomy Department, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia 
3CSIR – Oil Palm Research Institute, Kusi-Kade, Ghana 
4BioHybrids International Ltd, Reading, United Kingdom 

 
Efficient mutation breeding requires fast identification and isolation of desired mutants Doubled haploid 
technology can significantly reduce the time needed to deliver mutant varieties. An X-ray based protocol 
developed for styrian oil pumpkin was expanded to cucurbit species using gamma rays in order to provide 
easy-to-follow instructions for haploid induction for mutation breeding. The protocol can be applied to 
different cucurbit species due to morphological similarity. Doses of up to 200 Gy were tested in styrian oil 
pumpkin, cucumber, and sweet gourd. The number of embryos per 100 seeds and in vitro germination of 
rescued embryos were affected by the dose used for pollen irradiation. Despite the small-scale of the 
experiment, we were able to obtain haploid regenerant(s) from a Bangladeshi accession of sweet gourd.  
 

 

 

 

N 2 Overview of Marker-Assisted Introgression of Stay-Green in Sorghum for Terminal drought Tolerance 
 
Abdelbagi MA Ghanim1,2, Nasrien M.Kamal1,3, Stephan Nielen1 
 
1Plant Breeding and Genetics Lab, FAO/IAEA Joint Division, IAEA, Seibersdorf, Austria 
2Agricultural Research Corporation, Khartoum, Sudan 
3Arid Land Research Center, Tottori University, Tottori, Japan 
 
Delayed leaf senescence trait (stay-green) is a unique source of tolerance to terminal drought in sorghum.. 
Four QTLs for stay green were transferred from B35 to two local varieties; Tabat (TB) and W.Ahmed (WA). 
Introgression lines (IL) at BC2F4 and BC3F3with varying combinations of QTLs (stg1, Stg2, stg3 and stg4) 
were developed. The ILs were evaluated under imposed terminal drought and low rain conditions. B35 
showed best grain yield and physiological performance at all drought stress environments. The ILs were 
better than their recurrent parents across environments and backgrounds. TB derivatives maintained 
chlorophyll content higher than WA. The QTL combinations of 1+3+4 were the best in the two genetic 
backgrounds and across the environments. These results indicate that the introgression of the stay green 
QTLs improved drought tolerance of TB and WA. Further backcrossing with irradiation is planned to 
eliminate the remaining minor linkage drag and produce stay-green genotypes with better or comparable 
performance to that of the recurrent parents in both normal and drought stressed conditions 
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N 3 Pre-Field Phenotyping of Lentil Mutants for Drought Tolerance Using Poly Ethylene Glycol 
 
Roy Snigdha1,2, Nunekpeku Wonder1,3, Abdelbagi MA Ghanim1 and Stephan Nielen1 

 
1Plant Breeding and Genetics Labratory, FAO/IAEA Joint Division, IAEA) Seibersdorf, Austria 
2Bangladesh Institute of Nuclear Agriculture, Mymensingh, Bangladesh 
3Ghana Atomic Energy Commission, BNARI, Accra, Ghana  

Lentil is the most preferable pulse crop in Bangladesh and is usually grown under rain-fed condition. 

Drought is one of the main abiotic stresses that delimit the plant growth and productivity. Three varieties 

and four mutant lines were used for developing drought screening methods. Four concentrations (0.0%, 

10%, 15% and 20%) of polyethylene glycol (PEG-6000) were used to induce plant-water deficit stress in an 

aerated hydroponic system. Drought stress was imposed to 14-days old seedlings with frequent changes 

and replenishment of the solution every 3-5 days. Observations were recorded on plant growth, chlorophyll 

content, biomass, stay-greenness and harvest index. Genotypes were classified based on the relative 

performance into drought sensitive, intermediate and tolerant. Genotype BINA 208 had significantly highest 

harvest index under 20% PEG solution and considered as the most tolerant one. Field evaluation is planned 

to validate the outcome of the PEG screening method. 

 
 
 
 
N 4 Preharvest Effect of MeJA on Phenolic Compounds in Blueberry Leaves at Field Conditions 
 
Alejandra Ribera-Fonseca1,2, Miren Alberdi2,3, Marjorie Reyes-Díaz2,3 
 
1Departamento de Producción Agropecuaria 
2BIOREN 
3Departamento de Ciencias Químicas y Recursos Naturales; Universidad de La Frontera, Temuco, Chile 
 
We studied during two seasons the influence of MeJA preharvest supply on phenolic composition in 
blueberry leaves. Full-production bushes (cv. Legacy) cultivated in an Andisol were used. Four MeJA 
treatments were applied: 1) 0.01 or 2) 0.05 mM of MeJA first application, and 3) 0.01 or 4) 0.05 mM of 
MeJA plus the first addition, applied at the middle of harvest period. Plants without MeJA were used as 
control. MeJA was sprayed (750 L ha-1), and leaves collected at begin, middle, and the end of fruit harvest, 
and then stored at -80°C until analyses. Our results showed that chlorogenic and caffeic acids strongly 
decreased when MeJA was supply, mainly at higher and double doses; while p-coumaric and caffeic acids 
slightly increased in response to the treatments. Finally, 3-fold increase of the flavonoid myricetin was 
observed by applying MeJA 0.05 mM, while for rutin and kaempferol no differences were detected. The 
MeJA application significantly changed the phenolic profile of blueberry leaves, but differentially among the 
molecules. This variation was more evident under double MeJA application treatments. 
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N 5 Comparison of the Phenotype of Tomato and Tobacco Plants Expressing AhHMA4p1::AhHMA4 
 
Aleksandra Weremczuk, Anna Barabasz and Danuta Maria Antosiewicz 
 
Faculty of Biology University of Warsaw, Miecznikowa 1, 02-096   

 
To engineer more efficient root-to-shoot Zn translocation, the tomato and tobacco plants were transformed 
with the AhHMA4p1::AhHMA4 gene encoding a metal (Zn and Cd) pump of the P1B-ATPase. The response 
of transgenic plants to various zinc concentrations (0,5 µM do 200 µM) was tested under hydroponic 
conditions and on soil. The metal concentration in organs (AAS, ICP-MS) and several metal-homeostasis  
genes expression (qPCR, Real-Time PCR) were examined. 
AhHMA4 under its native promoter was expressed both in roots and shoots of tomato and tobacco, and 
contributed to alterations in Zn root/shoot accumulation/distribution, which however, depended on Zn-
supply (the phenomenon known for the wild-type). Despite this similarity, it is worth to note that the 
pattern of modification of Zn distribution tested at chosen Zn levels in the medium was not the same for 
both species. For example, the Zn concentration in shoots of AhHMA4-tomato was higher than in wild-type 
upon exposure to 10 µM Zn , whereas in AhHMA4-tobacco at 0,5 µM of Zn. The dose-dependent 
alternations of the zinc accumulation pattern in transgenic plants were linked to modifications of the 
endogenous metal homeostasis network due to AhHMA4 expression. 
 

 

N 6 Investigating Protein Phosphatase 2A Regulatory Subunits: From Subcellular Localization to Abiotic 
Stress Implications 
 
Mallesham Bulle2, Amr Kataya1, Behzad Heidari1, and Cathrine Lillo1 
 
1CORE, Stavanger University, 4036-Stavanger, Norway 
2Dept. of Biotechnology, Kakatiya University, Warangal-506009, India 
 
Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) is a serine/threonine-specific protein phosphatase. PP2A holoenzymes are 
heterotrimeric complexes comprising a catalytic, scaffolding, and regulatory (B) subunits. The B subunits are 
responsible for substrate specificity and localization of the holoenzyme complex and are classified into B55, 
B’, and B’’ non-related families. In Arabidopsis, 17 regulatory subunits are present that can lead to 255 
possible combinations. Using our description of four B’ members localization, we identified a new function 
for PP2A in peroxisomal β-oxidation. We fused all the remaining B’ and B’’ subunits with a reporter protein, 
and their localizations are under investigation. Moreover, online gene expression tools show the 
upregulation of two PP2A regulatory subunits (B’ζ and B’’α) in response to salt stress. Interestingly, B’ζ is 
targeting mitochondria and B’’α is predicted to be mitochondrial targeted. The homozygous T-DNA insertion 
lines for B’ζ and B’’α in Arabidopsis were isolated. From the preliminary data, the seedling of these mutants 
show resistance to high salt concentrations. This indicates a negative regulatory role for PP2A during salt 
stress.  
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N 7 SnRK1-dependent bZIP Phosphorylation Mediates Metabolic Reprogramming in the Low-Energy 
Stress Response 
 
Andrea Mair1, Lorenzo Pedrotti2, Bernhard Wurzinger1, Dorothea Anrather3, Andrea Simeunovic1, Elena 
Baena-Gonzalez4, Wolfram Weckwerth1, Wolfgang Droge-Laser2, and Markus Teige1 
 
1University of Vienna, Ecogenomics and Systems Biology, Althanstr. 14, 1090 Vienna, Austria 
2University of Wurzburg, Pharmaceutical Biology, Julius-von-Sachs-Platz 2, 97082 Wurzburg, Germany 
3University of Vienna, Biochemistry and Cell Biology, Dr Bohrgasse 9, 1030 Vienna, Austria 
4Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciencia, Rua da Quinta Grande 6, 2780-156 Oeiras, Portugal 
 
The SnRK1 (SNF1-RELATED PROTEIN KINASE 1) kinase was proposed as a metabolic master regulator in 
response to energy deprivation, a side-effect of abiotic and biotic stress. Under starvation conditions SnRK1 
reduces energy consumption by direct regulation of important enzymes in N/C (nitrogen/carbon) 
metabolism and by massive transcriptional reprogramming. The transcriptional response is at least partially 
mediated via bZIP (basic leucine zipper) transcription factors. We found that SnRK1 phosphorylates bZIP63 
at 3 highly conserved sites in vivo and thereby regulates its activity by promoting dimerization with S1 group 
bZIPs, important regulators of N/C metabolism and starvation response. Phenotypic analysis showed that 
phosphorylation of bZIP63 by SnRK1 is absolutely crucial for its role in regulating metabolism during energy 
starvation 
 

 

 

N 8 Arabidopsis Calcium Dependent Protein Kinase CPK3 in Abiotic Stress Signaling 
 
Andrea Simeunovic, Bernhard Wurzinger, Wolfram Weckwerth and Markus Teige 
 
Department of Ecogenomics and Molecular systems biology, University of Vienna, Austria 
 
Calcium dependent protein kinases (CDPKs) are important Ca2+ sensors with diverse subcellular localization 
which makes them ideal effectors in response to elevated Ca2+ concentrations in terms of localization and 
substrate specificity. Arabidopsis CPK3 is particularly interesting since it is localized in the cytosol, the 
nucleus and partly bound to the plasma- and vacuolar membrane. CPK3 has been identified as effector in 
both biotic (herbivore attack) and abiotic (high salinity) stresses. This multi functionality of CPK3 might be 
conferred by its wide subcellular localization and the possibility of having a large pool of target proteins. In 
our attempt of finding novel CPK3 in vivo targets, we have identified Patellin3, one of the Sec14-like 
proteins that have been suggested to be essential for regulation of phospholipid signaling and of vesicle 
trafficking. Moreover, soybean homologues of Sec14 proteins show an increased phosphorylation upon 
hyperosmotic stress. Here we show that Patellin3 is a potential in vivo target of CPK3. Our findings suggest 
this interaction might represent a way of calcium-dependent regulation of the phospholipid signaling in high 
salinity stress. 
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N  9 Induction of Embryogenic Microspore by Temperature Stress and Carbohydrate Starvation in Oil Palm 
(Elaeis guineensis Jacq.) 
 
Ari Indrianto and Dini Astika Sari  
 
Lab of Plant Biotech., Faculty of Biology, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta – Indonesia 
 
Haploid culture technology can be used as a great solution to produce pure line seed efficiently. The aim of 
this research was to optimize of the embryogenic induction in oil palm microspore culture with starvation 
and temperature stress. Late uninucleate microspores were cultured aseptically in the starvation B medium 
and each was incubated for different time at 4, 25 and 34 degrees C respectively. Embryogenic microspore 
was then subculturing into embryogenesis medium and incubated at 25º C in the darkness. Observations of 
embryogenic microspore and symmetrical division were determined in a samples stained with DAPI as well 
as FDA staining. The results showed that basal part of spike contained late uninucleate stage of microspore 
i.e. 71.26% at the tip position and followed by 55.94% basal part of spike.Temperature and starvation stress 
were able to induce embryogenic microspore and 34 degrees C for 6 days was become the optimum stress 
pretreatment with the highest percentage of embryogenic microspore i.e. 47.73%.Temperature stress of 25 
degrees C for 6 days were able to induce 27.96% of embryogenic microspore in which 43.03% of them 
divide into symmetrical division for one day incubation. 
 

 

N 10 A Novel Chloroplast-Localized Protein Kinase Regulating Sugar Metabolism in Response to High 
Salinity 
 
B. Pandey, J. Krasensky and C. Jonak 
 
Gregor Mendel Institute of Molecular Plant Biology, Vienna Biocenter, Dr. Bohr Gasse 3, 1030 Vienna, Austria 
 
Salinity is a major abiotic stress affecting growth and development of plants. Metabolic adjustments in 
response to unfavorable environmental conditions are vital for acquiring stress tolerance. For example, 
soluble sugars can function as osmolyte to maintain cell turgor, to protect membranes and proteins, and to 
act as radical scavengers upon abiotic stress conditions. However, little is known about the signal  
transduction pathways inducing this important physiological response. 
We have identified a protein kinase from Arabidopsis thaliana involved in regulating sugar metabolism and 
tolerance to high salinity conditions. Plants overexpressing this serine/threonine protein kinase accumulate 
increased levels of soluble sugars and are more tolerant to high soil salinity whereas plants deficient in this 
protein kinase fail to increase salinity-induced accumulation of soluble sugars and are more sensitive to salt 
stress. Remarkably, analysis of its sub-cellular localization indicates that the protein kinase localizes to 
chloroplast. Chloroplasts function as important environmental sensors and have essential roles in 
photosynthesis and associated metabolic pathways. Thus, we hypothesize that this novel chloroplast-
localized protein kinase might be involved in regulating sugars in response to stress and are further 
characterizing its role in sugar metabolism and abiotic stress tolerance.  
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N 11  NAXT5 Facilitates Chloride Loading of the Xylem in Arabidopsis 
 
Bo Li1,2,3, Caitlin Byrt2,3, Jiaen Qiu2,3, Ute Baumann2,3, Gwenda Mayo2,3, Mathew Gilliham3, Stuart Roy2,3, 
Mark Tester1,2,3 
 
1Center for Desert Agriculture, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology. Thuwal 23955-6900, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
2Australian Centre for Plant Functional Genomics. PMB 1, Glen Osmond SA 5064, Australia 
3School of Agriculture, Food and Wine, the University of Adelaide. SA 5000, Australia 
 
Under saline conditions, plants restrict the accumulation of Cl- in the shoot by regulating the loading of Cl- 
into xylem vessels. Using root-stele specific microarrays, we identified a candidate NAXT5 for Cl- xylem 
loading in Arabidopsis thaliana. NAXT5 was shown preferentially expressed in the root stele and its 
expression decreased after exposure to NaCl or ABA. NAXT5 fluorescent fusion proteins were targeted to 
the plasma membrane. Electrophysiological analysis of NAXT5 in Xenopus laevis oocytes suggested that 
NAXT5 catalysed passive Cl– efflux out of cells. Shoot Cl– accumulation was increased by over-expression of 
NAXT5 whereas it was decreased following NAXT5 amiRNA knockdown. Taken together, these results 
suggest that NAXT5 is involved in Cl– xylem loading in Arabidopsis, regulating long-distance transport of Cl– 
from the root to the shoot. 
 
  
 

 

N 12 Localization of Genes Involved in K+/Na+ Homeostasis in Tomato by in Situ PCR 
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4Plant Protection and Biotechnology Center, IVIA, Moncada, Valencia, 46113, Spain 

 
Transporters involved in K+/Na+ homeostasis play an important role in mediating salt tolerance in plants. 
Here, we study HKT1;1/HKT1;2, two tomato Na+-selective HKT1-type transporters, that are candidate genes 
for a major tomato QTL related to shoot Na+/K+ homeostasis, identified using S. lycopersicum x S. 
cheesmaniae RILs (Asins et al. 2013 Plant Cell Environ 36:1171). Identifying the cells in which genes are 
expressed is critical for characterising their function. In this study, we have localised tomato SOS1 and HKT1-
type transporter genes using in situ PCR in different tissues from two NILs differing in terms of their HKT1 
gene alleles (lycopersicum or cheesmaniae) to explore their potential role in conferring salt tolerance. 
Acknowledgements: funded by ERDF-cofinanced grant AGL2013-41-733-R (AB) and short-stay EEBB-I-14-
08682 and FPI fellowships from MINECO (NJP), Excellence Project CVI 7558 from Junta de Andalucía (AB) 
and ARC Centre of Excellence (CE140100008) (MG) 
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N 13 Protective Role of Exogenous Nitric Oxide Against Salt Stress at the Proteome Level in Banana 
 
Boon Chin Tan1,2, Nuraini Wahid2, Norzulaani Khalid1,2 
 
1Centre for Research in Biotechnology for Agriculture, University of Malaya, 50603 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
2Institute of Biological Sciences, Faculty of Science, University of Malaya, 50603 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
 
Salt stress is a major factor limiting crop yield. Nitric oxide (NO) is an important signal molecule that plays 
diverse roles in plant growth and defensive responses. We studied the role of NO in alleviating salt stress in 
banana. NaCl treatment alone or in combination with sodium nitroprusside (SNP, an NO donor) and 2-(4-
carboxyphenyl)-4,4,4,5,5,-tetra-methyllimidazoline-1-oxyl-3-oxide (an NO scavenger) was evaluated. Higher 
NaCl concentrations significantly reduced plant growth. The application of SNP, however, significantly 
alleviated the inhibiting effect of the salt, whereas the NO scavenger reversed the effect, suggesting the 
involvement of NO in the process. We applied a gel-based proteomic technique to investigate the response 
to salt stress to define the role of NO. Ten proteins from 26 protein spots were identified using LC-MS/MS 
analysis. The majority of these proteins were classified as defensive and stress-response proteins. These 
findings suggest that exogenously applied NO can appreciably improve salt tolerance in banana, affirming its 
role in this stress-survival mechanism.  
 

 

 

N 14 Improvement of Heat Stress Response in Tomatoes Through Induced Mutations 
 
Banumaty Saraye1, Joanna Jankowicz-Cieslak2, Bradley J. Till2 
 
1Food Agricultural Research and Extension Institute, Mauritius 
2Plant Breeding and Genetics Laboratory, IAEA, Vienna, Austria 

 
Heat stress is a major cause of reduced crop yield. This situation is predicted to grow in many parts of the 
world due to global climate change and variation. In Mauritius, tomato production is especially affected by 
heat stress at flowering stage. Yield losses can go up to 80%. A strategy was developed for the genetic 
improvement of local tomato varieties through gamma irradiation of seed. A mutant population of 3000 
lines in variety MST 32/1 was generated. Selections began in the M2 stage and candidate mutants with 
altered leaf color, and fruit shape were recovered. These mutants of interest were used to develop a rapid 
heat stress screening method suitable for a large population. Commonly grown local accessions were 
included in this study as controls for tolerant and sensitive responses. Material under investigation showed 
statistically significant differences for plant height, chlorophyll content, chlorophyll fluorescence and 
quantum yield. Based on these parameters, five mutant lines and two tomato accessions were scored as 
tolerant to floral stage heat stress. Further studies are aimed at genetic and molecular characterization of 
the isolated mutant lines.  
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N 15 Functional Characterization of Two-Isoforms of SnRK2-Interacting Calcium Sensor 
 
Bucholc M, Goch G, Ciesielski A, Fedak H, Klimecka M, Tarnowski K, Anielska-Mazur A, Dobrowolska G. 
 
Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Pawińskiego 5a, 02 106 Warsaw, Poland 
 
Calcium is an ubiquitous second messenger involved in responses to abiotic stresses and hormones such as 
abscisic acid. We have identified a plant specific calcium sensor SCS (SnRK2-interacting calcium sensor) 
which negatively regulates SnRK2 protein kinases activity in a calcium –dependent manner. In Arabidopsis 
two isoforms of this protein AtSCS-A and AtSCS-B encoded by the same gene At4g38810 exist. To 
characterize the functional and biochemical properties of both isoforms we have analyzed their expression 
during development and in response to abiotic stresses. We have determined their affinity for calcium ions 
and the changes of the secondary structure and conformational dynamics upon Ca2+ binding using 
fluorescence with circular dichroism and HDX-MS methods. We also studied their interaction with SnRK2 
kinases and regulation of their activity. 
This work was supported by NCN grant no.2011/01/B/NZ3/02899 and Polish Norwegian project: Pol-
Nor/203156/70/2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N 16   AvSAMS1 Gene of Andropogon Virginicus L. is Related to Epigenetic Gene-Regulation under Al 
Stress and Confers Al Tolerance  
 
Bunichi Ezaki, Kaori Utsumi, Mari Inada, Norie Nanba 
 
IPSR, Okayama University, 2-20-1, Chuo, Kurashiki, Okayama, 710-0046, Japan 
 
Aluminum (Al) toxicity is one of the major factors limiting plant growth in acid soil. Recently we found that 
Andropogon virginicus L. shows a high Al tolerance by a combination of five mechanisms. To understand its 
high tolerance, S-adenosyl methionine synthase gene (AvSAMS1) was isolated and characterized. The 
AvSAMS1gene conferred tolerance to the Arabidopsis transformant not only for Al, but also for Cu, Zn and 
diamide, suggesting a multiple tolerance gene. Since SAMS synthesizes SAM which is the main methyl-
residue-donor, SAMS has been suggested to be related to “epigenetic regulation” under various stresses. 
Our microarray analysis suggested that the regulation was preferentially occurred in the transformant 
rather than a control Col-0 line under Al stress. Furthermore, a difference in DNA methylation situation of 
some genes between the two lines was detected. A change of histone H3 methylation by Al stress was also 
investigated and existence of gene-induction and –repression caused by the tri-methylations in H3K4 and 
H3K9 was observed in some of the tested genes. This is the first report that the Al tolerant AvSAMS1 gene is 
related to an epigenetic gene-regulation in whole genomic DNA under Al stress in plant. 
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N 17 Effects of S-Methylmethionine-Salycilate, a Newly Synthesized Compound Against Cold Stress in 
Maize 
 
Csilla Oláh, Edit Ludmerszki, György Balassa, Ilona Rácz, Szabolcs Rudnóy 
 
Department of Plant Physiology and Molecular Plant Biology, Eötvös Loránd University, Pázmány Péter Lane 1/C, 1117 Budapest, 
Hungary 

 
Maize, due to its tropical origin, is sensitive to cold temperatures. Protecting effects of natural, biologically 
active compounds S-methylmethionin (SMM) and salicylate (SA) against biotic and abiotic stressors have 
been evidenced by number of experiments. Based on the success of previous research here we combined 
the SMM and SA in the hope of creating a more effective new compound: the S-methylmethinonine-
salycilate (MMS). Recent work aimed to examine the effects of exogenous MMS and compare it with the 
original compounds SMM and SA, to reveal whether it can further reduce the damage exerted by low 
temperature. In order to obtain a better understanding of the effect of active compounds we examined the 
changes in the function of PSII, and the alterations of membrane permeability. At the level of gene 
expression we followed the changes of the enzymes of phenylpropanoid pathway. Finally, at metabolic level 
we measured the amount of phenolic compounds and anthocyanins. Based on our expectations the MMS is 
capable of increasing the plant’s defense potential in an environmentally friendly way.   
 

 

 

 

N 18 Effects of Moderate Drought Stress on Photosynthesis, Water Use Efficiency and Biomass Production 
of Three Poplar Clones 
 
Dietmar Luettschwager1, Lucia Atanet Alia1 und Dietrich Ewald2 
 
1Leibniz Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research (ZALF), Institute for Landscape Biogeochemistry, 
15374 Muencheberg, Eberswalder Strasse 84 
2Thuenen Institute of Forest Genetics, 15377 Waldsieversdorf, Eberswalder Chaussee 3a 
 
Breeding of efficient but also drought tolerant poplar clones is very important for short rotation planting 
because of frequent periods with low precipitation in central Europe. Three clones which showed the most 
different shoot-root-relations: (1) aspen clone Grossdubrau No.1, (2) new bred aspen clone L316 x L9 No.21 
Thermo, (3) poplar clone Max2 were treated by a moderate water stress. Photosynthesis and transpiration 
was measured. The influence of drought on biometrical parameters of the plants was checked. Intrinsic 
water use efficiency was calculated. Height growth was lower in stressed plants. Photosynthesis and 
transpiration decreased differently which is why intrinsic WUE increased for Max2 more than for aspen 
clones. The poplar clone Max2 showed low water use efficiency after sufficient watering, but could increase 
this more pronouncedly under water stress as compared with aspen clones. This clone was characterized by 
an intensive root growth which was more reduced under stress. Unlike this both aspen clones reacted less 
adaptively under a moderate water. 
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N 19 Screening of Drought Tolerant Varieties and QTL Mapping for Drought Tolerance at Vegetative Stage 
in Rice 
 
Dongjin Shin 
 
Department of Southern Area Crop Science, National Institute of Crop Science, RDA, Miryang, 627-803, Korea 
 
Little progress has been made in the genetic analysis of drought tolerance, because it is a complex trait 
controlled by a number of genes and affected by various environmental factors. In here, we screened 
drought tolerant varieties with modified leaf water loss rate assay and visual drought tolerant phenotype in 
the greenhouse conditions with more than 800 varieties. Among these varieties, Samgang, Gumei4 and Apo 
showed the lowest of leaf water loss rate and strong drought tolerant phenotype. To identify drought QTLs 
with Samgang variety, we developed the doubled-haploid (DH) population consist of 101 lines derived from 
a cross the drought tolerant cultivar Samgang and the drought sensitive cultivar Nagdong. To score the 
drought phenotype degrees of this population, we withheld water for 6 weeks and treated the watering for 
7 days. After watering, visual phenotype was observed 1 to 9 degree according to the standard evaluation 
system for rice, IRRI. Drought sensitive parent Nagdong was almost died and was scored as 9 degree, while 
tolerant parent Samgang showed slightly leaf tip drying phenotype and was scored as 3 degree in our 
experimental conditions. Finally, only one main QTL was detected on chromosome 11 with flanking markers 
RM26755-RM287 and accounted for 24.4% phenotype variation with a LOD score of 4.9. 
 

 

 

N 20 Exploring the Role of Multiple Ascorbate Oxidase (AAO) Genes in Negative Regulation of Abiotic 
Stress Response in Rice 
 
Dr. Ananda Mustafiz 
 
South Asian University, Akbar Bhawan, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi – 110021, India 
 
Abiotic stress and climate change is the major concern for plant growth and crop yield. In response to 
different abiotic stresses the level of various reactive oxygen species (ROS) is increased which leads to 
cellular damage and major losses in crop yield. Ascorbate or Vitamin C is one of the major scavengers of 
these ROS. Ascorbate oxidase (AAO) is an enzyme, which oxidizes Ascorbate and deleteriously affects the 
plant system in response to stress. Genome-wide analysis of ascorbate oxidase gene family in the rice 
genome has led to the identification of five AAO genes. Using publically available microarray database these 
genes have been found to be temporally and spatially regulated by various stresses. The spatial expression 
of AAO genes has been confirmed by RT-PCR studies wherein it was found that AAO1, AAO2, AAO3 and 
AAO4 express in shoot and AAO1, AAO3 and AAO4 express in root. The qRT-PCR analysis in response to 
salinity and drought stress in rice shoots revealed AAO2 to be the most stress responsive gene. On the other 
hand, AAO3 and AAO4 genes showed enhanced expression in roots under salinity/ drought stresses. In 
future, we can device amiRNA strategy to knock down stress responsive AAO and further understand its role 
in abiotic stress tolerance. 
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N 21 Germination, Radicle and Plumule Measurements of Cyperus Esculentus L. in Elevated Salt and 
Metallic Solutions in Vitro 
 
Dr. E. D. Vwioko 
 
Dept of Plant Biol & Biotech, Fac. of Life Sci., Univ. of Benin, Benin City, NIGERIA 

 
Germination, radicle and plumule length, number of plumule and radicle produced by Cyperus esculentus L. 
were determined after 15 days in NaCl, AsO3, CrO3 and CuSO4 solutions in vitro. The concentrations applied 
were 0, 100, 200 and 300 ppm and each had 4 replicates. Daily augmentation of treatments to keep the 
experimental set up wet was done. Mean percent germination of 96±2 was recorded for control solutions 
10 days after treatment (DAT) with plumules and radicles present. Percent germination of 32±8.10 was 
recorded for 100 ppm NaCl solution only 14 DAT. Solutions of 100, 200, and 300 ppm CuSO4 gave 59, 39 and 
18 as mean respectively but 14 DAT, producing plumules and radicles. For CrO3 , mean values were 16,8, 
and 6% 14 DAT. AsO3 solutions gave 60±10, 33.5±5.4, and 43.5±6 in 100, 200 and 300 ppm, with only 
plumule present, 10 DAT. NaCl and CrO3 solutions produced the longest delay in germination. Average 
plumule length was 13.6±4.7 cm in control solutions. Values for plumule length in NaCl, AsO3, CrO3 and 
CuSO4 were significantly lower (α=0.05). Values for radicle length were patterned as control>Cu>Cr>As. Two 
plumules per tuber were observed for control, Cu, and As; Cr and NaCl had 1.Control and Cu produced 3 
radicles per tuber while Cr and NaCl gave two 15 DAT.  
 

 

 

N 22 Modulation of Salt Stress Responses in Arabidopsis Thaliana Glutathione Transferase Mutants 
 
Edit Horváth1, Krisztina Bela1, Szilvia Brunner1, Csaba Papdi2, László Szabados2, Jolán Csiszár1 
 
1Department of Plant Biology, University of Szeged, Szeged, Hungary 
2Institute of Plant Biology, Biological Research Centre, Szeged, Hungary 
 

Glutathione transferases (GSTs) are diverse multigene family of plant enzymes which play a role in the 
detoxification of cytotoxic compounds in different stress conditions. However, the role of individual 
Arabidopsis GSTs in various stress responses is unclear. Stress responses of 2-week-old wild type (Wt) and 
GST mutant Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings were investigated after treatment with NaCl for 48 h by 
fluorescent microscopic (viability and reactive oxygen species) and spectrophotometric methods (H2O2, 
ascorbic acid [AsA], glutathione [GSH] contents and GSH conjugation [GST] activity). 
The GST activity and viability decreased under control- and stress conditions in mutants compared to Wt 
seedlings, but the H2O2 level changed differently. The GST mutants accumulated more GSH and AsA under 
control and stress conditions, however the GSH content was higher than in Wt and the percent of oxidized 
dehydroascorbate was elevated in Atgstu19 mutants. Our results indicate that the mutation of AtGST genes 
affect the redox homeostasis of plants under control and salt stress conditions. 
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N 23 Quenching Thirst: an Alternative Compound to Combat the Harmful Effects of Drought and Salt 
Stress in Maize Plants  
 
Edit Ludmerszki, Orsolya Felde, Csilla Olah, Ilona Racz, Szabolcs Rudnoy 
 
Hungary, 1117 Budapest Pazmany Peter setany 1/C, Eotvos Lorand University, Department of Plant Physiology and Molecular Plant 
Biology 
 
As sessile organisms, plants are constantly challenged by a wide range of abiotic stresses. In the last 
decades, drought and salinity became primary stressors for plants in natural habitats and agricultural 
environments in the Carpathian Basin and worldwide as well. Salt and drought stress causes growth 
limitation, fall in the rate and efficiency of photosynthesis, and therefore loss in crop production. The 
application of an alternative, natural compound can give remedy to these problems. S-methylmethionine 
(SMM) is a ubiquitous amino acid in the plant kingdom. According to previous results, the physiological and 
metabolomical parameters of stressed maize improved when SMM was added in surplus to plants in the 
case of abiotic stress conditions (such as chilling temperatures). In our present work, SMM-treatment was 
challenged against the harmful effects of drought and salt stress. Based on our results, SMM-pretreated 
plants battled more effectively against water shortage and overwhelming salt concentrations. 
 

 

 

 

N 24 Pot Size Matters – Small isn´t Always Beautiful! 
 
Elisabeth Becker and Urs Schmidhalter 
 
Chair of Plant Nutrition, School of Life Science Weihenstephan, Emil-Ramann-Str.2, 85350 Freising Technische Universität München 

 
Most plant physiological experiments are conducted under controlled conditions using small pots. The 
effect of a restricted root zone can affect various physiological processes. It can be intensified when abiotic 
stress, as drought stress, occurs. However, the comparability of results between pot and field experiments 
has not yet been verified sufficiently. The aim of this work was to study the effect of drought stress on 
three, barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) genotypes. IPZ24727, Marnie and Emperor, are grown in small, medium 
and large pots, which allowed different degrees of root restriction. Drought stress was applied during two 
different development stages, flowering and booting. To determine the effects of the different pot sizes 
morphological and physiological parameters were analyzed. The three pot sizes resulted in different lengths 
of the drought cycles. The shortest drought stress was observed within the small pots. This pot size was 
found to be inadequate for drought stress trial. The medium pots allowed a longer stress period but not 
long enough to represent field related conditions. Further, the large pots seemed to be particularly suitable 
to create conditions close to field conditions. The results reveal clearly, that the pot size has a pronounced 
effect on morphological and physiological parameters. 
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N 25  Effects of Salicylic acid and Trinexapac ethyl on Morphological and Physiological Characteristics of 
Poa pratensis in Response to Heat Stress 
 
Davood Naderi and Mohsen Shagholi  
 
Department of Horticulture, Islamic Azad University, Isfahan (Khorasgan Branch), Isfahan, Iran 
 
Heat stress is one of the most important factors that cause a reduction in grass quality. The objective of this 
study was to evaluate the effect of salicylic acid at concentrations of 0.27 and 0.54 gm-2 and trinexapac 
ethyl at concentrations of 0.8 and 1.2 mlm-2 on some physiological and morphological characteristics of Poa 
pratensis cv. Barimpala in response to heat stress. Turfgrass seeds were planted in plastic pots and left 
outdoor. Fully established plants were exposed to salicylic acid and trinexapac-ethyl. Trinexapac ethyl at 1.2 
mlm-2 caused a significant reduction in grass height compared to the control. However, the SA at 0.27g m-2 
significantly increased the grass height compared to the control. Using 0.8mlm-2 trinexapac-ethyl in August 
resulted in the best color quality which reflected no significant differences while the lowest color quality 
was observed with 1.2 ml/ms which indicated significant difference. In August, the highest color quality was 
recorded with 0.27 gm-2 and 0.54 gm-2 Salicylic acid which showed a significant difference to the control. 
The highest content of chlorophyll was recorded with 0.27 and 0.54 gm-2 SA applied in July which 
 
 
 

 

N 26    Methyl Jasmonate Increases Secondary Metabolites of Blueberry Cultivars Exposed to UV-B 
Radiation 
 
Reyes-Díaz M1,2, Ribera A2,3, Acevedo P4, Alberdi M1,2 
 
1Departamento de Ciencias Químicas y Recursos Naturales 
2BIOREN 
3Departamento de Producción Agropecuaria 
4Departamento de Ciencias Físicas, Universidad de La Frontera, Chile 
 
The UV-B radiation has increased in southern Chile, where blueberry is highly cultivated. Methyl jasmonate 
(MeJA) counteract plant abiotic stress, such as UV-B. In this work we determine the MeJA effect on 
secondary metabolites in blueberry leaves exposed to UV-B. Legacy and Bluegold plants were grown in 
Hoagland solution at greenhouse conditions. Treatments were: Control: -MeJA-UV-B; 0.01mM MeJA: 
+0.01MeJA-UV-B; 0.05mM MeJA: +0.05MeJA-UV-B; UV-B: -MeJA+UV-B; +0.01MeJA+UV-B and 
+0.05MeJA+UV-B. Bluegold total flavonoids not changed, while in Legacy those were 50% increased under -
MeJA+UV-B and 2-fold under +0.01MeJA+UV-B compared to control. Rutin and feluric acid were 25% and 2-
fold under +0.01MeJA+UV-B, respectively, compared to -MeJA+UV-B. In Legacy, p-coumaric was highest at 
+0.01MeJA+UV-B. Legacy anthocyanins, even higher than in Bluegold, were 60% increased under combined 
treatments. Bluegold delphinidin incremented in all conditions, while in Legacy improved only at combined 
treatments. Thus, MeJA supply stimulated secondary metabolites in blueberry under UV-B, mainly in 
Legacy. Acknowledgements: FONDECYT 1120917 
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N 27   Evaluation of Drought-Tolerant Sugar Beet Genotypes Based on Histological Traits 
 
Lukovic J.1, Karanovic D.1, Zoric L.1, Lazarevic J.1, Milic, D.1, Pajevic S.1, Nagl N.2 
 
1University of Novi Sad, Faculty of Sciences, Trg D. Obradovica 2, Novi Sad, Serbia 
2Institute of Field and Vegetable Crops, Maksima Gorkog 30, Novi Sad, Serbia 
 
Histological analyses of petiole and leaf main vein were performed on ten sugar beet genotypes showing 
divergent ability to maintain turgor in the conditions of water stress in the field. The aim was to calculate 
volume densities (Vv) of different tissues and determine the histological sources of the genotypic 
differences in the breeding material with respect to water use efficiency. The histological analysis was 
performed using anatomical and stereological methods. Stereological analysis of the petiole and main vein 
demonstrated existence of significant genotypic differences in the Vv of some tissues. Proportions of the 
petiole and main vein tissues were similar, only Vv of collenchyma was higher in the main vein (3-7%, 8-15%, 
respectively). When observed across petiole and main vein segments, there was a visible tendency of an 
increase in the Vv of the epidermis and collenchyma from the basal to the apical segment, which also led to 
a decline in proportions of parenchyma. Variations in the volume density of certain tissues and their type of 
distribution along the petiole and main vein could be related to drought tolerance. 
 
 
 

 

 

N 28 Abscisic Acid Level and Osmotic Adjustment of Sorghum Roots under Chilling Conditions 
 
K. Kaczanowska1, F. Janowiak1, H-Ch. Jing2, W.A. Bekele3, B. Samans, R.J. Snowdon3 
 
1The F. Górski Institute of Plant Physiology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Niezapominajek 21, 30-239 Kraków, Poland 
2Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Nanxincun 20, Haidian District, Beijing, China 
3Department of Plant Breeding, Justus Liebig University Giessen, 35392 Giessen, Germany 

 
Seedlings of two sorghum parental lines M71(chilling tolerant) and SS79 (susceptible) at third-leaf stage 
were exposed to 5-day chilling (13/10 degrees, day/night) in a growth chamber and then recovered for 5 
days at control temperature (25/20 degrees). Before and during cold treatment as well as during recovery, 
osmotic potential (OP), abscisic acid (ABA) level and total antioxidant activity were measured in the roots. 
OP dropped in both lines during the first hours of chilling and decreased further over the following days. 
This decrease was quicker and more pronounced in the susceptible line than in the tolerant one. During 
recovery OP returned to control level in both lines. ABA level decreased significantly during the first 3 days 
of chilling because of ABA transport to upper part of seedlings causing stomata closure. During the 5th 
chilling day and recovery ABA level returned to control level. Research supported by NCBR, Poland, ERA-
NET-BIOENERGY-3/2013. 
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N 29 Development of Heat Tolerance Screening Techniques of Common and Tepary Beans Mutants for 
Adaptation to High Temperature in Drought Prone Areas  
 
F. Sarsu1, M. Caridad2, C. Muñoz3  
 
1 PBGS, Joint FAO/IAEA Division, IAEA, VIC,Vienna, Austria 
2 National Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Cuba 
3Universidad Naclonal de Colombia 

 
In 2011 the IAEA launched a 5 year Coordinated Research Project (CRP) on “Climate proofing of food crops: 
genetic improvement for adaptation to high temperatures in drought prone areas and beyond“. Two species 
of beans were evaluated: the common bean ( Phaseolus vulgaris L.), one of the most important food 
legumes for direct human consumption and the tepary bean (P. acutifolius A. Gray), a minor crop with high 
tolerance to drought and high temperature. Climate change impacts will vary between bean growing 
regions therefore, in response to climate change; it is required to develop new approaches to develop new 
varieties to manage climate related risks. In this study, the applied approach is to generate genetic 
variability through mutation induction, using (i) the whole plant, ii) morphological and agronomical traits, 
(iii) physiological/biochemical responses to high temperature to identify valuable mutant populations in the 
greenhouse, growth chamber and under field conditions. Agronomical, biochemical and physiological 
screening protocols are being developed to identify heat stress tolerance. 
 

 

 

N 30 Rapid Screening Methods for Heat Stress Tolerance of Mutant Rice in the face of Climate Change 
 
F. Sarsu1, A. Muhammad2, M. Caridad3, P. Kusolwa4, L. Kihupi4, M. Rajab4, N.Yohana4 
 
1PBGS, Joint FAO/IAEA Division, IAEA,Vienna, Austria 
2PBGD, NIAB, Faisalabad, Pakistan 
3N.I. Agricultural Sciences, Cuba, 4 DCSP , Sokoine Unv.Agriculture, Morogoro, Tanzania 
 
In 2011 the IAEA launched a 5 year Coordinated Research Project (CRP) on “Climate proofing of food crops: 
genetic improvement for adaptation to high temperatures in drought prone areas and beyond“. Rice is the 
only major cereal crop that is primarily consumed by humans directly as harvested, and only wheat and corn 
are produced in comparable quantity. Our aim is to improve rice yields in harsh conditions by screening and 
selecting mutants for high temperature stress tolerance. In this study genetic diversity of mutant 
populations and non-mutant populations was assessed in the greenhouse and in the field. Mutant lines 
were evaluated for morphological, agronomical, and physiological and biochemical traits such as plant 
height, number of productive tillers, panicle length, seed weight and plant yield, superoxide dismutase 
(SOD), catalase (CAT), pollen viability and cell membrane thermo-stability (CMTS). We established screening 
protocols for physiological/biochemical, morphological and agronomical trait responses to high 
temperature to identify valuable mutants in the greenhouse, growth chamber and field conditions. 
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N 31 Leaf Architecture after Ultraviolet-A, B Exposure in Viola Tricolor 
 
SeyedeZeynab Sharifsadat, Fatemeh Zarinkamar 
 
Biology Department, TarbiatModares University, Tehran, Iran 
 
Leaves are highly polymorphic organs and provide sets of diverse feature. leaf architecture including 
venation pattern, marginal configuration and leaf shape. The veins and veinlet which form the vasculature, 
called the "venation" is an important feature of mature leave. The design and function of leaf venation are 
important to plant performance. UV radiation is the part of the non-ionizing region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum that comprises approximately 8%-9% of total solar radiation. Increased UV exposure has been 
shown to alter the biotic relationships of higher plants. UV radiation above ambient levels may inhibit plant 
growth, development, reproduction, and photosynthesis; however, plant sensitivity to UV radiation differs 
between species and varieties. The aim of the present study was to examine leaf,s architectural 
characteristics in Viola tricolor under UV radiation. 
In this study was presented proper protocol to transparent of leaves. According to this protocol, leaf 
samples were placed in 5% HCL for 6 hours. However, in older leaves of development this time becomes 
longer, approximately 12 hours one other way to view the epidermis surface is boiling in 10%KOH for 4-5 
minutes. Then, Slides were prepared from leaves and examined by the microscope. 
Studies have been shown that In general, Viola tricolor leaves are simple unifoliate with rounded shape in 
apex, cordate in a base and crenate type in margin. the major venation pattern is pinnate and secondary will 
be reported intermediate brochidromous and craspedodromous. Areoles are variable in size. They are 
triangular, tetragonal or polygonal in outline and with simple, linear and uni-veinlets with dichotomously 
branched vein endings. Features that have been seen in treated sample is reducing of leaf surface, folding in 
some part of leaf margin, irregular vein network that consist of vascular dissociation and without creation 
off usual areola with few blind vein-ending. 
 

 

N 32 Growth Temperature Regulates Expression of the Max and Brc1 Genes in Arabidopsis 
 
Francois Ouellet and Danielle Bilounga Bekolo 
 
Université du Québec à Montréal, Dépt des Sciences biologiques, Montréal QC Canada 
 
Environmental factors and growth regulators control the plants' growth and development. In Arabidopsis, 
the MORE AXILLARY GROWTH (MAX1-MAX4), AtD14 and AtD27 genes encode proteins involved in the 
synthesis and signaling of strigolactones. These compounds inhibit axillary bud outrowth, thereby reducing 
shoot branching. Another negative regulator of branching is the bud protein BRANCHED1 (BRC1). We had 
shown that growth at 17 degrees decreases branching while branching is increased at 27 degrees. To 
determine if the strigolactone pathway and BRC1 are involved in this temperature-dependent modification 
in architecture, we have conducted gene expression analyses on the associated genes in wild-type 
Arabidopsis. Fourteen days-old seedlings were exposed to various temperatures (12, 17, 22, 27 or 32 
degrees) for 31 days, and RNA was extracted from shoots at 4 time points. Quantitative real-time PCR 
showed that expression of the MAX and BRC1 genes is modulated by growth temperature. Our data suggest 
that a concomitant decrease in MAX1 and MAX2 expression is required to increase bud outgrowth at 27 
degrees. Together, our results provide evidence that temperature affects the formation of lateral branches 
via strigolactone-associated molecular responses. 
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N 33 Physiological Response of Salix Alba L. to Heavy Metal and Diesel Fuel Soil Pollution 
 
Pajevic Slobodanka1, Borisev Milan1, Nikolic Natasa1, Zupunski Milan1, Arsenov Danijela1, Lukovic 
Jadranka1 and Orlovic Sasa2 
 
1University of Novi Sad Faculty of Sciences, Trg Dositeja Obradovica 3, Novi Sad, Serbia 
2Institute of Lowland Forestry and Environment, Antona Cehova 13, Novi Sad, Serbia 
 

One willow genotype (Salix alba L.) has been grown in greenhouse during two month with soil-pollution 

treatments: Cd, Ni, Pb-EDTA (individually applied), metal mixture and diesel fuel in higher and lower 

concentrations. Concentration of applied pollutants was significant factor in determining photosynthetic 

rate and the degree of growth reduction. The smallest negative impact on plant growth was detected in 

treatments where lower concentrations of heavy metals mix had been applied. Combined treatment of 

applied higher concentrations of heavy metals and diesel fuel caused the strongest reduction of 

photosynthetic rate, transpiration rate and water use efficiency. Stable plant water management was 

observed for smaller concentrations of heavy metals and diesel fuel in soil. Accumulation of Pb, Cd and Ni in 

plant tissue had been reduced as a consequence of a metal ions antagonism in the soil. Toxic influence of 

individually applied heavy metals and diesel fuel had additive characteristics. Multiple inhibitory effects 

were especially strong when higher pollutant concentrations were applied. 

 
 

 

 

N 34 Response to Nitrogen Shortages in Recombinant Afila Lines of a Mapping Population 
of Field Pea (Pisum sativum L.) 
 
Gawłowska M., Górny A.G., Ratajczak D., Niewiadomska A., Święcicki W., Beczek K., Tomaszewska M 
 
Institute of Plant Genetics PAS and Univ. of Life Sciences, Poznań, Poland 
 
In the study, variation and co-variation in components of pea adaptation to limited nitrogen nutrition were 
analysed among chosen recombinant lines of the Canadian mapping population [Carneval/MP1401] and 
their parents (Ps). Using different N-nutrition regimes, grain yield (GY) and various components of 
physiological efficiency were examined in pot- and field-grown plants. 
Although Ps did not show critical diversity in most traits, the RIL-lines of the mapping population exhibited 
substantial differences indicating transgressive segregation of genes for most traits examined. The studied 
Ps and RIL-lines exhibited distinct differences in GY and response to N shortage. A broad genotypic variation 
in stress-induced GY reduction was observed, and those effects were mainly associated with differences in 
N2 fixation potential, N uptake efficiency, and water use efficiency, but less with N utilization efficiency 
and/or photosynthetic capacity of leaves. The complex relationships between GY and components of water 
and nitrogen efficiency tended to be stronger in N-limited conditions suggesting an increased importance of 
the physiological components for yielding capacity in nutrient limitation. 
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N 35   Physiological and Anthocyanin Responses to Drought Stress in Aristotelia Chilensis (Mol.) Plants 
 
González-Villagra J1 and Reyes-Díaz M2 
 
1Doctoral Program in Science of Natural Resources, Universidad de la Frontera, Temuco, Chile 
2Center of Plant, Soil Interaction and Natural Resources Biotechnology, Scientific and Technological Bioresource Nucleus, 
Universidad de La Frontera, Temuco, Chile 

 
Anthocyanin synthesis under drought stress could be a mechanism that acts as a mitigator of oxidative 
stress, enhancing tolerance against drought stress. However, the inductor mechanism of this higher 
anthocyanin synthesis is still unknown. Therefore, we studied the effects of drought stress on physiological 
and anthocyanin responses in Aristotelia chilensis. Plants were exposed to drought stress, and then, 
physiological and biochemical parameters were determined. Leaf water potential (7-fold) and relative water 
content decreased (about 20%) in stressed plants. Stomatal conductance (about 90%) and net CO2 
assimilation (near 80%) were reduced in stressed plants. Meanwhile, total anthocyanins showed no 
significant changes. By HPLC analysis, we only found cyanidin, that it was reduced (about 80%) at beginning 
and then, increased under severe drought stress. These results suggest that anthocyanin inductor 
mechanism could act mitigating only under severe drought stress. Molecular studies should be performed 
to clarify this mechanism. Acknowledgement: Conicyt N°21130602 
 
 

 

 

N 36 Cell-Type Gene Expression Profiles of the Interaction Between Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi and 
Common Bean Roots Under Drought Stress 
 
Gustavo H Recchia, Eneas R Konzen, Fernanda Cassieri, Danielle GG Caldas, Siu M Tsai 
 
Laboratory of Molecular and Cell Biology, CENA-USP, Piracicaba/SP-Brazil 

 
Common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) productivity has been affected by drought stress episodes. Plants 
establish symbiosis with AMF that are vital for nutrients and water absorption, leading to a differential 
regulation of genes. A drought tolerant genotype (BAT477), inoculated or not with AMF (Glomus clarum, 
Acaulospora scrobiculata and Gigaspora rosea), was submitted to water deficit regime. A RNA-Seq was 
performed (HiScan-Illumina) and 23 transcripts were selected as most regulated in roots. Root cortical cells 
containing AMF and neighboring epidermal cells, as well as root cortical cells from no-inoculated plants, 
were dissected using laser microdissection (LeicaLMD7000). RNA was extracted and used for gene 
expression analysis using RT-qPCR and gel-densitometry. Three of the transcripts were only expressed on 
colonized cortical cells: glucan1,3-β-glucosidase, BHLH95 and α/β hydrolase. Two transcripts, PvNAC4 and 
PIP2;3, revealed to be upregulated on epidermal neighboring cells, demonstrating a possible mechanism of 
signalization. This study strength the understanding of the genetic relationship established between plants 
and AMF and how it affects drought tolerance in plants. 
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N 37 Role of Calcium Signals in Plant Cell in Early Response to Cold Temperature 
 
Hayato Hiraki, Yoko Tominaga, Matsuo Uemura, Yukio Kawamura 
 
Cryobiofrontier Research Center, Iwate University, 3-18-8 Ueda, Morioka, Iwate 020-8550, Japan 

 
To avoid damages caused by severe cold temperature, plants sense low temperatures and enhance 
tolerance to low temperature and freezing stresses. This system is known as cold acclimation (CA). While 
several studies have supported the hypothesis that cytosolic calcium ion (Ca2+) acts as a second messenger 
in cold sensing, the detail mechanism is unknown. We developed the cryomicroscope system combined 
with transgenic Arabidopsis plants expressing a FRET-based Ca2+ sensor Yellow Cameleon 3.6. This system 
revealed that specific patterns of Ca2+ signal arose from several low temperature treatments. We also 
analyzed the promoter activity of COR15A, a cold responsive gene, with transgenic Arabidopsis plants 
expressing COR15Apro::ELuc when Ca2+ signaling blockers such as BAPTA-AM and LaCl3 were treated at 11 
degrees. Even under the condition that Ca2+ signaling was markedly repressed, COR15A expression did not 
substantially decrease but only delayed. Taken together, our results indicate that Ca2+ signals may not be a 
main factor to sense low temperatures but may act like an adjuster in the CA system. This study was in part 
supported by Grants from JSPS (#22120003 to MU and #25292205 to YK). 
 

 

 

N 38 Uncovering the SnRK1 Protein Kinase Targets under Submergence in Arabidopsis through 
Phosphoproteomics 
 
Hsing-Yi Cho, Tuan-Nan Wen, and Ming-Che Shih 
 
Agricultural Biotechnology Research Center, Academia Sinica, Taiwan 
 
SnRK1 is a central integrator in plant stress signaling. We observed that the Arabidopsis SnRK1.1 dominant 
negative mutant (SnRK1.1K48M) had lower tolerance to submergence than the wild type, suggesting that 
SnRK1.1 dependent phosphorylation is important under submergence. To compare the global changes in 
phosphopeptides under submergence, we applied quantitative phosphoproteomics and found that the 
phosphorylation levels of 59 proteins increased and the levels of 96 proteins decreased in Col-0. Among the 
59 proteins with increased phosphorylation in Col-0 under submergence, 49 did not show increased 
phosphorylation levels in SnRK1.1K48M. In particular, PTP1, a negative regulator of MAPK6 activity, was 
identified as a substrate of SnRK1.1 under submergence. The identified phosphorylation site of PTP1 was 
confirmed in the mass spectrometric analysis of in vitro kinase assay. In addition, the phosphorylation of 
MAPK6 induced in Col-0 under submergence was disrupted in the SnRK1.1K48M mutant, revealing that 
SnRK1.1 regulated the MAPK6 activity through phosphorylating PTP1. Taken together, our results decipher 
the function of SnRK1 and the downstream signaling factors of submergence.  
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N 39 Maize Calcium-Dependent Protein Kinase Gene ZmCPK11 Regulates Salt Responses in Arabidopsis 
 
Lidia Borkiewicz, Lidia Polkowska-Kowalczyk, Jarosław Cieśla, Grażyna Muszyńska and Jadwiga 
Szczegielniak 
 
Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Pawińskiego 5a, 02-106 Warsaw, Poland 
 
Changes in activity and expression of calcium-dependent protein kinase isoform ZmCPK11 in maize roots 
and leaves after salt treatment indicate that this protein kinase is involved in defense response to salt stress 
in both organs. Moreover, the heterologous expression of ZmCPK11 in Arabidopsis thaliana enhanced plants 
tolerance to salinity. To elucidate the molecular mechanism of ZmCPK11 in tolerance to salinity, 
photosystem PSII stability (chlorophyll content) and expression of selected salt responsive genes under salt 
stress were studied. After the salt treatment of transgenic plants, both chlorophyll content and transcript 
level of salt responsive genes increased compared with control plants. These results suggest that ZmCPK11 
enhances plant tolerance to salinity through the upregulation of some salt responsive genes and 
stabilization of photosystem PSII. This study was supported by National Science Centre, Poland (UMO-
2013/09/B/NZ3/02315). 
 

 

 

N 40 Chloroplast Redox Signaling and Memory Development Upon Long-Term Cold Stress in Arabidopsis 
Thaliana 
 
Jelena Cvetkovic, Margarete Baier 
 
Plant Physiology, Institute for Biology, FU Berlin, Germany 

 
Survival and acclimation to different environmental changes are two main tasks during evolutional process 
in plants. Low temperature is a limiting growth factor and has great impact on metabolically processes. 
Slowing down biochemical reactions and making kinetic differences higher upon low temperature causes 
photostatic redox-imbalances. Due to these imbalances more reactive oxygen species (ROS) are generated. 
At the same time, as protection, the chloroplast antioxidant system is highly activated.  
We have studied transcriptional changes in the ascorbate-dependent and ascorbate–independent water-
water cycles after 2 weeks at 4° C in various Arabidopsis thaliana accessions. After 5 days of deacclimation, 
we studied the response to an additional short cold stimulus in order to test hypothesis of possible priming 
impacts. The kinetics and intensity of regulation of the chloroplast antioxidant system after triggering event 
showed thermo-memory generation. Costs and benefits of priming were studied also under field conditions. 
Fitness, morphological and chlorophyll-a emission demonstrated an impact of natural variations under 
fluctuating environment of pre-treated (primed) and non-pre-treated (non-primed) plants. 
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N 41 Association Mapping of Traits Related to Drought Stress Tolerance in European Winter Wheat 
 
1Jie Ling, 2Christiane Balko, 2Frank Ordon, 3Jörg Plieske, 1Christine Zanke, 4Sonja Kollers, 4Erhard Ebmeyer, 
4Viktor Korzun, 5Odile Argillier, 6Gunther Stiewe,7Thomas Zschäckel, 3Martin W. Ganal, 1Marion S. Röder 
 
1Leibniz Institute of Plant Genetics and Crop Plant Research (IPK), Gatersleben, Germany 
2Julius Kühn Institute (JKI), Institute for Resistance Research and Stress Tolerance, Quedlinburg, Germany 
3TraitGenetics, Gatersleben, Germany 
4KWS LOCHOW GmbH, Bergen, Germany 
5Syngenta France SAS, Orgerus, France 
6Syngenta, Bad Salzuflen, Germany 
7Syngenta, Motterwitz, Germany 
 

Wheat is the most important crop in Germany. Heat and drought are a major cause of yield losses in wheat 
in many countries, and most likely will become even more important due to global climate change. In order 
to get detailed information on the effects of drought stress and to identify genomic regions involved in 
drought stress tolerance. We have analyzed a genetically diverse set of 182 wheat varieties for yield, yield 
components, and physiological traits under semi-controlled conditions in the field and rain-out shelter trails 
for drought stress in 2013 and 2014. Genotyping was performed with the Infinium 90K iSelect and Axiom 
35K wheat arrays. The marker-trait association (MTAs) analysis was carried out using a mixed linear model 
including kinship. Preliminary results of these analyses will be presented. 
 

 

 

N 42 The Role of PIP Aquaporins in Response to Heat Stress in Arabidopsis Thaliana  
  
Jin Zhao, Ming Jin, Jessica Lutterbach, Elisabeth Georgii, J. Barbro Winkler, Anton R. Schäffner 
 
Institute of Biochemical Plant Pathology, Helmholtz Zentrum München, Ingolstädter Landstr. 1, 85764 Neuherberg, Germany 
 
Heat is a key factor of climate change scenarios affecting plant water relations. Aquaporins facilitate the 
exchange of water across cellular membranes; thus, they are supposed to be involved in regulating plant 
water relations. Arabidopsis thaliana encodes thirteen isoforms of plasma membrane aquaporins (PIPs). PIP 
expression was examined by quantitative RT-PCR after an 6-h heat episode and major PIPs, in particular 
PIP2;1 and PIP2;2, were upregulated. The induction of PIP2;1 and PIP2;2 by heat was confirmed by 
promoter::GUS lines and occurred in the region of leaf veins. To further investigate the role of these PIPs in 
response to heat stress, transcriptomic and non-targeted metabolomic analyses of a pip2;1 pip2;2 double 
mutant and wild type were performed. Surprisingly, only marginal changes in the pip mutant were 
observed; there was no compensatory upregulation of other PIP transcripts. Furthermore, gas exchange 
measurements indicated a substantial contribution of PIP2;1 and PIP2;2 to transpiration only under a high 
evaporative demand. Thus, the heat-dependent upregulation of PIP2;1 and PIP2;2 may have additional roles 
beyond facilitating water supply for transpiration. 
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N 43 A Climate Ready Banana: Studies of the Effects of Drought Stress 
 
Joanna Jankowicz-Cieslak1, Lena Fragner2, Joanna Szablinska1, Wolfram Weckwerth2, Bradley J. Till1 
 
1Plant Breeding and Genetics Laboratory, IAEA, Vienna, Austria 
2University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna, Austria 
 
The FAO estimates that 70% more food must be produced over the next four decades to nourish a 
population projected to exceed 9 billion by the year 2050. The genus Musa is a staple crop for more than 
400 million in developing countries and production is endangered by biotic and abiotic stresses including 
inadequate water supply. Few attempts have been made to study drought stress in banana. In this work we 
combined physiological methods together with metabolite profiling in order to characterize water stress 
response patterns of the most commonly grown banana cultivar, Grand Naine. Three stages of field water 
capacity (FWC 80%, 35%, 15%) were determined where plants show distinctive physiological changes. 
Metabolite profiling was conducted on leaf and root material in stressed and non-stressed plants. One 
hundred and one metabolites were evaluated in leaf and 82 in root. From this, 37 leaf and 44 root 
metabolites showed a statistically significant difference between control and stressed plants. Unique 
metabolites were further identified in the root material. Insights gained from this work will help formulate 
strategies for the genetic improvement of banana. 
 

 

 

N 44 Redox Homeostasis in Salt Treated Arabidopsis Thaliana Primed with Salicylic Acid 
 
Jolán Csiszár1, Edit Horváth1, Krisztina Bela1, Szilvia Brunner1, Nóra Lehotai1, Gábor Feigl1, Csaba Papdi2, 
Imma Perez2, Hajnalka Kovács2, László Szabados2, Ferhan Ayaydin2, Irma Tari1 

 
1Department of Plant Biology, University of Szeged, Hungary 
2Institute of Plant Biology, Biological Research Centre of HAS, Szeged, Hungary 
 
Redox reactions are fundamental metabolic processes through which cells convert and distribute the energy 
for maintenance of growth. To monitor alterations in redox status in living cells, redox-sensitive green 
fluorescent proteins (roGFPs) have been developed. Cytosolic roGFP1 was introduced into 
dehydroascorbate reductase (dhar1) and glutathione reductase (gr1) Arabidopsis mutants. Plants were 
grown in hydroponic culture and were treated with 10-9-10-4 M salicylic acid for two weeks, 100 mM NaCl 
was applied subsequently for one week. The acclimation process was followed by redox imaging of living 
tissues via confocal laser scanning microscopy or fluorescent plate reader. The half-cell reduction potential 
(EGSSG/2GSH) was calculated also from the concentrations of reduced and oxidized glutathione. Using 
roGFP1 as sensor makes it possible to monitor changes in redox homeostasis in vivo  
after treatments and during the acclimation. This work was supported by the Hungarian National Scientific 

Research Foundation [OTKA K 105956]. 
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N 45 ABA-independent SnRK2 Kinases are Involved in A.thaliana Response to Wounding 
 
Katarzyna Szymanska1, Radek Jazwiec1, Agnieszka Ludwikow2, Jadwiga Szczegielniak1, Grazyna 
Dobrowolska1 
 
1Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Pawinskiego 5a, 02-106 Warsaw, Poland 
2Department of Biotechnology, Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, Faculty of Biology, Adam Mickiewicz University in 
Poznan, Umultowska 89, 61–614 Poznan, Poland 
 
Environmental stresses like salinity, drought, drastic temperature changes and wounding are major 
problems of agriculture nowadays. Knowledge about signal perception and transduction of those stresses is 
broaden with every year, but still we are far from finding satisfying tools which would allow us to create 
plants more resistant to adverse environmental conditions. Sucrose Non-fermenting 1-related Protein 
Kinases type 2 family (known as SnRK2) are important group of kinases present in all tested plant species. 
SnRK2 are well known from their pivotal role in osmotic stress signaling. Here, we provide data concerning 
involvement of ABA-independent SnRK2 kinases in regulation of plant response to wounding at various 
levels e.g. biosynthesis of plant hormones, expression of wound- responsive genes in A.thaliana leaves.  
This work was supported by National Center of Science (grant 2011/03/B/NZ3/00297) 

 

 

 

N 46 Proteome Analysis of Cold Response in Spring and Winter Wheat (Triticum Aestivum) Crowns 
Reveals Similarities in Stress Adaptation and Differences in 
 
Klára Kosová 
 
Drnovská 507, Prague 6 - Ruzyne, 161 00 Prague, Czech Republic 

 
A proteomic response to cold (4 °C) treatment has been studied in crowns of frost-tolerant winter wheat 
cultivar Samanta and frost-sensitive spring wheat cultivar Sandra after short-term (3 days) and long-term 
(21 days) cold treatments. Densitometric analysis of two-dimensional differential gel electrophoresis (2D-
DIGE) gels has resulted in detection of 386 differentially abundant protein spots revealing at least 2-fold 
change between experimental variants. Of these, 58 representative protein spots have been selected for 
MALDI-TOF/TOF identification and 36 proteins have been identified. The identified proteins revealing an 
increased relative abundance upon cold in both growth habits include proteins involved in carbohydrate 
catabolism (glycolysis enzymes), redox metabolism (thioredoxin-dependent peroxidase), chaperones as well 
as defence-related proteins (protein revealing similarity to thaumatin). Proteins exhibiting a cold-induced 
increase in winter cultivar only include proteins involved in regulation of stress response and development 
(germin E, lectin VER2) while proteins showing a cold-induced increase in spring cultivar only include 
proteins involved in restoration of cell division and plant growth (eIF5A2, glycine-rich RNA-binding protein, 
adenine phosphoribosyltransferase). The obtained results provide new insights in cold acclimation in spring 
and winter wheat at proteome level and enrich our previous work aimed at phytohormone dynamics in the 
same plant material. 
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N 47 Importance of Arabidopsis Thaliana Glutathione Peroxidases Under Drought and Heat Stresses 
 
Krisztina Bela1, Edit Horváth1, Hajnalka Kovács2, Jolán Csiszár1  
 
1Department of Plant Biology University of Szeged, Hungary 
2Institute of Plant Biology, Biological Research Centre of HAS, Szeged, Hungary 
 
Antioxidants are important elements of the defense against stresses, among them are the plant glutathione 
peroxidases (GPXs), which mostly resemble to animal phospholipid hydroperoxide glutathione peroxidases,  
and take part in eliminating H2O2 and organic hydroperoxides.  
In our experiments, Arabidopsis thaliana insertional mutants with decreased expression of AtGPX3 or 
AtGPX2 were used. We measured the activity of different kind of enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidants 
and content of stress markers, e.g. H2O2 and malondialdehyde in the shoots of the mutant and wild type 
plants under drought (20 percent soil water capacity), low (12 degree) or high (32 degree) temperature 
stresses. The increased impairment, decreased stress tolerance of mutants indicates important roles of  
AtGPX2 and AtGPX3 in abiotic stress responses. 
This research was supported by the Hungarian National Scientific Research Foundation (OTKA K 105956) and 
by the European Union and the State of Hungary, co-financed by the European Social Fund in the framework 
of TÁMOP-4.2.4.A/ 2-11/1-2012-0001 ‘National Excellence Program’ scholarship to K.B. and E.H. 
 

 

 

N 48 Transcriptomic Profile of Desiccation Tolerant Filmy Fern Species from Temperate Rain Forest of 
Southern Chile 
 
León A. Bravo & Giovani Larama 
 
Center of Plant-Soil Interaction and Natural Resources Biotechnology, Sci. & Tech. Bioresource Nucleus. Universidad de La Frontera, 
Temuco, Chile 
 

Filmy-ferns (Hymenophyllaceae) are poikilohydric, desiccation-tolerant (DT) epiphytes. Desiccation 
tolerance involve mechanism acting to prevent cell-damage during dehydration and to recover upon 
rehydration. Filmy-ferns desiccate rapidly (hours), contrasting with DT angiosperms (days/weeks). We 
hypothesized that fast-desiccating filmy-ferns limit their dehydration response to gene-repression and 
favors gene-induction upon rehydration. Global transcriptomic analyses was done using Illumina High-Seq 
on Hymenophyllum caudiculatum and Hymenophyllum dentatum, slow (SD) and a fast (FD) desiccating 
species respectively, during a desiccation/rehydration cycle. Sequence reads were assembled into 332,000 
transcript for H. dentatum and 161,689 transcripts for H. caudiculatum, coding genes were Blast-identified. 
The FD-species showed 1% differentially expressed genes, a lower proportion (39%) of upregulated 
transcripts during dehydration and a higher proportion (78%) upon rehydration. The ontology reveals ten 
functional groups, cytoskeleton, cell wall associated, DNA binding, inorganic and amino acid transport, LEA, 
phenyl propanoids pathway, photosynthesis and redox regulation genes. Fondecyt 1120964 
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N 49 Regulation of SnRK2s - Dependent Stress Signaling by Phospholipids 
 
Maszkowska Justyna, Klimecka Maria, Bucholc Maria, Krzywinska Ewa, Goch Grazyna, Dobrowolska 
Grazyna 
 
Insitute of Biochemistry and Biophysic, Polish Academy of Sciences, Pawinskiego 5a str, 02-106 Warsaw, Poland 
 
The serine / threonine kinases SnRK2 (SNF1 – related kinases 2) play a crucial role in plant response to 
abiotic stresses such a water deficit, salinity, stresses induced by heavy metal ions and abscisic acid (ABA) – 
dependent plant development. They are classified into three groups: ABA – undependent group 1, ABA - 
undependent or weakly dependent group 2 and ABA – dependent group 3. Even though SnRK2s are studied 
thoroughly, only a few of their specific substrates have been identified, mainly for SnRK2  
from group 3. 
Phospholipids are second messenger molecules involved in plant responses to variety of stimuli including 
biotic and abiotic stresses. Preview data indicate that SnRK 2.4 and 2.10 (belonging to group  
1) are targets for one of them - phosphatic acid (PA).  
In this work, we present our in vitro results indicating that PA binding influences the SnRK2s structure 
without changing their activity which might have an impact on kinases’ interaction with their cellular 
partners. We also present that PA differently influences phosphorylation of several SnRK2s substrates. 
This work was supported by National Center of Science (grants 2011/03/B/NZ3/00297 and 
2011/01/B/NZ3/02899). 
 

 

N 50 Cloning of Novel Fragaria x Ananassa Aquaporins  
 
Merlaen B., Van Labeke M. C. 
 
Department of Plant Production, Ghent University, Coupure Links 653, Ghent 
 
Aquaporins are water channel proteins, they form a pore that allows water molecules to travel across the 
membrane. Being responsible for the transcellular transport of water, they have the potential to 
substantially influence drought tolerance of plants. The two most abundantly expressed types of aquaporins 
are plasma membrane intrinsic proteins (PIP) and tonoplast intrinsic proteins (TIP). These  
play an important role in plant water relations. 
Although strawberry (F. x ananassa) is produced worldwide, tools to study molecular mechanisms 
influencing the drought tolerance of this octoploid crop are limited. Three aquaporins have been identified 
up until now. In order to look further into the role of aquaporins in altering the plant water  
status, more coding sequences must be available.  
To obtain this, primers designed on F. vesca aquaporins have been used to amplify fragments of aquaporins 
in the octoploid strawberry. Fragments were also obtained by looking for EST sequences in the NCBI 
database that are similar to the two already described PIP type aquaporins in F. x ananassa. By means of 
RACE PCR some full coding sequences of PIP’s were obtained in the cultivars Diamante and Elsanta. Next, 
the expression of these aquaporins across different organs will be examined. 
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N 51 Analyses of Secondary Metabolites in Grapevine Leaves of Severely Drought Stress Pot Plants  
 
Michaela Griesser1, Georg Weingart2, Katharina Schoedl-Hummel1, Rainer Schuhmacher2, Astrid Forneck1 
 
1Division of Viticulture and Pomology, Department of Crop Sciences, University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna 
(BOKU), Konrad Lorenz Str. 24, 3430 Tulln, Austria 
2Center for Analytical Chemistry, Department of Agrobiotechnology (IFA-Tulln), University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences 
Vienna (BOKU), Konrad Lorenz Str. 20, 3430 Tulln, Austria 
 
Prolonged dry periods and high temperatures are strongly influencing grapevine physiology and 
subsequently also grape quality. In the presented approach we focused on the effect of severe drought 
stress on polyphenols and volatile metabolites in grapevine leaves. A selection of 13 polyphenols was 
analyzed and different contents of 11 of these metabolites could be determined in drought stress plants. In 
a broad based approach 95 volatiles could be detected in grapevine leaves and among them 46 did show a 
differentiation between control and drought stressed plants. Especially the contents of the volatiles 
phenylacetaldehyde and 2-methylbutanal were highly correlated with both treatments moderate and 
severe drought stress, whereas the polyphenols were highly linked with severe drought stress. Different 
reaction profiles could be identified.  
 

 

 

 

 

N 52 Fine-tuning of Thylakoid Protein Phosphorylation as Means for Drought-Stress Acclimation in 
Arabidopsis 
 
Michele Grieco, Manuela Leonardelli, Markus Teige 
 
Department of Ecogenomics and Systems Biology, University of Vienna, Althanstrasse 14, 1090 Vienna, Austria 
 
Protein phosphorylation as mechanism for the fine-tuning of the light-capturing machinery in chloroplasts 
has been proposed about 30 years ago. The underlying mechanism, referred to as state transition, was 
intensively studied since the discovery of the responsible kinases about ten years ago. However, this process 
was mainly regarded as acclimation mechanism to light fluctuations, based on the functional studies in 
Arabidopsis. Here we performed an analysis on Arabidopsis plants, which underwent prolonged water 
withdrawal. The thylakoid protein phosphorylation pattern was found to be altered upon drought. Such 
drought-specific pattern was then correlated to in vivo measurements, in order to better understand the 
functional changes that are at the basis of the adjustment of photosynthetic machinery under drought-
stress acclimation. 
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N 53 Regulation of Arabidopsis Root Architecture and Hydraulics During Water Stress  
 
Miguel A. Rosales, Gerd Schreurs, Philippe Nacry, Christophe Maurel 
 
Biochemistry and Plant Molecular Biology (BPMP), INRA/CNRS/SupAgro/UM Montpellier, 2 Place Viala, F-34060 Montpellier, France 
 

Plants have to constantly adjust their water status during development and in response to very changing 
environmental conditions. By exploring the soil and taking up water, plant roots play a crucial role in these 
processes. Water uptake by roots is determined by their architecture, which results from root growth and 
branching, and the hydraulics of root cells and tissues. This work addresses the integration at whole root 
level of mechanisms that determine the root hydraulic architecture of Arabidopsis and its regulation in 
response to water stress. For this purpose, root system architecture and root hydraulic conductivity (Lpr) 
have been analyzed in Arabidopsis plantlets under different levels of water stress (PEG and sorbitol). Results 
showed a double response to water stress: an increase in both density and length of lateral roots, lateral 
root primordia initiation and Lpr under slight water stress, whereas these parameters were reduced with 
higher stress treatments. The hormonal regulation of these mechanisms in response to water stress is now 
investigated by analyzing different hormone signaling mutants. 
 

 

 

 

N 54 Effect of Heterologous Vacuolar Na+/H+ Antiporter Genes on Salt Tolerance of Transgenic Wheat 
Plants  
 
Miroshnichenko D.N., Dolgov S.V. 
 
Biotron, Branch of Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry, Science Ave 6, 142290 Pushchino, Russia  
All Russian Research Institute of Agricultural Biotechnology, Timiryazevskaja 42, 127550 Moscow, Russia 
 
Soil salinity is one of the environmental abiotic stress factors limiting agricultural productivity in many 
regions of the world. Recently, vacuolar sequestration of Na+ has arrested more attentions as an effective 
strategy for osmotic adjustment that can reduce the Na+ concentration in the cytosol. To improve the plant 
growth of spring wheat in saline soils, we have generated transgenic plants expressing genes encoding 
vacuole-type Na+/H+ antiporters. The hvnhx2 antiporter gene isolated from salt resistant barley variety and 
the agnhx gene isolated from salt-brush (Atriplex gmelini) have been introduced into the spring wheat 
(Triticum aestivum L.) using the biolistic-mediated transformation method. Under salt stress, the 
homozygous transgenic lines with higher levels of vacuolar Na+/H+ antiporter transcripts exhibited better 
biomass production at the vegetative growth stage. In contrast, no clear differences between transgenic 
plants and their non-transgenic controls were found at the end of vegetation. The plant height, the overall 
yield, the weight and the number of seeds were not clear differed between transgenic and non-transgenic 
plants. Our results are the contrary to the previous reports, in which the salt tolerance of different 
transgenic crops overexpressing Na+ /H+ antiporters was greatly improved. 
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N 55 Profiling Salinity Responsive Genes for Local Jordanian Tomato Landraces Under Salinity Stress 
 
Monther M. Sadder, Mohammad Brake, Hussein M. Migdadi, Muien Qaryouti 
 
Jerash University, Jerash, Jordan 
 
Local Jordanian tomato landraces (1-29) were grown for two months under salinity stress treatments (S2: 8 
dSm-1 and S3: 12 dSm-1) and control conditions (C: 2 dSm-1). Total RNA was isolated from leaves. 
Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) primers specific for salinity responsive genes (SRGs) were designed using 
VectorNTI software based on available tomato database. Differential expression of SRGs were detected with 
SYBR Green in all qPCR experiments and including the actin as housekeeping gene. In the first qPCR 
experiment, all 29 tomato landraces were screened at S3 stress level using two key SRGs. The expression 
levels were compared to landrace 1. Five landraces were selected based on expression level of SRGs; one 
with low expression (1), two with medium expression (11, 12) and two with high expression (15, 28). In 
another qPCR experiment, expression levels were screened from selected landraces (1, 11, 12, 15, 28) using 
five SRGs. The expression levels of S2 stressed plants were compared to C. Our data revealed high 
differential expression levels for landraces 15 and 28 with investigated SRGs, therefore, these landraces can 
be considered as salinity stress tolerant genotypes. Landraces 11 and 12 can be considered as salinity stress 
intermediately tolerant genotypes as they showed medium expression for SRGs. On the other hand, 
landraces 1 gives the impression of salinity 
 

 

 

N 56 Drought and Salt Stress Responses in Different Phaselous Cultivars 
 
M. Al Hassan1, M. Morosan1, M. Boscaiu2 and O. Vicente1 
 
1Institute of Plant Molecular and Cellular Biology (UPV-CSIC) 
2Mediterranean Agroforestal Institute (UPV), Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain 
 
In the context of population growth and global climate change, crop stress tolerance studies are of great 
importance. We have analysed the responses to salt and water stress in three Phaseolus vulgaris and one P. 
coccineus cultivars. Leaf ion (Na+, K+, Cl-) and osmolyte (proline, glycine betaine, total soluble sugars) 
contents, as well as individual soluble carbohydrates, separated by HPLC, were quantified after 3-week 
treatments, and correlated with the relative tolerance to stress of the cultivars, established from the degree 
of growth inhibition; this allowed to identify the stress responses that are the most relevant for tolerance in 
Phaseolus. Salt resistance is mostly dependent on inhibition of Na+ transport to shoots and accumulation of 
myo-inositol for osmotic adjustment; the increase of myo-inositol content is also important under water 
stress conditions. Glycine betaine may also contribute to drought tolerance in P. coccineus, but not in P. 
vulgaris. Responses to salt and water stress appear to be more efficient in P. vulgaris cv. ‘Maxidor’, the most 
tolerant of the tested Phaseolus genotypes. Proline accumulation is a reliable stress marker, but is not 
directly related to stress tolerance 
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N 57 The Impact of Short-Term Heat Spells on Photosynthetic Performance, Xanthophyll Cycle Pigments 
and Radical Scavenging Activity in Senecio Incanus L. 
 
Othmar Buchner, Matthias Karadar, Ilse Kranner, Gilbert Neuner 
 
University of Innsbruck, Institute of Botany, Sternwartestr. 15, A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria 
 
During the last century in the European Alps atmospheric temperature increase was more than twice of that 
reported globally. Heat stress will become increasingly important also for alpine plants. 
We studied the effects of short-term (30 min), sub-lethal heat spells as applied in situ by a novel Heat 
Tolerance Testing System (HTTS), on photosynthetic functions and anti-oxidative defense mechanisms  
in alpine Senecio incanus L.  
Under natural solar irradiation heat exposure did not cause any reduction of the photosynthetic 
performance, whereas the same treatment in darkness led to a significant decrease for several days.  
The de-epoxidation status of the xanthophyll cycle was significantly enhanced, both at natural solar 
irradiation (0.61) and in darkness (0.42) compared to control (0.32). Radical scavenging activity was highest 
after heat exposure in darkness.Our results demonstrate that during sub-lethal heat spells solar irradiation 
may effectively protect photosynthetic functions from impairment and damage. 
Funding: Austrian Science Fund (FWF): Project Nr. P22158-B16 granted to O. Buchner 
 

 

 

N 58 Role of Silicon in the Amelioration of Phosphorus Deficiency in Ryegrass  
 
P. Cartes1,2, K. Godoy2, M.L. Mora1,2, A. Ribera2,3  
 
1Departamento de Ciencias Químicas y Recursos Naturales 
2Scientific and Technological Bioresource Nucleus (BIOREN) 
3Departamento de Producción Agropecuaria; Universidad de La Frontera, Temuco, Chile 
 
Silicon (Si) exerts beneficial functions in vascular plants under stress conditions. It has been shown that P 
deficiency induces oxidative stress, which could be attenuated by Si supply. We evaluated the effect of Si on 
plant growth, antioxidant performance and phenolics accumulation in ryegrass (Lolium perenne) grown 
under P deficiency. Ryegrass was cultured hydroponically with P (0.01 or 0.1 mM) and Si (0 or 0.2 mM) at pH 
6.0 during 28 days. Phosphorus or Si supply did not affect plant dry weight, but Si increased root yield at 
0.01 mM P. Silicon addition improved phenolics concentration and antioxidant capacity in shoots and roots. 
Theses findings were related to decreased lipid peroxidation. Analyses by confocal microscopy showed 
changes in chloroplasts morphology and in fluoresecence of phenolics in response to Si. Flow cytometry 
results indicated an increase of hydrogen peroxide level under Si supply, irrespective of the P dosage. Our 
findings show that Si plays a beneficial role on the plant ability to tolerate P deficiency. Acknowledgements: 
FONDECYT Project 1120901. 
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N 59 Effect of Ethylene Precursor ACC Pre-Treatment on Photosynthesis Under Salt Stress 
 
Péter Borbély, Péter Poór, Gábor Patyi, Irma Tari 
 
Department of Plant Biology, University of Szeged, Hungary 
 
High salinity can decrease plant growth and crop yield. NaCl may also reduce photosynthetic activity, and 
may induce elevation in the levels of reactive oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen species (RNS). Ethylene has an 
important role in the regulation of photosynthetic activity and ROS/RNS production under salt stress. 
Tomato plants were exposed to sublethal- (100 mM) and lethal (250 mM) concentrations of NaCl after a 
pre-treatment with 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate (ACC). Changes in photosynthetic activity along 
with ROS and RNS production in mature leaves were monitored using DUAL PAM fluorometer, LI-6400 
infrared gas analysator and fluorescent microscopy. Effective quantum yields of PS I and II, as well as CO2 
assimilation were decreased under lethal salt stress from the 6th hour. Under sublethal salt stress, the 
reduced quantum yield of PSI returned to the control level after 24 h. ACC enhanced the quantum yields of 
both PSI and PSII in 6 hours compared to control plants. Under salt stress, ACC enhanced the quantum yield 
of PSI significantly 6 hours after salt exposure. ACC resulted in alterations in the CO2 assimilation, as well as 
in the ROS/RNS levels compared to salt stressed controls suggesting its role in response of plants to high 
salinity. This work was supported by OTKA-K101243. 
 

 

 

N 60 Dynamics of Starch and Recently Assimilated Carbon of Four Oilseed Rape Genotypes under Severe 
Drought Stress 
 
R. Lamparter1, G. Leckband2, P. Lentzsch1, D. Luettschwager1, C. Mueller2, R. Remus1 
 
1Leibniz Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research (ZALF) e.V., Institute for Landscape Biogeochemistry, Eberswalder Str. 84, 15374 
Muencheberg, Germany 
2Norddeutsche Pflanzenzucht Hans-Georg Lembke KG, Hohenlieth, 24363 Holtsee, Germany 

 
The dynamics of starch and recently assimilated carbon of four oilseed rape genotypes were investigated in 
C-14 pulse labeling pot experiments under regular watering and severe drought stress during elongation 
growth and flowering. The results show that 3 of 4 genotypes were able to compensate an early drought 
stress with respect to final yield, while all genotypes were unable to compensate drought stress during 
flowering. In general, a breakdown of starch in the stem and tap root was observed for plants under severe 
drought stress. However, the genotype which was unable to compensate drought stress during elongation 
growth and which showed the lowest yield after drought stress during flowering featured a diminished or 
delayed breakdown of starch in the stem. Moreover, the young leaves of this genotype showed a 
substantially lower amount of recently assimilated C-14. Thus, the turnover of the starch pool and the 
distribution of fresh assimilated carbon seem to be important for stress compensation in oilseed rape 
plants.  
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N 61 Silene Dioica as a Model Plant for Copper Tolerance 
 
Radim Cegan, Vojtech Hudzieczek, Roman Hobza 
 
Department of Plant Developmental Genetics, Institute of Biophysics ASCR, Kralovopolska 135, 612 00 Brno, Czech Republic 
 
Plants growing in metal polluted sites evolved various mechanisms to survive abiotic stress. One of the first 
studied plants with adaptation to increased heavy metal soil concentration, namely copper and cadmium is 
Silene dioica from the section Elisanthe, family Caryophyllaceae. This dioecious species possesses sex 
chromosomes with human-like sex-determination system. Although S. dioica is a classical model of heavy 
metal tolerance, only limited data have been published about molecular mechanisms of this adaptation yet. 
To study these processes, we have selected several ecotypes growing on copper mine heaps in Slovakia 
where concentration of copper is higher than usual. We performed copper accumulation and tolerance tests 
and chose the best candidates for further analysis. We also established the reference transcriptome by 
next-generation sequencing of polyA selected and normalized cDNA libraries from S. dioica male and female 
individuals. To identify genes responsible for copper tolerance we applied transcriptome sequencing of 
treated and untreated plants. This work was supported by the Czech Science Agency (grant no. 13-34962P). 
 

 

 

 

N 62   Physiological and Biochemical Responses to Manganese Excess in Ryegrass Cultivars 
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Manganese (Mn) excess in acid soils of southern Chile is toxic for crops. We studied the Mn-responses of 
ryegrass cultivars, whose physiological and biochemical Mn-responses are unknown. One50, Banquet, Halo 
AR1 and Nui cultivars were subjected to Mn-excess (2.4 to 750 µM Mn) in nutrient solution (pH 4.6) for 15 
days. Shoots and roots relative growth rate (RGR) was unchanged in Halo and reduced in ~20% in Banquet 
and 45% in One50 at the highest Mn concentrations compared to control. The shoot antioxidant activity 
(AA) increased in almost cultivars when Mn supply augmented, contrarily as observed in roots. The AA and 
phenols correlated positively (r= 0.8, P 
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N 63 ABI3 Mediated Desiccation Stress Response in Arabidopsis Thaliana 
 
Sonia Bedi, Sourabh Sengupta and Ronita Nag Chaudhuri 
 
Department of Biotechnology, St. Xavier’s College, Kolkata-700016. India 

 
ABI3, originally discovered as a seed-specific transcription factor is now known to act beyond seed 
physiology. Our work establishes the role of ABI3 in desiccation stress signaling in Arabidopsis. The ABI3-
deleted cells recover less efficiently from desiccation stress compared to wild type. Transcription studies 
indicate several ABI3 downstream candidate genes to be involved in desiccation stress response. ABI3-
regulated members include amongst others, known seed-specific factors like Cruciferin1 and several LEA-
group of proteins. During desiccation stress and stress recovery response ABI3 gets recruited to the 
upstream regulatory regions of the downstream genes through direct or indirect DNA binding. Interestingly, 
ABI3 regulates its own expression during such desiccation stress signaling. Nucleosomes alter positions and 
show increased H3 K9 acetylation in the upstream sequences of the ABI3–regulated genes, during stress-
induced transcription. Preliminary studies further indicate that ABI3 and RAV1 regulate expression of each 
other during such stress response. ABI3 thus mediates desiccation stress signaling in Arabidopsis through 
controlled regulation of downstream cassette of genes that play role primarily during stress recovery phase. 
 

 

 

N 64 Physiological Analyses of ER-localized Aquaporins SIPs in Arabidopsis Thaliana 
 
Ryosuke Sato, Rie Sakakibara, Kyosuke Miyamoto, Masayoshi Maeshima 
 
Graduate School of Bioagricultural Sciences, Nagoya University 
 
Plant aquaporins play a key role in transport of water and other small neutral molecules in various tissues 
and are involved in cell differentiation, cell enlargement, and growth. Plant aquaporins are divided into five 
subfamilies from their primary structure and intracellular localization: PIPs, TIPs, NIPs, XIPs, and SIPs. We 
study on three members of SIP subfamily, which have modified NPA motifs (NPT, NPC and NPL) and are 
localized to the ER membrane (Ishikawa et al. 2005, FEBS Lett., 579: 5814). Arabidopsis thaliana SIP1;1 and 
SIP1;2, but not SIP2;1, gave water-channel activity. We analyzed loss-of-function mutants of SIPs and 
obtained their phenotypic properties. When the sip2;1 lines were grown in the medium supplemented with 
relatively high concentration of reducing reagent, their growth was suppressed and leaves became greenish 
purple, suggesting the sip2;1 lines were sensitive to a reducing reagent compared with the wild type. We 
will discuss physiological properties of mutant lines and relationship between ER stress and their 
physiological roles. 
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N 65 Olive Fruits (Olea europaea L. cv. Leccino) Responses to Salt Stress 
 
S. Moretti, A. Francini, S. Romeo, A. Minnocci, L. Sebastiani 
 
Institute of Life Sciences, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 
 
Olea europaea L. is a typical cultivated tree in the Mediterranean area, where salinity is an environmental 
problem, causing physiological and biochemical disorders. The effect of salinity on drupes physiology was 
studied using cv. Leccino, a salt sensitive genotype. Plants (n=12) were growth in pots, and fertirigated two 
time with Olive Medium (OM) solution. Treatments (n=6) were performed applying a water solution with 0 
and 60 mM NaCl twice a week, from fruit pit hardening to veraison. NaCl treated plants exhibit a significant 
reduction of shoot elongation and Fv/Fm values in leaves. Ions distribution (Na+, Cl-, Mg2+, Ca2+, N, P, K) in 
flesh, pit and embryo was analyzed in fruits at two ripening stages (i=0: green skin; i=2-3: 25-75% purple 
skin). Data showed that Na+ is present in flesh cells only in i=0 group. Difference in oil percentage and 
phenol contents in flesh between treatments were observed at both ripening stages. Cryo-SEM analysis 
revealed salt related differences in terms of parenchyma cells wall thickness.  
 

 

 

 

N 66 Organic Acids Produced in Roots of Soybean During Flooding are Transported to the Shoot as a 
Mechanism of Tolerance? 
 
SC Vitor, L Sodek 
 
Department of Plant Biology, Institute of Biology, University of Campinas, SP, Brazil 
 
Flooding leads to hypoxic stress in plants roots. Mechanisms of tolerance to oxygen deficiency include 
production of lactate and ethanol from pyruvate allowing ATP formation via glycolysis. Pyruvate can also be 
transformed to the amino acid alanine that can accumulate substantially in roots under oxygen deficiency 
and become the principal N compound transported to the shoot via xylem. Organic acids, specifically alpha-
ketoglutarate and oxaloacetate, are produced as a by-product of transamination reactions during alanine 
formation. It is known that during waterlogging these organic acids can be transformed into succinate and 
malate by TCA-cycle partial reactions that produce ATP and regenerate NAD+. Consistent with this 
mechanism we found a substantial amount of malate and succinate in the xylem sap of soybean plants 
under root hypoxia. Apparently, organic acids carry electrons from the hypoxic root for oxidation by 
respiratory metabolism in the shoot. However, high levels of malate in the xylem were associated with an N-
free medium while increased levels of succinate were largely associated with hypoxia itself. A hypothetical 
metabolic scheme to explain these data is presented.  
Acknowledgments: CNPq, FAPESP 
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N 67 Signal Transduction of Ibpreprohypsys in Sweet Potato 
 
Yu-Chi Li, Wei-Lin Wan, Jeng-Shane Lin, Yun-Wei Kuo, Yu-Chi King, and Shih-Tong Jeng  
 
Institute of Plant Biology, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan 
 
Hydroxyproline-rich glycopeptides (HypSys) are small signals containing 18-20 amino acids. The expression 
of IbpreproHypSys, encoding the precursor of IbHypSys, was induced by wounding and by the addition of 
synthetic IbHypSys in sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas cv Tainung 57). Transgenic sweet potatoes 
overexpressing (OE) and knockdowning (RNAi) IbpreproHypSys were created. The expression of a wound-
inducible gene ipomoelin (IPO) in the local and systemic leaves of OE was much stronger than those of WT 
plants after wounding. However, IPO expression in RNAi remained low even after wounding. Furthermore, 
the grafting experiments were performed. Results indicated that IPO expression was much stronger in the 
WT stocks receiving the wounding signal from OE than from RNAi as scions, indicating IbpreproHypSys 
expression participated in the generation of systemic wounding signal. When leaves of WT as scions were 
wounded, IPO expression in OE as stocks was highly induced. In addition, genes involved in lignin 
biosynthesis was activated after HypSys treatment. Conclusively, wounding induced the expression of 
IbpreproHypSys, whose protein product was processed to become IbHypSys. IbHypSys stimulated 
IbpreproHypSys and IPO expression, and protected plants from further damage. 
 

 

N 68 Role of Epigenetic regulation during transcription of rice stress responsive genes 
 
Amit Paul, Dipan Roy and Shubho Chaudhuri 
 
Division of Plant Biology, Bose Institute, India 

 
Reprogramming of cellular function in response to external stress stimuli is one of the important mechanism 
by which plants adapt to the environment. Stress adaptation involves alteration in the expression levels of 
several genes. The highly complex structure of chromatin imparts resistance to several nuclear processes 
including transcription. Several covalent modifications at the N-terminal tails of histones and changes in 
DNA methylation together generate epigenetic code to promote accessibility of nuclear factors to their 
cognate binding site. Using rice as a system, we have studied different epigenetic changes involved in 
regulating the expression of stress responsive genes. Our results indicate that there are differential 
epigenetic marks at the promoter region of stress responsive genes in response to different abiotic stress-
induced transcription. These epigenetic changes cause significant rearrangement in the chromatin 
architecture at the promoter region of the genes. In different stress tolerant varieties of rice, enrichment of 
such chromatin modification marks was observed in these loci, even in absence of stress. These findings 
indicate an important role of epigenetic control in the transcriptional activation of different stress -induced 
genes of rice in response to abiotic stress. 
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N 69 Evaluation of Arsenate Effects in Brassica Juncea through Whole Genome Transcriptome Analysis 
 
Sudhakar Srivastava1,2, A. K. Srivastava1, and P. Suprasanna1 
 
1Nuclear Agriculture and Biotechnology Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai-400085, India 
2Institute of Environment & Sustainable Development, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-221005, India 
 
This study analyzed time dependent (4 h to 96 h) changes in seedlings Brassica juncea under arsenate (AsV) 
stress through microarray approach by using Agilent platform. Transcriptome data were validated by real-
time RT-PCR analysis. A total of 1285 genes showed significant change in expression pattern, which were 
arranged in different profiles according to their time-vise expression changes by using the short time-series 
expression miner (STEM) tool. The genes belonged to various signaling pathways including hormones and 
kinases. Significant effects were also noticed on genes of metabolic pathways including sulfur, nitrogen, 
CHO, and lipid metabolisms along with photosynthesis. In addition, various transposons also constituted a 
part of the altered transcriptome. Biochemical assays conducted by using specific inhibitors indicated 
interconnections among sulfur metabolism, jasmonate and kinase signaling pathways. The present results of 
microarray and biochemical analyses highlight that signaling and metabolic pathways work in a dynamic 
coordination to perceive and respond to the stress.  
 

 

 

N 70 Cold Changes the Composition of Sterols and Glycoceramides and Induces Oxidative Stress in Wheat 
Seedlings 
 
Sulkarnayeva Albina, Valitova Julia, Mukhitova Fakhima, Dmitrieva Svetlana, Minibayeva Farida 
 
Kazan Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics, POBox 30, Kazan 420111 Russia 

 
The effects of cold stress on the composition of membrane lipids, the activity of TaSMT1 gene and redox 
status were analyzed in Triticum aestivum seedlings. The total sterols in the roots and leaves significantly 
increased 1 h after incubation of seedlings at +4 degrees. The ratio of methyl/ethyl sterols changed 
differently in the cold-treated roots and leaves. An increase in sterol levels was accompanied by a significant 
decline in the content of glycoceramides. These two lipid classes are known to form lipid microdomains that 
are involved in stress signaling. Cold treatment upregulated the activity of TaSMT1, the gene that encodes 
C24-sterol methyltransferase which is a key enzyme of sterol synthesis in plants. Increased level of lipid 
peroxidation, H2O2 accumulation and upregulation of peroxidase indicate that cold induced oxidative stress 
in wheat roots. Low temperature and oxidative stresses resulted in the induction of autophagy. Our data 
suggest that a response of plant to cold involves the changes in membrane sterols and glycoceramides and 
redox status, and may also lead to the autophagic degradation. This work is supported by RFBR (Nos 13-04-
00865, 14-04-00205, 14-04-31421) 
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N 71 QTL Mapping for Salt Tolerance Traits of a Bangladeshi Rice Landrace Horkuch 
 
Sumaiya F. Khan1, M. Sazzadur Rahman2, Adam H Price3, Zeba I. Seraj4 
 
1PhD student, School of Biological Sciences, University of Aberdeen 
2SSO, Bangladesh Rice Research Institute 
3Professor, Plant Molecular Genetics, University of Aberdeen 
4Professor, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh 
 
Horkuch is a farmer-popular salt tolerant rice (Oryza sativa L.) variety from the south-west coast of 
Bangladesh. It is from the Japonica subspecies of O. sativa and therefore not related to the well-studied 
Indica cultivar Pokkali. It has been shown that the up regulated genes under salt stress in Horkuch include 
transcription factors, signal transducers, metabolic enzymes, reactive oxygen species (ROS) scavengers, 
osmoprotectants and some specific salt-induced transcripts. In order to map the salinity tolerance QTLs of 
Horkuch, it was crossed with a sensitive variety IR29. F1 progenies were selfed to produce 180 F2 progenies. 
The F2 mapping population will be genotyped by polymorphic DArT markers. An F2:3 mapping strategy will 
be applied for mapping seedling and reproductive stage salinity tolerance. Phenotypic traits such as 
photosynthetic parameters and overall salinity tolerance will be considered for mapping at seedling and 
reproductive stage tolerance. 
 

 

N 72 Dynamic of Phytohormone Levels in Arabidopsis Thaliana During Moderate Salt Stress 
 
Sylva Prerostova1,2, Petre Dobrev1, Alena Gaudinova1, Petr Hosek1,3, Vojtech Knirsch1, Radomira Vankova1 
 
1Institute of Experimental Botany, Academy of Science CR, Prague, Czech Republic 
2Faculty of Science, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic 
3Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Czech Technical University, Kladno, Czech Republic 

 
This study elucidates the impact of moderate salinity on hormone levels in plants. Arabidopsis thaliana 
grown in hydroponics was stressed by 50 mM NaCl in 3 variants (sampling after 0, 3, 6, 24 h and 7 days). 
1) Plants grown on salt since germination were (after 5 weeks) small and had higher levels of stress 
hormones (abscisic, jasmonic, salicylic acid). The synthesis of growth hormones (auxins, cytokinins) was 
diminished, except the low active cytokinin cis-zeatin (cZ), which increased. Expression of HKT1;1  
K+/Na+ transporter raised. 
2) Plants directly exposed to 50 mM NaCl reacted on stress with transient elevation of stress hormones at 3 
- 6 h. Growth hormones as well as HKT1;1 expression transiently decreased. Only the level of cZ  
was very high after 1 week. 
3) Plants adapted on stress by gradual rising of NaCl concentration up to 50 mM (in 5 days) had slightly 
elevated stress hormones and HKT1;1 from 0 h. Growth hormones were reduced till 6 h, than the levels 
were restored. cZ was stimulated permanently. Supported by GA UK 306714. 
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N 74 Drought Adaptation Responses in Cereals 
 
T. Li, Z. Spankulova, U. Orazbayeva 
 
Institute of Plant Biology and Biotechnology, Timiryasev St. 45, 050040 Almaty, Kazakhstan 
 
Study the antioxidant enzyme systems, that protect the plants at the cellular level under stressfull 
environment is of great strategic importance for practical breeding.  
In drought-tolerant plants dehydration of leaves under stress occurred less dramatic than in susceptible 
genotypes of wheat Triticum aestivum, maize Zea mays and soybean Glycine max, and proline content  
was essentially accumulated.  
Noticeable changes in antioxidant enzymes activity were detected for wheat at the booting-heading stage of 
ontogenesis. POD activity was decreased under drought for all tested wheat cvs. – Alem – 200%, Miras and 
Kaz10 – 20%. Biochemical detection revealed that SOD activity under drought was increased for Alem and 
Miras on 50%, for except Kaz10, whose activity remained at the same level. 
Noticeable changes in antioxidant enzymes activity were detected for maize at the 3-5 leaves and 20 days 
before throwing panicle vegetation stages; for soybean at the flowering and grain filling stages, more 
sensitive to lack of water.  
POD and SOD activity for maize under drought was increased for both vegetation stages. SOD activity under 
drought was increased for soybean cvs. Ustya on 200% and for K583583 – 60%; POD activity was decreased 
at the flowering and grain filling stages.  
 

 

 

N 73 Growth and Photosynthesis of Impatiens at Low Temperatures 
 
Susanne Amberger-Ochsenbauer1, Florian Steinbacher2 
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2Technical University of Munich, Freising, Germany 
 
Substantial amounts of energy are required for growing thermophilic plants like Impatiens in Central and 
Northern Europe, especially in late winter and early spring. Lowering cultivation temperatures by a few 
degrees could help saving energy and reducing emission of greenhouse gases. 
In several experiments growth of commercially available cultivars of New Guinea Impatiens and of different 
Impatiens species was tested under extremely low temperatures (8 and 4 degrees C) in growth chambers or 
under moderately low temperatures (16 and 12 degrees C ) in greenhouse cabins. Photosynthesis of a 
tolerant and a sensitive cultivar was measured. 
Plants exposed to extremely low temperatures showed curling of leaves, necrosis beginning at leaf margins, 
infiltrations, as well as wilting or drop down of leaves and flowers. Under moderately low temperatures 
growth of the plants was retarded and chlorosis of young leaves appeared. For the tolerant cultivar at 
suboptimal temperatures higher rates of net photosynthesis could be observed than for the sensitive. The 
tested Impatiens species differed more clearly in their reaction to low temperatures than the cultivars and 
might provide possibilities in breeding programs for low temperature tolerance. 
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N 75 Detection of Cold Tolerant QTLs from Unkwang, a Cold Tolerant Japonica-Type Variety, at Seedling 
Stage in Rice 
 
Tae Heon Kim 
 
Department of Southern Area Crop Science, National Institute of Crop Science, RDA, Miryang, 627-803, Korea 

 
Rice originating from tropical or subtropical climates is a sensitive crop to low temperature below 15-20 
degrees. Low temperature is a major constraint to rice production during whole life cycle of rice: poor 
germination, seedling damage, spikelet-sterile, poor grain quality and reduced yield. Especially, cold damage 
to rice seedlings results in seedling yellowing, withering, growth retardation and reduced tillering, which can 
cause severe yield losses. However, little progress has been made in the genetic analysis of cold tolerance, 
because it is a complex trait controlled by several genes and affected by various environmental factors. In 
here, to analysis cold tolerance QTLs at the seedling stage in rice, we developed 384 recombinant 
inbreeding lines (RILs) derived from a cross between Hanareum 2, a highly cold sensitive variety (Tongil-
type) and Unkwang, a cold resistant variety (japonica type). Total of nine QTLs were detected on 
chromosome 1, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 for cold tolerance traits, chlorophyll content, seedling discoloration and 
cold recovery score in 384 RILs with 251 SNP molecular markers. Among these QTLs, qCRS12, which 
detected on chromosome 12 between two flanking markers id12002113 and id12002563 (1.1 Mbp) showed 
25 LOD score with 26% of phenotypic variation of cold recovery score in RILs population. The positive allele 
contributing to cold tolerance came from the cold tolerant parent Unkwang. These cold tolerant QTLs may 
be used to develop cold tolerant ri 
 

 

N 76 Photochemical Assessment of Rice (Oryza sativa L.) Seedlings Grown Under heat Stress Using 
Photophenomics Technique 
 
Sung-Yung Yoo, So-Hyun Park, Min-ju Lee, Jong-Yong Park, Hong-Gyu Kang, Tae-Wan Kim 
 
327 Jungang-ro, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do, 456-749, Republic of Korea 
 
The main objective of this study was to assess the effects of heat stress on performance and vitality of rice 
plants. Japonica (Korean short cultivars) and Indica (Myanmar short/medium cultivars) varieties from South 
Korea and Myanmar were used in the study. Chlorophyll fluorescence experiment was carried out for 4 days 
after heat(42 degrees) treated. The polyphasic OJIP fluorescence transient was used to evaluate the 
behavior of Photosystem II (PSII) and Photosystem I (PSI) during the entire experiment period. In heat stress, 
the maximum quantum yield (Fv/Fm) level is reached earlier when compared to the controls. Analysis of the 
photosynthetic performance Index (PI) of the fifteen cultivars show that they are heavily affected by heat 
stress. For the first time of treatment there was a highest increase with energy dissipation (DIo/RC) in 
Korean short cultivars (from 0.29 to 6.89). As a result of the identifying under heat stress, Korean cultivars 
(Japonica) were occurred strongly sensitive to heat stress. Myanmar short cultivars were occurred medium 
resistant and Myanmar medium cultivars were found most resistant to heat stress.  
In conclusion, Fv/Fm, DIo/RC and PI of fifteen cultivars were to indicate of plant photosynthetic 
performance during the early vegetative stage under heat stress. 
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The photochemical characteristics were analyzed in the context of sowing time and different levels (8.7kg, 
17.4kg, 38.4kg per 10a) of fertilized nitrogen during the maize (Zea mays L.) growth. When maize was early 
sawn, the fluorescence parameters related with electron-transport, in photosystem II (PSII) and 
photosystem I (PSI), were effectively enhanced with the higher level of fertilized nitrogen. Highest values 
were observed in maize leaves grown in double (38.4kg/10a) N-fertilized plot. In early growth stage, the 
fluorescence parameters were highest, and then reduced to about half of the parameters related with 
electron transport on PSII and PSI at middle and late growth stages. In half (8.7kg/10a) N plot, the 
photochemical energy dissipation was measured to 13 % in term of absorbed photon flux per PSII 
reaction center (ABS/RC) resulting in decrease in performance index (PI) and driving force (DF) of electron 
transport flux. This decrease induced to lower the electron transport flux. It was clearly indicated that the 
connectivity between photosynthetic PSII and PSI, i.e. energy fluxes, was far effective. 
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Cold storage is one of the most frequent methods used in order to extend shelf life of peaches (Prunus 
persica (L) Batch.) However, the quality of the fruit is negatively affected during this stress period resulting 
in physiological disorders such as mealiness that is apparent when fruits are ripened after a prolonged 
period of cold storage. The main goal of this study was to obtain a more detailed cohort of genes underlying 
the mealiness disorder. With this objective, a transcriptomic approach was applied to sampled fruits 
representing contrasting individuals from a F2 progeny of segregating population for mealiness trait during 
2-year study. Based on their possible physiological roles and differential expression pattern, our data show 
that genes related to the fluidity of the membrane and stress response accounting for differences between 
mealy and juicy fruits. These genes could play a role in peach to cold stress tolerance during this period of 
storage. Acknowledgements: FONDECYT 3120098, FONDAP 15090007 and FONDEF G07I1001 
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N 79 The Effect of Exogenous Plant Growth Regulator PI-55 During Cadmium Stress 
 
Markéta Gemrotová, Tibor Béres, Lucie Mikulíková, Miroslav Strnad and Karel Doležal 
 
Laboratory of Growth Regulators & Department of Chemical Biology and Genetics, Centre of the Region Haná for Biotechnological 
and Agricultural Research, Faculty of Science Palacký University & Institute of Experimental Botany, Academy of Science, Šlechtitelů 
11, 783 71 – Olomouc, Czech Republic 
 
Plants insensitive to cytokinins are more resistant to abiotic stress. A condition in which plant do not 
perceive cytokinins can be induced chemically, by a cytokinin antagonist PI-55. Previously, we showed that 
PI-55 treated plants tolerate Cd exposure. They show reduced intoxication (decreased chlorophyll 
degradation, membrane damage and growth retardation) after a single application of a sub-micromolar 
concentration. Cd levels in shoots and roots of A. thaliana, leaf areas growth during fenotyping, ethylen 
production and relative gene expression of key transporters of heavy metals after PI-55 application are 
presented. Our observations indicate possible utilization of PI-55 in biofortification or phytoremediation. 
This work was supported by GA CR, 14-07418P and by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the 
Czech Republic – NPU I program (project LO1204). M.G., T.B. and K.D. were supported by the Operational 
Program Education for Competitiveness - European Social Fund (project CZ.1.07/2.3.00/20.0165). 
 

 

 

 

N 80 Developing a Molecular Tool for Membrane Protein-Protein Interaction Screening in Planta Based on 
a Three-Body Split-GFP System 
 
Tzu-Yin Liu 
 
R329, Life-Science Building I, No. 101, Sec. 2, Kuang Fu Road, Hsinchu 30013, Taiwan 
 
Plant membrane transporters are potential key targets for the development of the crops with enhanced 
nutrient-use efficiency and resistance to diverse biotic and abiotic stresses. Identification of interaction 
partners of plant membrane transporters can elucidate their regulatory mechanisms and expedite our 
understanding of how these proteins can be exploited for sustainable agriculture. Owing to the hydrophobic 
nature of membrane proteins, the genetic, biochemical and bioinformatics approaches have proven limiting 
in searching for their authentic interaction partners. A recently developed protein-protein interaction (PPI) 
assay based on three-body split-green fluorescent protein association overcomes poor folding and/or self-
assembly background fluorescence reported for the conventional bimolecular fluorescent complementation 
(BiFC). The small size of the S10 and S11 tags and their minimal effect on fusion protein behavior and 
solubility confer more precise information regarding the folding and membrane insertion of membrane 
proteins. In this study, we adapted this molecular system to the usage of monitoring PPI in planta by 
generating a set of inducible three-body split-GFP binary vectors that enable transgene expression in 
transiently and stably transformed plant cells. We envisaged this system could serve as a new tool for 
membrane PPI screening in planta. 
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REGENT INSTRUMENTS INC. 

 

 

Our company is committed to deliver high performance 

image analysis systems with advanced technology for 

researchers and specialists who study trees and plants.  

 

Each system performs precise measurements and 

analyses of a specific part of plant (e.g. roots, leaves, 

seeds, tree rings or wood cells) or a specific 

application (e.g. Arabidopsis seedlings or forest canopy). A system includes a dedicated software program 

and a high quality scanner or digital camera that can produce well contrasted images. Analyses are done 

easily by the software due to its specialized built-in knowledge. For instance, root overlap at forks and 

tips are taken into account to provide accurate measurements of root length and area by WinRHIZO™ 

software. 

 

Software programs come in different versions to meet users’ needs. With clients in over 88 countries, 

our software programs are improved and updated regularly to comply with different needs and new 

trends in plant science all over the world. Lower versions can be upgraded at anytime. 

 

Scanners are calibrated permanently using extremely precise standards. The calibration is automatically 

used by our software to produce accurate measurements and analyses. Some systems come with 

accessories that make scanning faster and easier especially with washed roots. An additional lighting 

system is used to eliminate shadows around thick samples such as needles, seeds and roots. 

 

Installation requires a PC computer with operating system Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8. 

 

www.regentinstruments.com for more details on plant morphological measurements, and tree-ring 

and forest canopy analysis. Various applications using color analysis, such as insect and disease damage 

quantification, are also presented. sales@regentinstruments.com for questions and orders. 
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N 81 Mechanisms of Na+ Removal from Plant Cell Cytoplasm and Their Activation by Adaptogenic 
Preparations Using 
 
Tatiana A.Palladina, Janna I.Bylik, Natalia O.Kovalenko 
 
Cholodny Institute of Botany of National Academy of Science of Ukraine, Tereschenkivska street 2, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine 
 
Soil salinity caused the salt stress in plant. Its negative effect is intensified by Na+ presence in salinized soils 
as the main cation. Na+ is toxic for plant metabolism and therefore cells try to remove it from their 
cytoplasm outward and into vacuolar space. These processes are realized by secondary active Na+/H+-
antiporters of plasmatic and vacuolar membranes supported energetically by their primary active H+ -
pumps. Plant salt tolerance can be achieved by insertion to their genomes alien genes coded proteins of 
more potent Na+/Н+ -antiporters or their regulatory SOS-system. However we studied possibility to 
increase plant salt tolerance with help of synthetic preprations. The best results were obtained with 
preparation Methyure which is acheap and safe (LD 50 >4000) used by seed pretreatment. In laboratory 
experiments on corn seedling roots it was shown thata short 0.1M NaCl exposition increased activities of 
vacuolar and especially more feeble plasma membrane Na+/Н+-atiporters and their gene expression. 
Methyure using (10-7M) caused their further activation predominantly in vacuolar membrane. NaCl 
exposition increased activities of H+-pumps represented by transport H+-ATPases on a molecular and 
genetic level. However it didn’t influenced the second potent vacuolar H+ -pump represented by H+-PPin-
ase. Obtained results evidenced Methyure ability to promote Na+ remove from plant cell cytoplasm 
on a gene and molecular level.  
 

 

N 82 A Comparative Study of Moderate Cold and Heat Stress Effect on Wheat Seedlings 
 
Nilova I.A., Repkina N.S., Titov A.F., Talanova V.V. 
 
Institute of Biology of Karelia research center RAS, 11 Pushkinskaya Street, Petrozavodsk Karelia, 185910, Russia  
 
Moderate cold and heat stress cause physiological and biochemical changes in plants, including changing of 
cold and heat tolerance, growth and lipid peroxidation. Therefore, the aim of our research was a 
comparative study of these exact changes in wheat seedlings at moderate cold and heat stress (4 and 37 
degrees). 
We detected, that the low temperature induced the increasing of cold tolerance of leaves after 1 hour, and 
the maximum of tolerance was reached after 5 days. The leaves growth was inhibited by 40% after 3 days of 
exposure. The level of lipid peroxidation, which was estimated on the basis of MDA content, was 50% higher 
than at control. 
The influence of the high temperature caused rise of heat tolerance during the 1st hour. The maximum of 
thermotolerance was observed after 2 days. The leaves growth at heat stress was inhibited by 90% after 3 
days of exposure. MDA level became twice higher than at control.  
Our data suggests, that both cold and heat moderate stress cause increasing of tolerance, MDA content and 
inhibiting of plants growth. However, changes at the high temperature are faster and more extensive than 
at the low temperature. The reported study was supported by RFBR, project No. 14-04-31676 mol_a 
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Xiangnan Li, Fulai Liu 

University of Copenhagen, Faculty of Science, Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences, Højbakkegaard Allé 13, 
DK-2630 Taastrup, Denmark 

The increase in global mean air temperature is likely to affect the soil temperatures in agricultural areas. 
This study aims to study the effects of winter soil warming on the responses of wheat to low temperature 
stress in spring. Wheat plants were grown under at either normal or increased soil temperature by 2.5 
degrees for 82 days in winter. The physiological and yield responses of the plants to a 2-day low 
temperature stress (4/ 2 degrees in the day/ night) at jointing stage were investigated. After exposing to low 
spring temperature, the plants that had experienced winter soil warming showed lower leaf and root water 
potential, lower oxygen scavenging capacity and poor photosynthetic performance as compared with the 
plants grown under normal soil temperature during winter. In addition, winter soil warming exacerbated the 
negative effects of low spring temperature on grain yield. Winter soil warming increases the susceptibility of 
wheat plants to low temperature stress in spring. These results are essential for improving the performance 
of crop growth models in predicting yield responses of winter wheat to future climate senarios. 
 
 
 
 
N 84 Phytoextraction of Boron from Contaminated Soils with Poplar and Genetic Factors behind Plant 
Tolerance to Boron Toxicity 
 
Kubilay Yildirim 
 
Gaziosmanpasa Universitesi Biyomuhendislik Bölümü Tokat, Turkey 

 
Boron pollution is one of the most serious environmental problems affecting more than 20% of agricultural 

area in Turkey. The present study investigated the capacity of some populus species (P. alba, P. deltoids, P. 

nigra and P.tramula, P.eupratica and hybrid poplars) for the phytoremediation of boron in contaminated 

soils. For this purpose, we established a pot trial including one year old poplar seedlings of these species. 

Then boron treatment was applied within the irrigation water to these seedlings over the course of a 

growing season. The total concentration of boron was measured in the stems, green leaves, fallen leaves, 

and the corresponding soil. Our results indicated that almost all poplar species could resist boron 

contamination up 15 ppm which is highly toxic level for almost all crop species. Among the investigated 

species P.alba indicated earlier boron depended necrosis on the leaves as well as lower boron accumulation 

in tissues compared to other species. Therefore, P.alba was accepted as boron sensitive species in the study 

and used to make microarray based transcriptomic comparison with P.deltoides which revealed strong 

tolerance to boron toxicity. P. deltoides indicated the highest boron accumulation in leaf tissues and survival 

in the soils having more than 22 ppm boron content. Investigations of expression profiles revealed that B 

toxicity results in global changes in the poplar transcriptome and highly interconnected with responses to 

various environmental stresses. Specifically some transcription factors induced by jasmonic acid were found 

to important in tolerance and late response to B toxicity. Determination of all boron toxicity related genes in 

poplar could be used to understand molecular mechanism of B toxicity and tolerance. This is the first report 

on global expression analysis of trees under B toxicity. 

  

N 83 Winter Soil Warming Increases the Susceptibility of Wheat Plants to Low Temperature Stress in 
Spring 
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N 85 Effect of Osmotic Stress on Callus Growth Parameters of Winter Triticale 
 
Sergiy Pykalo 
 
The V.M. Remeslo Myronivka Institute of Wheat NAAS of Ukraine v. Tsentralne, Myronivka district, Kyiv region, Ukraine, 08853 
 
The effect of osmotic stress induced by mannitol on callus growth parameters of six winter triticale 
(×Triticosecale Wittmack) genotypes (Obriy, Myrolan, ADM 11, 38/1296, 1324 and F2 809) in the shoot 
apical meristems culture was investigated. 21-day old calluses, initiated on MS medium supplemented with 
2.0 mgl-1 2.4 D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) were sub cultured on media containing different 
concentrations of low molecular mannitol (0 M, 0.2 M, 0.4 M, 0.6 M and 0.8 M). After three weeks of 
mannitol treatment, calluses growth parameters and percentage of living callus were determined. Different 
genotypic response to osmotic stress of winter triticale manifested in different callus response to the action 
of selective factors. Established that the concentration of 0.6 M mannitol to differentiate triticale genotypes 
for osmotic stress. Application of 0.8 M mannitol showed the lowest callus growth parameters and living 
calli percentage compared to other concentrations of mannitol. Callus of 38/1296 are characterized by 
relatively high morphogenic potential and increase in biomass in the presence of mannitol concentration of 
0.8 M, which for other genotypes proved fatal. 
 

 

 

N 86 In Vitro Selection of Winter Triticale for Drought Tolerance 
 
Pykalo S.V., Voloshchuk S.I. 
 
The V.M. Remeslo Myronivka Institute of Wheat NAAS of Ukraine 
Ukraine, 08853, v. Tsentralne, Myronivka district, Kyiv region 

 
The direct and step-wise in vitro selection of winter triticale for tolerance to osmotic stress with application 
of selective system based on low molecular mannitol has been conducted. Callus tissue was obtained from 
shoot apex explants of 3-day-old sterile seedlings. For callus induction MS medium supplemented with 2,4-D 
with a concentration of 2.0 mg/l was used. As a result, from 38/1296 line and Obriy cultivar respectively, 5 
and 4 resistant callus lines were identified that had a high survival rate on the selective medium with 0.6 M 
mannitol and maintained morphogenetic potential. From the resistant lines plant regenerants were induced 
and their rearing, rooting and transfer to in vivo conditions were optimized and followed by testing for 
drought tolerance. During the testing under simulated 3-weeks drought it was revealed that plant 
regenerants derived from resistant lines were characterized with reliably higher relative water content and 
free proline content as compared with non-resistant plants. A step-wise in vitro selection is proved to be 
more effective, because resulted from the selection more resistant callus forms were identified. Evaluation 
of plant regenerants of triticale obtained from resistant calli showed increased level of drought tolerance. 
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N 87 Testing the Quality of Plant Protection against Excess Light: Non-Photochemical Chlorophyll 
Fluorescence Quenching 
 
Maxwell A. Ware and Alexander V. Ruban 
 
Queen Mary University of London, UK   

 
The methodology of quantifying the efficiency of protection of photosystem II (PSII) reaction centers against 
photoinhibition by non-photochemical energy dissipation (NPQ) will be presented. This is based upon the 
assessment of two key parameters: a) the relationship between the PSII yield and NPQ and b) the fraction of 
intact PSII reaction centers in the dark after illumination. The relationship between the amplitude of NPQ 
and the light intensity at which all PSII reaction centers remain intact for plants with different levels of PsbS 
protein is obtained. It was found that the same, relationship exists between the levels of the protective NPQ 
component (pNPQ) and the tolerated light intensity in all types of studied plants. This approach allows for 
the quantification of the maximum tolerated light intensity, the light intensity at which all plant leaves 
become photoinhibited, the fraction of “wasteful” NPQ (wNPQ), and the fraction of photoinhibited PSII 
reaction centers under conditions of prolonged illumination. It was concluded that the governing factors in 
PSII photoprotection are the level and rate of protective pNPQ formation, which are often in discord with 
the amplitude of the conventional measure of photoprotection, the quickly-reversible NPQ component - qE. 
Hence, pNPQ is recommended as a more informative parameter than qE as it reflects the effectiveness of 
the major photoprotective process of the photosynthetic membrane. 
 
 

N 88 Salinity Induced Metabolic and Morphological Changes in Four Lentil Accessions 
 
Muscolo A, Panuccio MR 
 
Agriculture Department, Mediterranea University, Feo di Vito, 89124-Reggio Calabria Italy 
 
This study is focused on lentil, a salt sensitive legume, important crop in the farming systems of the 
Mediterranean area, where salinity is a limiting factor for plant growth. Different genotypes of a species 
may have evolved over time mechanisms to cope with the stress. The aim was to investigate salinity stress 
adaptation of 4 lentil accessions under different concentrations of seawater and its major salt component 
NaCl. The accessions Pantelleria (PAN) and Ustica (UST) are from the homonymous small islands (Southern 
Italy), Castelluccio di Norcia (CAST) is cultivated in Central Italy, and Eston (EST) is a Canadian commercial 
variety. Seedlings were grown in pots with different concentrations of seawater (0, 10, 20 and 40%) or NaCl 
(0, 40, 80 and 160 mM). After 21 days, seedling growth, root morphology and antioxidative pathway were 
evaluated. Seedling tolerance rankings to both NaCl and brackish water, were: NaCl resistant>susceptible: 
CAST ≈ UST >PAN ≈ EST. Although NaCl is the predominant salt in SW, its effects on seedling growth were 
more detrimental than seawater itself. Total antioxidant capacity was always higher under seawater than 
NaCl in the most resistant cultivars. The changes in stress tolerance of the different accessions were 
associated 
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N 89 Class I Homeodomain-Leucine Zipper (HD-Zip-I) Transcription Factors Participate in Transcriptional 
Regulation During Response of Wheat to Water Deficit  
 
Pradeep Sornaraj, John C. Harris, Mathew Taylor, Ute Baumann, Peter Langridge, Sergiy Lopato, Maria 
Hrmova 
 
Australian Centre for Plant Functional Genomics, School of Agriculture, Food and Wine, University of Adelaide, Australia 
 
The gamma clade of wheat HD-Zip-I transcription factors constitute members, which play roles in plant 
drought responses, whereby these factors act as molecular switches during plant adaptation. Given the 
importance of wheat as a global food crop and the impact of water deficit upon yield, we focused on the 
elusive roles of HD-Zip-I factors during water deficit. While the wheat gamma clade HD-Zip-I factors share 
significant sequence similarities with other known genes that belong to the gamma clade, we detected 
pronounced differences in response of HD-Zip-I TFs to abiotic stress-related stimuli. We show that under 
water deficit wheat HD-Zip-I homologues are differentially expressed, and exhibit differences in trans-
activation of an artificial promoter, oligomerisation patterns and strength of DNA binding. We show that the 
gamma clade HD-Zip-I TFs are able to hetero-dimerise suggesting that this function could play a role in a 
regulatory mechanism during transcription. Our findings highlight the complexity of transcription factors 
networks, in which wheat HD-Zip-I TFs are involved under water deficit. 
 
 

 

N 90 Tethering Receptor Like-Kinase Signaling by the TTL proteins in Osmotic Stress 
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Araceli Castillo6, Pepa Pérez1, Victoriano Valpuesta1, Miguel Angel Botella1 
 
1IHSM-UMA-CSIC, Departmento de Biología Molecular y Bioquímica, Universidad de Málaga, Spain 
2Department of Plant Soil and Agricultural Systems, University at Carbondale, USA 
3Canada Research Chair in Plant Physiology and Cellular Dynamics, Department of Botany, Vancouver, Canada 
4Shanghai Center for Plant Stress Biology (PSC), SIBS CAS, China 
5The Sainsbury Laboratory, Norwich Research Park, Norwich, United Kingdom 
6IHSM-UMA-CSIC, Departmento de Genética, Universidad de Málaga, Spain 

 
Root growth depends on proper meristem activity and cell cycle regulation. This is particularly important 
under osmotic stress. In Arabidopsis, the TTL gene family is composed by four members. Mutations in TTL1, 
TTL3 and TTL4 cause impaired Brassinosteroids (BRs) perception and reduced tolerance to NaCl and osmotic 
stress, that is characterized by reduced root elongation, disorganization of the root meristem and impaired 
osmotic responses during germination and seedling development. In plants, Receptor-Like Kinases (RLKs) 
are membrane-bound receptors involved in perception and integration of external and internal stimuli, such 
as BRs, which coordinates spatial regulation of plant growth and development. TTL3 has been identified as 
an interacting partner of the activated cytoplasmic domain of VH1/BRL2, a RLK of the BRI1 family that is a 
BR receptor. In this study we present evidence that TTLs proteins are novel components of BR-signaling 
pathway that may function in tethering RLK signaling. Additionally, our data suggests a link between BR and 
osmotic stress tolerance.Founding: AGL2013-48913-C2-2-R and BIO2014-55380-R 
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N 91 Optimization of Ion Beam as an Efficient Alternative for Mutation Induction in Crop Plants  
 
Tsegahiwot Belachew1, Abdelbagi MA Ghanim2, Stephan Nielen2 and Yacouba Diawara1 
 
1Nuclear Science and Instrumentation Laboratory (NSIL), Division of Physical and Chemical Sciences, IAEA, Seibersdorf, Austria 
2Plant Breeding and Genetics Laboratory (PBGL), Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear Techniques in Food and Agriculture, IAEA, 
Seibersdorf, Austria 
 
The exploitation of mutation breeding has resulted in the release of over 3,000 mutant crop varieties to 
farmers. Ionizing radiation such as X-rays or gamma rays have been the most widely used for mutation 
induction. Heavy ion beams provide an alternative option for efficient mutation. A work is jointly initiated 
between two IAEA labs (PBGL and NSIL) to optimize mutation induction protocols using the ion beam facility 
at Ruder Boskovic Institute, Zagreb, Croatia. A platform was constructed from aluminium to mount seeds of 
different crops on carbon tape for irradiation treatment. Radio-sensitivity of wheat, barley, sesame and 
tomato seeds were evaluated for proton beam and compared to conventional Gamma and X-ray methods. 
Different combinations of energy, current and exposure time were used to optimize the dose rate for 
different crops. Similar trends in growth reduction to that produced by ionizing agents (gamma-ray) were 
obtained. The optimization process will be expanded to other crops and mutation rates will be scored 
 

 

 

 

N 92 Physiological and Molecular Responses to the Cold Stress in Almond (Prunus dulci Mill) 
 
Farzaneh Razavi 
 
Salamanderstraat No. 39, Belgium 

 
Plant species have different levels of susceptibility to cold stress either to chilling (0-15°C) or freezing (ld 
acclimation includes physiological and molecular adjustments. Almond (Prunus dulcis Mill.), an important 
prennial nut crop from Rosaceae with low winter chilling requirement is the earliest fruit tree to bloom in 
late winter/early spring and very sensitive to spring frost injury. To date, little is known about physiological, 
phenological and molecular regulation of almond response to cold stress. Genetic control of cold resistance 
(/acclimation), signaling pathway and metabolite adjustment under low temperature is still poorly 
understood in this species as well as Rosaceae family. High genetic variability, adaptability to different 
climatic conditions, possing small and simple genome (X=8, DNA/IC=0.27 Pg) with saturated genetic linkage 
map, makes almond as an interesting model for studying cold tolerance/acclimation in fruit trees. Present 
study was set to characterize almond response to cold stress from stress reception to metabolite and 
physiological adjustment. Different genomic, genetic and metabolic aspects are studied to unravel the key 
factors control almond spring frost tolerance and differences between genotypes. Finally, biomarkers 
significantly associated to almond cold tolerance are determined which might be robust in marker assisted 
selection (MAS) for cold tolerance in other economical crops of Rosaceae. 
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N 93 Effect of Deficit Irrigation on Tomato Fruit Anatomy 
 
Ilinka Pećinar1, Dragana Rančić1, Sofija Pekić Quarrie2, Nadia Bertin3, Catherine Cheniclet4, and Radmila 
Stikić1 
 
1University of Belgrade, Faculty of Agriculture, Nemanjina 6, 11080 Belgrade-Zemun, Serbia 
2Faculty of Biology, State University of Novi Pazar, Vuka Karadžića bb, Novi Pazar, Serbia 
3INRA, UR1115, Plantes et systèmes de culture horticoles, Site Agroparc Domaine St Paul, CS40509, 84914 Avignon Cedex 9, France 
4University of Bordeaux, UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, F-33140 Villenave d’Ornon, France 
 

The responses of cellular traits in tomato fruit growth to deficit irrigation (DI) were assessed using wild type 

(WT) and its flacca mutant deficient in ABA. We specifically addressed how pericarp thickness, cell number, 

size and setup of pericarp cell layers were affected by DI during fruit development. In WT plants eposed to 

DI fruits were significantly smaller with less pericarp cells. In flacca DI induced a stronger negative effect on 

cell division and expansion than in WT at an early stage, but in ripe fruit the effects of DI were similar in 

flacca and WT. The main difference between flacca and WT response to water restriction was stronger 

negative impact during the early cell division in flacca fruits. 

 

 

 

 

 

N  94  Exploiting Brachypodium to Identify Cell Wall Specific Molecular Responses to Drought 
 
Lori Fisher1, Ingo Lenk2, Thomas Didion2, Klaus K. Nielsen2, Luis A. J. Mur1, Maurice Bosch1 
 
1Institute of Biological, Environmental and Rural Sciences, Aberystwyth University, Aberystwyth, Wales, UK 
2DLF-TRIFOLIUM A/S, Hojerupvej 31, 4660 Store Heddinge, Denmark 
 
Understanding the molecular mechanisms underpinning drought tolerance traits in grasses are of great 
economic and environmental value. We set out to test our hypothesis that the initial make-up of the cell 
wall and cell wall specific changes in response to drought may contribute to conferring drought tolerance in 
grasses.  
Aberystwyth University hosts a large Brachypodium distachyon germplasm collection, a model grass 
exhibiting a wide range of natural variation. From an initial drought screen of 150 Brachypodium lines, we 
have identified those lines displaying the greatest range in drought response.  
RNAseq analysis of one sensitive and two tolerant lines was conducted and the resulting reads assembled to 
create de novo references for differential gene expression analysis between well watered controls and 
water deficit stressed plants. Additionally, cell wall biochemical analysis was carried out. The findings from 
these studies will enlighten the relatively unstudied relationship between cell wall composition and drought 
tolerance. 
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N  95  Transgenerational Effects of Gamma Radiation in Arabidopsis Thaliana 
 
Jorden van de Walle 
 
Belgium 
 
It is the objective of our project to study the long-term impact of low dose gamma radiation on plants, 
within and across generations, and to reveal underlying mechanisms at a cellular level. So far, our 
experiments focused on the oxidative stress that plants experience when encountering gamma radiation. 
An experiment was conducted in which 7-days old Arabidopsis thaliana plants were exposed for 14 days to 
four different gamma dose rates: 22.28 mGy/h, 38.48 mGy/h, 86.1 mGy/h and 457.21 mGy/h during  
one or two generations. 
Anti-oxidative enzymes, metabolites and genes were analysed, revealing dose- and generation dependent 

effects in e.g. the enzyme activities. Catalase in the roots was found to be induced only in the second 

generation at high doses. For syringaldehyde peroxidase (SPOD) in the shoots, a dose dependent 

upregulation was observed in the first generation. However, high SPOD activities were present for all doses 

in the second generation. These results suggest that there is indeed a transgenerational response of plants 

exposed to gamma radiation, preparing their progeny for a harsh environment. 

 

N  96  Non-protein thiols content in wheat seedlings under low temperature, cadmium and their 
combined influence 
 
Repkina N.S., Talanova V.V. 
 
Institute of Biology Karelian research centre RAS 

 

The aim of our study was to investigate the influence of low temperature, cadmium and their combined 

effect on non-protein thiols (glutathione and phytochelatins) content in wheat seedlings. The 7 days old 

wheat seedlings were exposed to 4 degrees, cadmium (100 micromoles) or their combined treatment for 7 

days. 

Cold tolerance of wheat grow up in the first period of cold treatment amount maximum level on 7 day. 

Moreover the cadmium treatment also rises up the cold tolerance as their combined effect. The transcript 

level of genes (GS3, PCS1), encoding glutathione synthetase and phytochelatin synthase respectively, rise up 

in leaves at first minutes and hours of separate and combined effect of 4 degrees and cadmium, that 

correlated with cold tolerance. The content of non-protein thiols also increases at first period of chilling. But 

for longer treatment, glutathione content decreased unlike phytochelatin content, which was growing up 

for 7 days. It possibly associated with spending glutathione on phytochelatins synthesis. Obtained results 

suggest that non-protein thiols take part in plants adaptation to different stress factors. The reported study 

was supported by RFBR, project No. 14-04-31676 mol_а. 
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N  97  The “Genomic Lab” for Molecular Investigation of Biostimulant Complex under Abiotic Stress 
 
Giovanni Povero, Luca Di Nucci, Alberto Piaggesi 
 
Valagro SpA, Via Cagliari 1 - Zona Industriale, 66041 Atessa (CH), Italy 

 
Plant biostimulants (PBS) are recognized as one of the most innovative and sustainable solutions to address 
the increasing request for crops, in order to feed a growing population, producing “more with less”. Indeed, 
this class of natural products is attracting the interest of the market and the research community. 
Several scientific reports highlight the beneficial physiological effects induced by the crop treatment with 
PBS, including abiotic stress tolerance. However, the unknown mechanisms of action of these complex 
products are only now being unraveled through the application of plant functional genomics  
and other “omics”.  
It is well known that gene expression determines the plant’s phenotype, physiology, and response to the 
environment. Here, we present the “Genomic Lab”, where gene expression analyses are carried out on 
model and crop plants, aimed at elucidating the molecular mechanisms of new PBS complex. 
Our results show that PBS application leads to clear, measurable expression changes of selected “marker” 
genes, suggesting possible “priming” effects of treated crops against different kinds of stress. More 
generally, the approach described allows to gain new insights into the mechanism of action of PBS, 
providing clues about regulatory mechanisms and physiological/biochemical pathways affected by any 
treatment.  
 

 

 

 

N  98  Sulfur Attenuates Arsenic Toxicity by Efficient Thiol Metabolism and Antioxidant Defense System in 
Rice 
 
Garima Dixit, Amit Pal Singh, Rudra Deo Tripathi 
 
CSIR-National Botanical Research Institute, Rana Pratap Marg, Lucknow – 226001, Uttar Pradesh, India 
 
Globally, many regions are arsenic (As) contaminated with South East Asia being worst affected. Rice is 
major crop in this region posing serious health risks due to its known As accumulation potential. Sulfur (S) is 
an essential macronutrient and a vital element to combat As toxicity. Current study was planned to 
investigate role of S vis-a-vis As toxicity under different S regimes (0.5 to 5 mM) in rice. High sulfur condition 
resulted in high root As accumulation probably due to As complexation through enhanced synthesis of 
thiolic metabolites such as non protein thiols and phytochelatins and restricted its translocation to shoot. 
Enzymes of S assimilatory pathway and downstream thiolic metabolites were up regulated with high S 
supplementation, however, to maintain optimum level of S, transcript levels of sulfate transporters were 
up-regulated as lower S response. Oxidative stress generated due to As was counterbalanced through HS 
condition by reducing H2O2 level and enhancing antioxidant enzyme activities. High sulfur level results in 
reduced transcript level of Lsi2 which is correlated to low shoot As accumulation due to reduced 
translocation and has implications in possible reduced risk of food chain contamination. 
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Miscanthus X Giganteus 
 
Evangelia Stavridou, Richard Webster, Paul Robson 
 
Institute of Biological, Environmental and Rural Sciences, Aberystwyth University, UK 
 
High salinity land may provide an alternative resource for the cultivation of dedicated biomass crops for 

renewable energy and chemicals thus avoiding competition for land use with food crops. The commercial 

perennial grass Miscanthus x giganteus is a leading biomass crop, yet its response to salt stress is largely 

unknown. M. x giganteus was grown in different NaCl concentrations (0, 60, 210mM). Increased salinity 

negatively affected plant growth and biomass production up to 60% at 210mM NaCl. The relative 

chlorophyll content and leaf stomatal conductance declined over time. The number of dead leaves and 

proline content significantly increased at 210mM and showed a delayed increase at 60mM. An early 

inhibition of maximum quantum yield of PSII was observed on day 25 at 210mM NaCl with no difference 

between 60mM treated and control plants. Gas exchange measurements revealed that the initial reduction 

in carbon fixation occurred due to the reduced CO2 saturated rate of photosynthesis rather than the 

stomata limitation at 60mM NaCl. The ash content and combustion properties from ion analysis were 

calculated to determine the impact of saline soils on combustion. Understanding the potential for growth of 

the C4 biomass crop Miscanthus on underutilized or abandoned saline land may offer a new range of 

targets for improved economics, crop management and breeding.  
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1Max-Planck-Institut für Molekulare Pflanzenphysiologie, D-14476 Potsdam, Germany 
2FU Berlin, Institute of Biology, DCPS, Plant Physiology, D-14195 Berlin, Germany 
3Universität Bonn, Institut für Molekulare Physiologie und Biotechnologie der Pflanzen, D-53115 Bonn, Germany 
4FGV R&D Sdn Bhd, 50088 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 
Cold acclimation (increased freezing tolerance during exposure to low temperatures) has been investigated 

in detail, but little is known about its loss under warm conditions (deacclimation). Here, the kinetics of 

deacclimation were investigated over a period of three days in 10 natural accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana 

with varying freezing tolerance. Transfer to ambient temperatures resulted in a sharp decline of sugar and 

proline levels and of the abundance of cold induced transcripts in all accessions. In contrast, freezing 

tolerance declined only in tolerant, but was almost unaffected in sensitive accessions. Many correlations 

found in acclimated plants between freezing tolerance, expression levels of COR genes and sugar contents 

were lost during deacclimation. However, some correlations specific to the acclimated state persisted, 

indicating that plant metabolism had not completely reverted back to the non-acclimated state. 
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Ella Nukarinen1, Thomas Naegele1, Lorenzo Pedrotti2, Wolfgang Droege-Laser2, Wolfram Weckwerth1 
 
1University of Vienna, Ecogenomics and Systems Biology, Althanstrasse 14, 1090 Vienna, Austria 
2University of Wuerzburg, Pharmaceutical Biology, Julius-von-Sachs-Platz 2, 97082, Wuerzburg, Germany 
 

Several types of stresses affect the energy status of a plant causing changes in transcription, protein activity, 

translation, and metabolism. These events of low energy syndrome (LES) are largely regulated by SNF1 

RELATED PROTEIN KINASE 1 (SnRK1; AKIN10/11), resulting in a decline of biosynthetic activities and 

promotion of catabolic events. We used an inducible akin10/11 double knockdown mutant to study the 

effect of energy depletion under extended night conditions in a time-course experiment. In vivo data from 

high-throughput mass spectrometry analyses of the phosphoproteome, proteome and metabolome 

revealed that the akin10/11 mutant is affected in the immediate reprogramming of the primary 

metabolism. Furthermore, we found that SnRK1 is essential for down-regulation of highly energy 

demanding cell processes, such as ribosome biogenesis and protein translation. We will present a system-

level analysis of the SnRK1 signalling network by integration of metabolome, phosphoproteome and 

proteome data combined with metabolic modelling and identification of regulatory key points during LES. 

  

N  102 Enhancing Photosynthetic Potential and Tolerance to Salinity Due to Modulation of Singlet Oxygen 
-Induced Programmed Cell Death 
 
Baishnab C Tripathy, Shiv Shanker Pandey and Vivek Ambastha 
 
School of Life Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 110067, India  
 

Phytol produced during chlorophyll degradation is phosphorylated by phytol kinase (PK) to phytyl 

phosphate. The latter esterifies with newly synthesized chlorophyllide to form new chlorophyll molecules. It 

is also metabolized to tocopherol. The tocopherols are efficient quenchers of 1O2. Genetic manipulation of 

Brassica juncea via overexpression of Phytol kinase augmented chlorophyll and tocopherol content of 

transgenic plants. Increased chlorophyll synthesis coupled with tocopherol mediated quenching of 1O2 

resulted in increased photosynthesis and grain yield in normal growth conditions as well as in saline 

environment. Similarly, to minimize 1O2 generation, protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase C was 

overexpressed in Brassica to minimize the photosensitizer protochlorophyllide. Increased chlorophyll 

content and protection of plants from 1O2–induced oxidative stress resulted in increased plant productivity 

and grain yield. PORCx plants had increased tolerance to light-activated herbicide and salinity. Singlet 

oxygen induced programmed cell death was highest in Arabidopsis porc-2 mutants that overproduce 1O2. It 

was reduced in WT and was minimal in PORC overexpressors where ROS generation was minimal. 
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B. Singh1,2, H. Chauhan2, J. P. Khurana2, P. Khurana2 and P. Singh1 
 
1Dept. of Biotech., GNDU, Amritsar, Punjab 143005, India 
2DPMB, University of Delhi South Campus, New Delhi- 110021, India 
 

Among the 11 subunits of the eIF3, one of the subunits, eIF3g, plays a key role in binding of mRNA to the 

40S ribosomal subunit. We in our earlier studies demonstrated that the gene encoding eIF3g in wheat 

(TaeIF3g) is modulated by water stress. Expression analysis of TaeIF3g in wheat seedlings revealed that it is 

regulated in a tissue-dependent manner, and is affected differentially by different abiotic stressors. To 

elucidate the role of this gene further, the Arabidopsis plants were transformed with 35S::TaeIF3g and 

analysed for stress tolerance at T-4 stage. The transgenic Arabidopsis plants showed higher level of 

tolerance to ABA, and salt- and osmotic stress at germination stage. The TaeIF3g-OE seedlings maintained 

higher level of soluble proteins under drought stress conditions, which provides circumstantial evidence in 

support of an increase in protein synthesis. The transgenic plants also depicted higher photosynthetic 

efficiency (Fv/Fm ratio) and lower oxidative damage under stress, thus, implying that TaeIF3g is a potential 

candidate for developing abiotic stress tolerant transgenic crops  
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